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Abstract 
Do Danish brands need to take their business to Snapchat? 

 

This thesis aims evaluate on the relational branding potential and managerial implications of 

engaging in marketing on the social media platform, Snapchat. This is done in order to speculate 

on considerations that might be useful for Danish brands, when deciding whether or not to 

implement the platform as means to this end. Our intent is for the thesis to assist Danish brands in 

the difficult decision by exploring Snapchat in a context of modern consumer culture, current 

marketing practices and the digital landscape.  

 
Based on scientific positions native to relativism and social constructionism, the case study 

methodology is employed in a selection of two cases relevant to the study of Snapchat. Findings 

are derived from narrative analysis of interviews with case- and expert informants in the light of a 

theoretical foundation on literature about consumer culture, marketing and branding in the digital 

age. Three models are applied in order to structure the analysis in a manner relevant to the 

research question and its sub-questions: OASIS, HIRA and SWOT.  

 
Narratives uncovered in the analysis are unfolded in the discussion presenting tentative ideas and 

explanations of experiences and perspectives on Snapchat in marketing.  

 
Finally, the conclusion offers suggested considerations considered likely to be useful for Danish 

brands. The considerations are identified on the basis of findings uncovered and unfolded in the 

discussion and addresses relational potential and managerial implications of Snapchat in 

marketing and branding.  
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Introduction 

Facebook and Instagram met their match, when Snapchat made its appearance as a social media 

platform back in 2011. Since then, the platform has sparked increasing popularity and gathered a 

huge following, particularly among younger users, who spend more time here than on any other 

social media platform. At the moment, Snapchat is the second most used social media platform in 

Denmark. 

 

The platform offers an entirely new and fun way of communicating. Snapchat promotes itself as 

being a camera company introducing the idea of social interaction through photos and videos. The 

platform aims to entertain, and it offers a wide range of customization options, where users can 

add text, drawings, filters and gimmicks to the content. It provides the users with a more instant 

way of communication, and Snapchat differs from other social media platforms by not focusing on 

permanent content, but instead prides itself on using temporary and short visual content. 

 

This development has caught the eye of Danish brands. In the digital age of marketing and 

branding, consumer culture has gone digital, and brands are always on the lookout for the newest 

trends. Where consumers are, brands want to be, and brands must evaluate on every newcomer in 

the digital media landscape. In recent years, Snapchat has been among the most noteworthy. 

 

Do Danish brands need to take their business to Snapchat? It all really depends on what the 

platform offers as well as on the attitude of the user base.  

 

In recent decades, brands have been under increasing pressure from digital development and 

trends in modern consumer culture. The development in digital technology has allowed people to 

co-produce, interact and collaborate with the media to such an extent that we now call it the new 

media era. As the new media affects how the people interact socially around the world it also 

influences the business of marketing and branding. 

 

The new media enables marketing to be more interconnected and multidirectional, this meaning 

that the customers are becoming more involved in the branding process of companies and 

products worldwide. The audience is no longer limited to the description of viewers, now they are 

described as users or followers, and in some cases, they also function as co-creators.  
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Modern consumers are enlightened, empowered and critical, and they do not accept marketing at 

face value anymore. They make demands, and they want marketing and branding, that offers them 

personal relevance and appeal. Otherwise, they refuse to play along. These consumers are the 

future - and they reject practices of traditional marketing.  

 

Marketeers scramble to address the new demands of consumers and stay competitive on the 

market. Therefore, principles and practices of marketing have evolved in order to fit the bill. This 

means that marketing and branding increasingly applies a relational perspective valuing service 

provision, interaction and co-creation. This approach has proved successful in addressing the 

needs and interests of modern consumers. Brands are then enabled to be relevant to consumers, 

and to engage and involve them. 

 

But as the technology and the digital age develop so does marketing, and if a brand wishes to 

continue addressing target groups in a continuingly evolving consumer culture, they have to keep 

up with trends and movements.  

 

Brands face the difficult task of assessing whether or not new digital platforms are viable in 

relational branding in terms of what they offer. Not every trend is enduring, and not every platform 

is applicable. 

 

When it comes to Snapchat there seems to be little doubt, as the rest of the world waste no time in 

racing on in their Snapchat activities. Yet, Danish brands are dragging their feet in the adoption of 

Snapchat as a marketing platform. On one hand, this might lead them to miss out on great 

marketing opportunities in addressing the modern consumer. On the other hand, Snapchat has yet 

to prove its worth, and Danish brands might prove right in their skepticism. 

 

It also proves to be a great challenge to navigate in Snapchat's complex and remarkable 

landscape for many brands, and few know how to go about it resulting in a turbulent Snapchat 

journey. It is not without risk new platforms are adopted in social media marketing. There are many 

pitfalls and a lot of uncertainty involved in the process. 
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For this study, we aim to assist Danish brands in their evaluation of Snapchat as a platform for 

marketing and branding. Thus, our research question is: 

 

Which considerations might be useful for Danish brands, when deciding whether or not to 
implement Snapchat as a relational branding platform in their marketing strategy? 

 

In order to address our research question in a relevant, appropriate and adequate manner, we 

work with the following three sub-questions in our study: 

 

x What is the possible potential of Snapchat in relational branding? 
x What are the likely managerial implications of using Snapchat for brand 

management?  
x Which relevant future factors might influence the above potential and implications?  

Motivation 
This study has been conducted in connection with the completion of the Master’s program in 

International Business Communication with Intercultural Marketing as specialization at 

Copenhagen Business School. The study is based on the technological phenomena Snapchat and 

consists of an exploratory review of how brands can use it to communicate to and with consumers 

in marketing and branding. The intent is to identify a set of useful considerations, which might aid 

brand management in making a qualified decision about whether or not to employ Snapchat as a 

relational branding tool. These considerations draw upon the relational potential of Snapchat as 

well as managerial implications of using the platform. The study aims to put Snapchat into context 

in modern consumer culture and the digital media landscape in order to uncover external 

influences of relevance to the decision as well. 

 

The study draws upon knowledge and competencies gained during both the Bachelor and Master 

studies at CBS, and these serve as the basis of the research question and theoretical foundation.  

 

The motivation for choosing this subject has root in our general interest in marketing, branding and 

digital media combined with the increasing personal and commercial use of social media platforms. 

After completing our Master’s thesis at Copenhagen Business School, we aim to pursue a career 

within marketing, branding and digital media, and therefore we found the topic of the newest social 

media platform Snapchat to be a relevant subject of investigation in order to broaden our expertise 

and competences within this field. Our objectives for the thesis was clear - it had to be of relevance 
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for our Master’s program and future career, and it had to be a subject which was of current interest 

and trending in the marketing community. 

  

Snapchat has, as previously mentioned, presented the world of marketing with a new way of 

communication, and thereby it challenges the traditional marketing and conventional platforms. We 

both found the technological phenomena of Snapchat interesting and saw a possibility of 

investigating a new and continuingly developing form of communication. 

 

As Snapchat is a recent newcomer to the digital landscape, few previous studies have explored the 

technology and communication form, it offers. Additionally, studies on the subject seem to have 

taken a very practical approach as they offer frameworks for employing Snapchat in practice. 

Studies have yet to explore the technological phenomena in a manner, which does not presuppose 

its relevance, applicability and validity in marketing and branding. We saw an opening in literature, 

and we decided to make a contribution with an unassuming exploratory study. We expect, that 

considerations we recommend as likely to be useful for brand management might as well lead 

them to reject Snapchat as a branding platform as it might lead them to accept it.  

 

Furthermore, we found that despite Snapchat’s popularity among the consumers, there is a gap in 

the presence of Danish brands on Snapchat. It would seem that Danish brands tend to be more 

conservative and skeptical of trying new social media platforms and marketing trends. With this 

thesis, we therefore wished to address this skepticism and fill the gap with a research question 

intent on providing brand management with an understanding of Snapchat. 

 

With this thesis, we therefore hope to present readers with an interesting and relevant insight into 

the newest social media platform and its possible significance in marketing and branding. 

Structure of the Project 
The first section of the thesis introduces the topic and research question of the study. This section 

includes the introduction, motivation and clarification of the concepts used throughout the thesis. 

Also, a brief introduction to Snapchat is presented in this section of the thesis. The section aims to 

clarify the context of Snapchat, and the relevance of the subject under study.  

 

The second section presents the methodology, in which an introduction to the scientific method 

for the study is presented. The ontology and epistemology account for the foundation for the study 

in terms of scientific positions. This is followed by an examination of the case study methodology, 

which we have chosen for our empirical inquiry. Approach to research design, data collection and 
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data analysis are presented. Delimitations in terms of scope, theoretical foundation and empirical 

data are clarified in order to describe the boundaries of the study. Finally, reflections on the validity, 

reliability and generalizability are offered.  

 

In the third section, the theoretical foundation, which is used to investigate, analyze and interpret 

the findings of the empirical data, is presented. Part one of this section begins with a review of 

relevant academic literature on modern consumer culture, marketing and branding. In extension of 

this, part two accounts for academic literature on relational branding as well as HIRA, a model and 

a theoretical framework for analysis. Part three offers an examination of the digital age of 

consumer culture, marketing and branding, and it is supported by a presentation of new marketing 

trends and concepts found relevant for subject under study. Finally, part four briefly introduces the 

models of OASIS and SWOT, which will be applied in analysis. We deem the literature chosen for 

the theoretical foundation to be relevant and adequate at addressing the research question and the 

sub-questions. The theory and concepts are used to position Snapchat in a context and investigate 

the relational potential and the managerial implications of it as a social media marketing platform. 

  

The fourth section, analysis and discussion initially aims to investigate and explore the empirical 

data, which has been collected on our cases through multiple in-depth interviews with relevant 

informants, by use of OASIS and HIRA. The case analysis examines empirical data in accordance 

with the chosen theoretical foundation and the models presented therein. The analysis part is 

followed by a discussion of possibly useful considerations of using Snapchat as a platform in a 

marketing strategy with the aim of providing the reader with a deeper understanding of the new 

social media platform and the form of communication Snapchat has introduced as well as how this 

can be implemented in relational branding. Relational potential and managerial implications are 

uncovered. 

 

The fifth and last section is the conclusion in which the findings of the analysis and discussion are 

presented along with our suggested considerations for brand management, which might prove 

useful in the decision process of Snapchat marketing and branding.  
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A graphic illustration of the thesis structure is as following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clarification of Concepts 
The following concepts will be discussed continuously or at length throughout the study. Therefore, 

prior knowledge and understanding are in order, and we briefly present the concepts here.  

 

ROI 

Short for return on investment. A metric used to measure the efficiency of a campaign by 

evaluating the amount of return on an investment in relation to the investment’s costs.   

 

KPI 

Short for key performance indicator. Any metric that enables measurement of effect and impact of 

operational efforts. Also crucial in the evaluation of to what extent objectives have been realized.  

 

 

Section 1: 
Introduction 

Research question 
Motivation 

Delimitations 
Clarification of concepts 

Section 2: 
Methodology  

Section 3: 
Theoretical foundation 

Section 4: 
Analysis and discussion 

 
Section 5: 
Conclusion 
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First mover 

The people or brand, which are among the first 10% to adapt a new feature, technology, platform 

etc. and take it to the market.   

 

B2C marketing 

Business-to-consumer marketing refer to the marketing tactics and practices used to target the 

consumers. It differs from the Business-to-business marketing as B2C marketing often aims to 

invoke emotional responses instead of solely demonstrating value. 

 

Value proposition 

A statement on the specific value offered by companies in goods and services to consumers. 

Company perception and consumer perception of the value proposition might vary. 

 

Embedded value versus value-in-use 

Embedded value is the value ascribed to goods and service by the company, whereas value-in-use 

is the value ascribes to goods and services by the consumers.  

 

Brand value 

Brand value is either the embedded value ascribed to a brand internal to a company or the value-

in-use ascribed to a brand external to a company.  

 

Brand equity 

“The differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of 
the brand.” (Keller 1993: 2 in Louro & Cunha 2001: 851).  

Brand equity comprises elements such as brand awareness, brand image and brand associations. 

In this study, also “brand love”, which are favorable brand image and associations stimulating a 

positive brand attitude.  

 

Marketing versus branding 

The broad term of marketing is a discipline in which goods and services are distributed in 

accordance with the four P’s: product, price, place and promotion. The more specific term of 

branding is a discipline native to marketing in which goods and services are provided with a unique 

name and image, and which treats brands as a strategic asset in the promotional aspect of 

marketing. Branding tools varies from traditional, commercial advertising to modern, relational 
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branding. In this thesis, the terms are used almost interchangeably in relation to the promotion of 

brands.  

 

Social media platform 

A web based technology which enables collective, online communication dedicated to community-

based input, interaction and content-sharing. Often also described as Social networking sites. 

 
Paid reach versus organic reach 

Paid reach is the impact of marketing and branding efforts that are paid to reach a specified 

audience. Marketing such as advertisements appear to the audience regardless of their interest in 

it. The brand chooses the audience. Paid reach are output of traditional paid advertising. 

Organic reach is the impact of marketing and branding efforts that are not paid to reach a specified 

audience. Marketing with organic reach only appears to an audience, who already follows the 

brand on social media. The audience chooses the brand. Organic reach are more often output of 

relational branding.  

 

Storytelling 

A popular term in today’s marketing, which is used to describe the strategic use of telling a story 

behind a brand, product or person and embedding it in a narrative. The story can be a real story or 

a constructed story. 

 

Influencer 

A term which is often discussed and misused in the media. In this thesis, the term refers to an 

individual, who have the power to affect decisions of others due to their real or perceived authority, 

position or knowledge. 

 

Snaps 

A video or image sent via the Snapchat application. Snaps can be sent to one or multiple Snapchat 

friends or uploaded to the user’s MyStory (this will be further described in the section about 

“Snapchat") 

 

Filter/lenses 

Snapchat filters or lenses are augmented reality filters. You find these filters on primarily the selfie 

camera, but some are available on the rear camera as well, but only within the Snapchat app. 

These filters can be used to change the color, add figures or information on your location and 

temperature, make your face look like a dog or give yourself a strange hairstyle. 
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MyStory 

Feature which provides the Snapchat user with the ability to publish content to all his friends on 

Snapchat. Both images and video can be uploaded in chronological order, and will disappear after 

24 hours from upload time. 

 

Snapchat: What is it? 
In order to create a better understanding of the thesis’ research question, we will in the following 

explain the Snapchat app, its primary features and current position on the Danish market. 

 

The Snapchat app was created by Evan Spiegel and Bobby Murphy from Stanford University in 

2011. The app was part of their studies and was developed with the purpose of sharing temporary 

content among friends and classmates. The Snapchat app is developed for iOS and Android 

operating systems and can be used only on Smartphones and tablets. The app allows you to send 

and receive pictures and video clips (including text, drawings and filters), which only shows for a 

limited amount of time. The sender can determine how long the viewer can see the Snap which is 

between one and ten seconds. It is not possible for the receiver to save the snap unless they take 

a screenshot of it and thereby save the photo, in which case the sender is notified. The Snapchat 

app’s unique way of sending and receiving temporary content has thereby introduced a whole new 

way of communicating.  

 

(Red. Snapchat has with its latest update incorporated a new function which allows you to watch 

the picture or video clip for an unlimited amount of time as long as you don’t close it - but only if the 

sender has chosen this function before sending it to you) (Snapchat, 2017).  

 

In Appendix A we present the reader with a how-to guide and introduction to Snapchat’s key 

functions in order to provide a deeper understanding of how the Snapchat app works and thereby 

has introduced a new way of communication – the ephemeral, or in other words, temporary 

content. In the guide the reader will find both explanations and illustrations. 

 

Snapchat in numbers 
In order to state Snapchat’s position on the Danish market and exemplify its popularity we provide 

relevant statistics primarily from Danmarks Statistik (2016) and Danmarks Radio (2017), both 

conducted during the year of 2016 and published in November 2016 and January 2017. It is 

important to note, that Snapchat’s user base is changing from day to day, and the statistics used in 
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this thesis is chosen due to validity, reliability and the limitation of access to newer statistics from 

Denmark.  

 

The most important statistics to note is the following: 25% of all Danes are present on Snapchat, 

which equals 1,059,000 monthly users (Danmarks Statistik, 2016), which currently makes it the 

second most popular app after Facebook (67%) and Instagram being number three (24%) in 

Denmark. On top of this 19% of all Danes use Snapchat every day (Danmarks Radio, January 

2017). This is one of the most vital metrics to measure in order to argue Snapchat’s popularity in 

Denmark, due to the fact that an app with active users are more attractive to marketeers and 

advertisers than one with a lot of passive users. 

The average user of Snapchat in Denmark is between 12 and 29 years old, which indicate that it is 

primarily the younger segments that are present on Snapchat. In the report from Denmark’s Radio 

(2017) it is stated that 20% of the Snapchat users receives/opens snaps from influencers, media 

and brands. The report also states that the users are interested in following the brands and media 

channels they are familiar with on Snapchat as long as the content is relevant for them. These 

statistics forms the basis for the argumentation of Snapchat’s popularity among the younger 

segment and is therefore of relevance for Danish brands and marketeers.  

Scientific Method 

In the following, we will uncover the scientific positions on which we conduct our study. 

Fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality influence how we collect and analyze data as 

well as how we draw conclusions about the phenomenon that we wish to explore (Easterby-Smith, 

Thorpe & Jackson 2012). Thus, these positions and assumptions must be stated in order to enable 

a constructive and critical stance on the validity, reliability and generalizability of our research and 

conclusions. 

 

Our study is heavily influenced by the theory behind service-dominant logic (S-D), which is founded 

on ideas of co-creation and multi-stakeholder interaction in modern marketing practices. S-D logic 

is a core element of our theoretical foundation, and it is utilized to uncover the strategic and 

practical implications of Snapchat in relational branding. S-D logic presupposes that marketing is 

intersubjective creation of value in the relation between company and stakeholder. Thus, value 

ascribed to goods, services and brand – as well as the act of marketing and branding in itself - is 

considered a social construct. Therefore, our theoretical foundation naturally influences the 
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ontology and epistemology of our study and thus, the research design deemed appropriate to 

study the phenomenon of Snapchat in marketing adequately.  

Ontology 
At the heart of research design and method lies ontology. Concerned with the nature of reality, it 

underpins the approach to conducting research (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson 2012). For our 

study the ontology of relativism is the adopted scientific position. For the purposes of this study, we 

subscribe to the idea that reality is a social construction created through interaction. According to 

this view, the truth, facts and even scientific laws are determined through negotiation between 

people. The view acknowledges that multiple perspectives on reality exist and all carry significance 

in the negotiation thereof. This is in accordance with our theoretical foundation on S-D logic, which 

considers value a construct of social mediation between company and stakeholders. Thus, many 

perspectives on value exist among a wide array of stakeholders, and these must be negotiated into 

a collective narrative. In order to appraise the social construct behind the reality and value of 

Snapchat, we must first uncover its intersubjective nature.  

Epistemology 
In order to approach the research activities of the study in the most sufficient manner, the 

epistemology must apply an approach to research design, which best uncovers reality as viewed 

by the chosen ontology (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson 2012). For this study, the 

epistemology of social constructionism provides a good fit for relativism. In social constructionism, 

the multiple perspectives of people are negotiated into truth through language and narratives of 

experience. Thus, reality is not considered individual nor objective or external, but collective, 

intersubjective and internal. Research based on social constructionism is often concerned with 

narratives, multi-stakeholder perspectives and interpretation.  

 

Here also exists a keen awareness that the researcher as an observer is part of the observed. 

Thus, we are mindful of our own perspective and our interpretation of those of others as 

researchers. The conclusion we reach is a manifestation of the reality, we have negotiated 

amongst ourselves and with our informants.  

 

The epistemology of social constructionism is applied in order to provide satisfactory empirical 

outcomes for the purposes of this study (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson 2012).  
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The Case Study Methodology 
For conducting research, the methodology of a multiple case study is applied. This enables a rich 

and in-depth insight into the complex social realities of Snapchat in marketing and branding. 

 

In accordance with social constructionism, the unit of analysis can be whole, complex situations 

and sampling thus include a small selection of cases relevant to the study (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe 

& Jackson 2012).  

 

A multiple case study has been chosen in order to allow a broader view on and extensive depiction 

of the phenomenon under study. We aim to showcase more than one perspective on Snapchat in 

marketing and to enable comparative analysis on similarities and differences. It is our ambition to 

uncover distinct and coherent narratives on Snapchat marketing in the cases in order to enable a 

nuanced depiction of the social construct under study.  

Research Design 
In our research design, we clarify what empirical data is needed for the study as well as how we 

have gathered and analyzed it (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson 2012). The specific data 

collection choices of the research design have been made in accordance with the scientific 

positions underlying relativism and social constructionism.  

 

For this study, we have chosen a case from Universal Music Denmark and a case from Coca-Cola 

as primary units of analysis. The cases have been chosen because they are uniquely interesting 

as they each contribute with different perspectives on and approach to the practice of Snapchat in 

marketing and branding. Thus, through case studies we are enabled to uncover a multi-faceted 

depiction of the realities of the phenomenon. They are “best practice” cases as both companies 

have successfully engaged in marketing and branding on Snapchat each in their own way. Our aim 

is gaining insight into the success parameters of their activities in order to determine implications 

for relational branding and brand management.  

 

In order to qualify our discussion of Snapchat in marketing and branding, we have also chosen to 

conduct three interviews with experts in the marketing community.  

 

We have gained access to the organizations by e-mail, presenting our study and our purpose as 

well as requesting assistance in our endeavor. Data collected on the cases includes interviews, 

campaign data, corporate reports and articles.  
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Primary Empirical Data 
Primary empirical data include five interviews. Thus, our primary data are of a qualitative nature in 

accordance with research practices of social constructionism (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson 

2012).  

 

The narrative method of interviews has been selected in order to uncover the specific stories, 

experiences and perspectives of the case organizations and experts on Snapchat in marketing. 

The aim of this approach is to depict the intersubjective narrative, and the value creation of 

organization and stakeholders interacting, on Snapchat in the cases. The informants for the case-

related interviews are Head of Social Media at Universal Music Denmark, Samantha Foltmar, 

Integrated Business Manager at Carat Denmark, Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen and Johnni Rosenquist, 

Head of Digital at Carat Denmark. Samantha Foltmar, Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen and Johnni 

Rosenquist have been selected as informants, because they were responsible for the case 

campaigns, and thus could provide us with insight into strategic considerations and tactical choices 

as well as results and effect. Furthermore, as executives on a managerial level, they are very likely 

to present us with intersubjective narratives representative of their organizations as a whole. Due 

to their expertise in the field of marketing and branding, they can provide us with a professional 

and reliable evaluation of Snapchat based on their experience and opinions. Finally, all of them 

had access and authority to provide us with quantitative campaign data.  

 

The Universal Music Denmark campaign was executed by their subsidiary, the creative agency 

Digital Labs. Head of Social Media, Samantha Foltmar, was in charge of strategic and tactical 

execution of the campaign. The campaign was executed on behalf of the Danish band Suspekt. 

 

The Coca-Cola campaign was executed by the media agency, Carat Denmark. Integrated 

Business Manager, Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen, was in charge of the strategic execution of the 

campaign in collaboration with Head of Digital and client manager of Coca-Cola, Johnni 

Rosenquist. Johnni Rosenquist supervised tactical execution and the influencer, Lakserytteren, 

was employed for operational execution.  

 

In addition to the two interviews with case informants, we have conducted three additional 

interviews with experts in the marketing community in order to gain impartial perspectives on 

Snapchat in marketing, that are not affected by the rationalization of a specific case. The aim with 

this data is to provide contributions to the discussion of Snapchat marketing that might apply a 

supportive or critical stance on the assertions of our case informants. The narratives of the expert 
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informants depict Snapchat in marketing from a broad industry perspective on strategic and 

practical implications. 

 

The three expert informants are CEO of Snaplytics, Thomas Cilius Hansen, editor of Dansk 

Markedsføring, Christian W. Larsen and Head of Social at Mindshare, Mette Bierbum Bacher. 

 

Snaplytics is a Danish company which provides customers with metrics on and management of 

their Snapchat marketing efforts. Thomas Cilius Hansen has been chosen as an informant, 

because Snaplytics are Snapchat experts in direct contact with many of the Danish and 

international companies engaging in Snapchat marketing. Thus, they have insight into the 

marketing practices specific to Snapchat in Danish business. Snaplytics monitor Snapchat 

developments closely. As the CEO, Thomas Cilius Hansen is in contact with most customers and 

is informed of all projects.  

 

Dansk Markedsføring is a Danish professional association for and of marketeers. Christian W. 

Larsen have been chosen as an informant, because Dansk Markedsføring can provide a broader 

industry perspective on Snapchat marketing in the context of other trends and movements. The 

organization is informed of all professional development within the industry and can provide a 

reliable perspective on Snapchat in comparison to other platforms. Christian W. Larsen is an 

experienced editor and has been an expert of the marketing community for many years.   

 

Mindshare is an integrated communications and media agency offering a wide range of services 

relating to digital platforms, social media, advertising etc. Mette Bierbum Bacher has been chosen 

as an informant, because she consults Danish brands on the use of social media in marketing and 

branding. She is familiar with the advantages and shortcomings of each platform. She engages in 

social media marketing and branding on a strategic, tactic and operational level every day. She 

mediates a broad industry perspective with a specialized view on Snapchat in branding. 

Kommunikationsforum hosted a course on the professional application of Snapchat in business on 

the 7th of September 2017, where Mette Bierbum Bacher was one of the main instructors.  

 

The insight of all expert informants allows for a reliable stance on potential and implications, which 

are most relevant to our study. They make professional evaluations in, respectively, the micro-

cosmos of the professional Snapchat community and the macro-cosmos of marketing in general. 

We deduce that Thomas Cilius Hansen represents an intersubjective narrative native to the 

professional Snapchat community, whereas Christian W. Larsen represents an intersubjective 
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narrative native to the marketing industry. Mette Bierbum Bacher is likely to represent an 

intersubjective narrative mediated in between. 

 

Interviews  
The interview with Head of Social Media at Universal Music Denmark, Samantha Foltmar, as well 

as the interview with Editor at Dansk Markedsføring, Christian W. Larsen, was structured and 

directive and conducted on a one-to-one basis. Due to time and scheduling constraints of the 

informants the interviews were conducted via e-mail. This limited the interviews, as they were not 

enabled to stray from the planned questions and the structure of the interview guide. However, 

questions were answered in a precise, specific and thorough manner as the informants were 

allowed to consider and revise their answers carefully. The interviews were conducted in Danish.  

 

The interviews with CEO of Snaplytics, Thomas Cilius, Head of Social at Mindshare, Mette 

Bierbum Bacher, Integrated Business Manager at Carat Denmark, Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen, and 

Head of Digital at Carat Denmark, Johnni Rosenquist, were all semi-structured.  The interview with 

Thomas Cilius, and the interview at Carat Denmark, was conducted face-to-face on a one-to-one 

and a one-to-two basis respectively. The interview with Mette Bierbum Bacher was conducted via 

telephone on a one-to-one basis. All three interviews were allowed to range free and stray from the 

interview questions. The informants pursued personal trains of thought and explored subjects 

additional to those of the interview guide. At Carat Denmark, the informants stimulated additional 

responses from each other as each comment by one informant inspired new reflections in the other 

informant. All three interviews allowed for rich and extensive narratives on Snapchat in marketing. 

The interview with Thomas Cilius was conducted in English, whereas the interviews with Mette 

Bierbum Bacher and at Carat Denmark were conducted in Danish. 

Secondary Empirical Data 
In addition to primary data collected through interviews, we have done archival research on pre-

existing, secondary data. Secondary empirical data collected before and after the interviews 

include statistics, campaign data, corporate reports and articles from journals and news media. 

This data complements the primary data by adding facts, figures and numbers allowing a more 

objective perspective on the narratives uncovered in the qualitative data.  

 

Campaign data 
Samantha Foltmar, Universal Music Denmark, provided us with quantitative data on the campaign 

for Suspekt, whereas Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen and Johnni Rosenquist, Carat Denmark, provided 
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us with a bit of quantitative data on the campaign for Coca-Cola. This gave us insight into progress 

and performance of the campaigns as well as it enables us to evaluate on them somewhat 

objectively. Additionally, Samantha Foltmar provided us with visual material on the Suspekt 

campaign as well as with responses from the audience. This enabled us to enrich our depiction 

and analysis of the case with the perspectives of the audience as well.  

 

Furthermore, we have retrieved articles from the company websites of Carat Denmark, Digital Labs 

and Lakserytteren about the cases increasing data and enriching the analysis. 

 

Corporate reports 
We have chosen to retrieve data from two corporate reports. The first report is provided by 

Danmarks Statistik and is conducted over the first 6 months of 2016 and published in November 

2016. Danmarks Statistiks is the central statistical office in Denmark, which collects all the Danish 

society’s statistical information for use in administration, as well as research, teaching, etc. The 

report focuses on the media development in Denmark. Danmarks Statistik is considered a reliable 

source as their function is to deliver the official statistics on society and community development to 

the users in Denmark. In order to ensure this, the institution follows the international principles for 

credible official statistics adopted in the EU and the UN, which states that the statistics must be 

impartial, objective and independent of political and economic interests. 
The second report is Danmarks Radio’s annual report on the development of the Danish use of 

electronic media (original title: Medieudviklingen 2016). DR Media research is DR's own analysis 

department. It is an independent department which serves the purpose of providing the listeners, 

viewers and users’ perspective on DR's many products. The department also aims to follow and 

investigate the media development. 

 
Both sources are considered reliable and chosen on the basis of high independence, accessibility, 

credibility and confidentiality. 

 

News and journal articles 

The news articles used in the preparation of this thesis are chosen due to the following 

measurements: relevance, reliability and validity. The sources are primarily Danish industry expert 

companies such as Mindshare, Digital Works and Group M. Other relevant articles are retrieved 

from Danish and American media. These are considered creditable sources, but it is taken into 

account that all businesses can be affected by i.e. economic interests to some extent. 
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Data Analysis 
Primary empirical data from the interviews have been interpreted through a process of narrative 

analysis. The narratives presented by the informants have been interpreted as manifestations of 

organizational and industry reality as experienced by multiple stakeholders. The account of the 

informants on corporate experience with Snapchat in marketing and branding reveals practices 

and perspectives relevant to the study of the phenomenon. The interpretation makes meaning of 

the narratives and aims to clarify their significance to the research question and the sub-questions. 

Thus, it leads to the tentative ideas and explanations derived from findings presented in the 

discussion and conclusion. The models of HIRA, OASIS and SWOT serve to structure the 

interpretation of empirical data in the analysis as well as the findings in the discussion. 

 

We hope to unfold the social construct of Snapchat in marketing and branding, uncovering 

implications for relevant considerations for brand management through the perspectives and 

experiences of informants. We uncover multi-stakeholder perspectives in narratives and interprets 

them in our analysis. In the narratives of our informants, we observe manifestations of reality as 

negotiated in consumer culture, in the marketing industry and in the individual case companies.  

 

Secondary data supports the interpretation of primary data as it enriches and unfolds the narratives 

uncovered. Facts and figures serve to qualify the assertions of the narratives as reliable. For 

instance, facts and figures prove the assertion that the case campaigns were successful.  

 

In qualitative data collection, data uncovered are never of a neutral nature. A study always carries 

significance for the agenda of informants. Therefore, we are critical of the statements of our 

informants in our analysis of primary data and are aware of their interest in promoting specific 

narratives on Snapchat in marketing. This applies to the expert informants as well as the case 

informants.  

 

Four out of five interviews have been conducted in Danish, and thus selected relevant quotes for 

the analysis have been translated to English. 

Delimitations 
Before the theoretical framework and the analysis are presented, a range of delimitations have 

been made in order to specify the scope, theoretical foundation and empirical data of the study.  
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Scope 

We limit the scope of our study to include two carefully selected cases. The cases comprise two 

different companies and one specific Snapchat marketing campaign for each.  

 

In order to maintain the focus of the research question, we have chosen to limit the thesis to the 

Danish market including only Danish cases. The perspectives of expert informants on Snapchat in 

marketing also only refer to potential on the Danish market. The reason for the limitation is that the 

features provided by Snapchat are different in every country. Snapchat in Denmark is currently 

excluded from additional features such as specific targeting and analytical metrics. Additionally, 

fewer options for paid advertising exist in Denmark. We have chosen this delimitation deliberately 

in order to avoid findings irrelevant to the Danish market and brands operating on it.  

 

The case campaigns draw upon more marketing channels than Snapchat, but the interplay 

between different social media platforms alongside each other will not be explored in further detail 

in this study. We will only touch briefly upon the significance of employing more than one social 

media platform in marketing and branding.  

 

We have focused on the B2C market, as Snapchat has yet to prove relevant on the B2B market. 

Additionally, the B2C market is where modern consumer culture and marketing practices have the 

greatest impact in the interaction between company and consumer. Furthermore, Snapchat is 

primarily used by the consumers on a personal level and as interpersonal communication tool. The 

B2B perspective has therefore been found irrelevant for this thesis. 

 

We have prioritized to focus on consumers as the only stakeholder group of interest to the study in 

the negotiation of value on Snapchat with our case companies. We consider them to be the most 

significant stakeholder group to the companies benefiting from the conclusions of this study. There 

is a wide array of additional stakeholders, which could be of interest in research, but they deserve 

more focused and in-depth attention in separate studies. This study is concerned with external 

marketing and branding among consumers as stakeholders. It has not concerned itself with 

internal branding among stakeholders such as employees.  

 

Snapchat is constantly developing its technology and updates for the Snapchat app are sent out 

monthly, therefore the study is limited to incorporating the features provided by Snapchat during 

the thesis start in order to avoid any misunderstandings for the reader. In addition, we have chosen 

to limit ourselves from Snapchat’s paid advertising features as these have only been available in 
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Denmark since March 2017 and have not yet been practiced by a significant number of brands on 

the Danish market at this point in time. The features will be taken into account in the discussion 

section of the thesis, but will not be exemplified in the analysis as we have not been able to find a 

relevant case involving this feature at the thesis start.  

Theoretical foundation 

By means of our theoretical foundation, we explore the evolution of modern consumer culture, 

marketing practices and the digital media landscape. This evolution has entailed the rise of 

Snapchat in marketing and presupposes the strategic potential and implications of its practice. The 

applied theories have been chosen due to an evaluation of relevance to modern marketing trends. 

We resolve to indicate causality between chosen theories of marketing and current marketing 

practice. This aids us in reaching a conclusion on strategic implications of Snapchat in marketing 

grounded in our theories. However, this also means that our choice of theory affects our 

perspective on reality and thus, our scientific method. Our analysis, discussion and conclusion can 

then only be accepted and evaluated in the light of the theoretical foundation as our study excludes 

the perspectives of alternative theory.  

 

This study concerns itself with Snapchat in marketing applying an approach to brand management 

in accordance with the relational paradigm. The most successful marketing and branding efforts in 

modern consumer culture are relational not product-oriented, projective or adaptive. This leads us 

to our choice of theoretical foundation and the focus of our research question.  

Empirical data 

Our study comprises five interviews as primary empirical data. The informants are all corporate 

representatives from either the case companies or the professional marketing community. Difficult 

accessibility to informants among our other sampling group of interest, the consumers, have 

prevented us from both qualitative and quantitative data collection in this regard. Ideally, 

questionnaires or interviews would have been carried out with consumers following either Suspekt 

(Universal Music Denmark) or Coca-Cola on Snapchat. This would have contributed with more 

wholesome insight into the intersubjective negotiation of value and reality in our cases. 

Unfortunately, this was not possible within this study, as Snapchat followers cannot be identified 

nor be addressed by any other than the company profile owner. Thus, informants could not be 

sampled. While sampling consumers following other companies on Snapchat is possible as it 

simply requires sampling anyone with a Snapchat profile, it is our academic opinion that our study 

would not benefit from such an alternative. Making inferences between the narratives of our case 
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companies and the narratives of followers of other companies on Snapchat would simply be too 

far-fetched and unsubstantiated.  

 

Additionally, it is not possible to engage in netnography on Snapchat due to its temporary and one-

to-one-based nature of communication. We can follow and do netnography on Suspekts and Coca-

Colas Snapchat activities, but we cannot research the response from their followers. This is 

accessible to the company profiles alone. However, we are enabled to remedy these 

methodological disadvantages slightly as Universal Music Denmark and the Snapchatter 

Lakserytteren have provided us access to their own netnographic data on follower response in our 

case campaigns.   

 

In both cases of our study, the reach of the campaigns have been organic. That means, that the 

campaigns have not conducted paid Snapchat advertising. The campaigns have only reached an 

audience, which have chosen themselves to follow the brands in question, or follow the influencer 

managing the campaign. We have assessed, that these kinds of campaigns are of greatest 

relevance and significance to our study. Relational branding is at its core concerned with pulling 

willing consumers to brands instead of pushing brands to unwilling consumers. Additionally, at the 

time of this study, paid advertising options on Snapchat were very limited in Denmark, and very 

few brands had made use of it. In our discussion, we uncover the options for paid advertising as 

well as the implications for Snapchat and relational branding on the platform. Even as paid 

advertising on Snapchat is not the focus of the study, we touch briefly upon it in order to enrich our 

argumentation on advantages and shortcomings of Snapchat in relational branding.  

 

We have chosen to work with two successful cases. It could have been interesting to work with 

one, or two, failed attempts at using Snapchat in marketing and branding. However, it is difficult to 

identify failed cases as publicity of such is limited with good reason. We have no knowledge of any 

such cases. Additionally, even if failed cases could have been identified, few companies are willing 

to share experiences of failure openly and honestly. We have attempted to mediate the limitations 

of using two successful cases by use of our expert informants, who share nuanced views on 

Snapchat in marketing and branding. It also turned out, that our case informants themselves 

applied a critical stance on Snapchat, even as they praised it in their experiences. Despite the fact 

that two successful cases are under study, we are still enabled to engage in a nuanced discussion 

on Snapchat in marketing and branding.  
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In order to strengthen the reliability of the study, we have chosen to retrieve current data and 

statistics from relevant sources, but with the constant development and updates, we must limit us 

to data retrieved at a specific time - primo May 2017 - and delimit us from data and statistics 

published towards thesis deadline. New data and updates published after this date will therefore be 

presented in the oral examination of the thesis, if it is found relevant for the aim of the thesis.  

 

In the translation of selected relevant quotes for the analysis, we strive to keep as close as 

possible to the interview source text with regard to semantics. With five years of English studies, 

we consider ourselves qualified and capable of this task. However, we acknowledge that 

translations are always at risk of losing some of the intended meaning of source material.  

Validity, reliability and generalizability 
The choices of scientific method, theoretical framework and empirical data have informed and 

influenced each other. Chain of reasoning aims to ensure interdependence between all sections of 

the study.  Application of all chosen material aims to address the research question in an 

appropriate and adequate manner. All choices have been made in order to ensure validity of the 

study.  

 

We are acutely aware of the fact, that the case methodology rarely allows generalizations, when 

applied with social constructionism. By this approach, we uncover single, individual realities of 

Snapchat in marketing, which are distinct from others. Additionally, there are many options for 

interpretation of these realities. There is no certainty that our explanations and conclusions would 

be reached by other researchers even in the same context with the same subject matter and 

theoretical framework. We try to remedy this limitation by including the interviews with expert 

informants in order to provide us with insight into a more extensive narrative on the reality of 

Snapchat in marketing. 

 

In social constructionism, we create knowledge not as definite truth but as a perspective on what 

might be negotiated into collective truth. As such, our study takes on an exploratory purpose 

acknowledging that the study might not reach an overarching conclusion on Snapchat in 

marketing. We wish to speculate on the strategic potential and implications of Snapchat in 

marketing for brand management through academically convincing and sound argumentation. 

These implications are to inspire considerations about practice in companies as well as ideas for 

further research of a more quantitative nature, which might then be exhibit more generalizability.  
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Theoretical Foundation 

Part 1  

The Role of Marketing and Branding in Modern Consumer Culture 
 

“The branding paradigm is the set of principles that structures how firms seek to build their 
brands. These principles work within the axiomatic assumptions of the extant consumer 
culture. As firms compete and experiment within the universe of possibilities defined by 
these principles, they derive a variety of branding techniques.” (Holt, 2002: 80) 

 

In our theoretical framework, we explore Snapchat in marketing as a branding platform applied 

within the context of the relational branding paradigm. The relational branding paradigm has been 

derived from the dominant trends of modern consumer culture and marketing. Initially in part one, 

we set out to account for these dominant trends of consumer culture and marketing and clarify their 

relevance for relational branding. Next, we uncover the nature of relational branding in terms of 

principles and practices. This clarification enables us to embed Snapchat in a context and to 

evaluate on its potential and implications in relation to it.   

 

For Holt (2002), the perspectives on consumer culture has been the subject under study. He 

observed, that a countercultural movement challenges brand management practices and has 

necessitated a new approach. In his study, Holt explores effects of modern consumer culture on 

marketing and branding. Trends of interest in consumer behavior include resistance and rebellion 

against the perceived power, influence and manipulation of commercial forces. Modern consumers 

are rejecting traditional marketing and branding. These trends can be observed on a global scale 

and are powerful forces affecting impact of marketing as an anti-branding counter-culture has 

developed (Holt, 2002). This is, in part, caused by the empowerment and enlightenment of modern 

consumers, who are now critical and autonomous.  

 

Initially, academic literature on consumer culture promoted the view, that marketing practices 

dictate consumer demand and behavior (Holt, 2002). This literature applied the cultural authority 

narrative as a dominant perspective. In this perspective, marketeers are considered cultural 

engineers, who pulls the strings of consumer culture through marketing practices, brand 

management and mass cultural production. Thus, this literature subscribes to the idea that value is 

embedded in goods and brands, and that value creation is internal to the organization. Consumers 

are simply considered passive recipients of marketing. Marketing efforts produce the cultural value 

ascribed to goods and brands and dictate their use in consumer construction of identity.  
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At the same time, academic literature on marketing applied a goods-dominant logic, which is in 

accordance with the cultural authority narrative (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Derived from the discipline 

of economics, this logic was primarily concerned with goods exchange, manufactured output, 

tangible resources, embedded value and transactions (Vargo & Lusch, 2004: 1). The orientation 

was on the producer, consumers were considered passive and producer and consumer only 

interacted in the process of exchange.  

 

In academic literature on branding, value of brands was initially considered embedded and firm-

defined, and customers were considered passive in accordance with the goods-dominant logic of 

marketing and the cultural authority narrative on consumer culture (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). The 

initial conceptualization of brands identified brands simply as legal instruments, visual identities 

and differentiation devices (Louro & Cunha 2001: 851).  

 

The evolution of consumer culture has been motivated in large part by marketing and branding 

practices as they provoke or necessitate change. In a review of literature, Holt (2002) conclude, 

that the initial marketing and branding practices in which marketing conducted cultural engineering 

and dictated value of brands eventually led to consumer awareness of the overt manipulation. 

Revolution took root, and consumer culture changed as consumers began to resist and reject 

promotion of embedded brand value. Academic literature on consumer culture has since been 

concerned with the movement of consumer rebellion against marketing efforts (Holt, 2002).  

 

Consumers are now considered active recipients of marketing and branding (Holt, 2002). They do 

not simply accept embedded value, but provide brands with value-in-use, and thus customize and 

influence them in turn. Modern consumers are enlightened and empowered, and trends in modern 

consumer culture include reflexive resistance and creative resistance.  

 

Reflexive resistance comprises the concept of a reflexively defiant consumer, who is enlightened 

about the nature of marketing and branding, and who are enabled to challenge the embedded 

value promoted therein (Murray & Ozanne, 1991 in Holt, 2002). The consumer consciously and 

critically reflects on marketing practices and their significance and take back control of their own 

consumption. Thus, consumers are empowered to reject marketing and branding.  

 

Creative resistance comprises the concept of consumers as cultural producers (Firat & Venkatesh, 

1995 in Holt, 2002). The consumer co-create brand value relevant to their own individual identity 
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projects and take control of the value creation away from the organization. Consumer demand and 

behavior in modern culture is predicted to become diversified on such a grand scale that continued 

domination and control over embedded value through marketing efforts will be rendered 

impossible. Thus, consumers are enabled to exercise control over marketing and branding.  

 

Academic literature about the resistance trends arrive at a similar conclusion about a modern 

consumer culture in which:   

 

“[...] people pursue a noncommital fragmented lifestyle in which the production of self and 
culture through consumption is paramount” (Holt, 2002: 72).  

 

Consumers have taken control of brand value and are using brands as expression of personal 

sovereignty (Holt, 2002). Consumption has since become a fragmented practice of individual and 

social identity projects.  

 

The goods-dominant logic of marketing finds no justification today in the face of the modern 

consumer culture (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Kotler recognized in the 1970’s that while marketing 

decision variables were controllable, the demand variables external to the organization were not (in 

Vargo & Lusch, 2004). They were out of the hands of management, and they changed in ways that 

the dominant logic at the time could not accommodate.  New circumstances of consumer behavior 

and demand have forced the dominant logic of marketing to evolve in order to retain impact.  

 

Vargo and Lusch (2004) argue that a revised dominant logic of marketing has emerged that better 

appeals to modern consumers. Focus areas of the new service-dominant logic are intangible 

resources, co-creation of value, relationships, interactivity, integration and customization in the 

approach to marketing. The dominant logic no longer concerns itself with exchange of goods but 

with service provision. The orientation is now on the consumer.  

 

As Gummesson (1995 in Vargo & Lusch, 2004: 2) explains it:  

“The shift in focus to services is a shift from the means and the producer perspective to the 
utilization and the customer perspective.”  

 

The value creation process has been redefined by the service-dominant logic. Service provision in 

marketing empathizes value propositions and value-in-use co-created with customers as 

superordinated to the embedded value-in-exchange (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). In the continuous 
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social process that marketing become, the customer is always a co-producer to whom the 

organization can simply offer dynamic value propositions for their identity projects.  The consumer 

takes active part in the co-creation of brand value through the relationship with the organization. 

The logic is thus customer-centric and relational at its core.  

 

In the service-dominant logic the task of marketing is to:  

“[...] cultivate relationships that involve the customers in developing customized, 
competitively compelling value propositions to meet specific needs” (Vargo & Lusch 2004: 

5).   

 

Marketing becomes a tool for enhancing the relationship between consumer and organization 

(Vargo & Lusch 2004). The organization makes its attempt at creating value by facilitating and 

supporting meaningful interaction between organization and customer. 

 

Oliver, Rust and Varki (1998 in Vargo & Lusch, 2004: 11) foresaw an evolution of marketing in 

extension of the service-dominant logic:  

“[...] a paradigm of real-time marketing, which integrates mass customization and 
relationship marketing by interactively designing evolving offerings that meet customers’ 

unique, changing needs.”  

 
The evolution of consumer culture and marketing logic has necessitated an evolution of the 

branding practices in turn (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). The evolution of branding has followed a 

trajectory parallel to that of marketing. As the underlying logic of marketing has evolved to one 

defined as service-dominant, so has the underlying logic of branding (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). 

Service-dominant logic is thus applicable to branding practices as well.  

 

“[...] the shift from product-centered thinking to customer-centered thinking in the marketing 
literature in general implies the need for a corresponding shift from product-based strategy 
to customer-based strategy.” (Kordupleski et al., 1993 in Merz, He & Vargo, 2009: 335) 

 

Over the last few decades, brands have gotten increasing importance in marketing theory and 

practice (Louro & Cunha, 2001). Brand are now considered among the most important strategic 

assets in the organization as brand equity influence competitiveness positively in hypercompetitive 

markets. 
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Brands assist in the creation of value for stakeholders (Louro & Cunha, 2001). They enable 

organizations to create competitive advantage and gain differentiation in a market increasingly 

influenced by price competition and higher media costs (Louro & Cunha, 2001).  

 

Curiously, despite consumer empowerment and rebellion against marketing and branding:  

“[...] brands have become increasingly valuable, not less so” (Holt, 2002: 83).  

 

Newfound favorability of brands seems to depend on the consumer perception that they, not 

organizations, have control of brands. Brands and branding have regained favor as marketing and 

branding practices have evolved to offer consumers relevant cultural resources and value 

propositions instead of dictation. Cultural resources and value propositions prove relevant for 

consumers in their creation of identity as they allow for personal interpretation, customization and 

value co-creation.  

 

Furthermore, brand management focus is on presenting brands in authentic and honest branding 

efforts in order to break away from previous coercive practices. Modern consumer behavior and 

demand necessitates an approach that engages more in attraction than persuasion. Brand value 

propositions now include emotional and relational elements as well (Louro & Cunha, 2001).  

Modern Consumers and Digital Natives 

When we talk about the modern consumers, consumer culture and consumerism, we cannot 

oversee the effect of the digital technology and its impact on the consumers. We are currently in a 

state of migration from traditional to digital - in both business and life generally. In marketing today, 

we therefore talk about the modern consumers as digital natives or digital immigrants. The term 

digital native was first mentioned by Marc Prensky, an education consultant, in 2001. He argued 

that digital-native children have vastly different learning requirements than what he called ‘digital 

immigrants,’ and that digital natives “think and process information fundamentally differently.” 

(Prensky, 2010).  

 

The term does not refer to a particular generation, but is more a catch-all category for young 

people who have grown up in the age of the Internet, computers and mobile devices. Especially 

the younger consumer segments, often described as Millennials (Generation Y) and Generation Z, 

rely on their phones and the internet for all of their decision-making needs. But it is important to 

note, that not all Millennials (born between 1977-1995) and Generation Z (born between 1996-

2006) consumers are digital natives (Center for Generational Kinetics, 2017). To be a digital native 
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you have to have access to communications technology while growing up, and those raised in 

poverty might have had limited access to these (Prensky, 2010). However, young people today are 

more likely to be familiar with the terminology of the digital world and might therefore have a more 

intuitive understanding of computers and digital technology as they have seen them in action many 

times before.  

 

This group of digital natives has influence, money and decision-making power. They are therefore 

no longer limited to being only consumers, they are decision-makers and self-ordained experts. 

They are used to sharing both positive and negative opinions of brands and companies with each 

other and the rest of the world by using electronic word-of-mouth and digital expression such as 

sharing, liking and updating. Brands are therefore no longer defined by their own marketing 

messages, but instead by the collective opinion of the young consumers (Prensky, 2010). This 

segment is also described as multiplatform-users and are often present on numerous different 

social media platforms (Global Web Index, 2017) and tend to spend more time on digital devices 

(Global Web Index, 2017), which makes them hyper-connected. The digital native consumers are 

constantly seeking out information online, and they often prefer companies who have optimized 

their online experience and creates relevant and unique content, which matches their values and 

engages them.  

 

On the other hand, we have the digital immigrants. These older generations have had to adapt to 

the major technological changes. This is probably the most significant difference between the two 

generations, because as digital immigrants learn – like all immigrants, some better than others – to 

adapt to their environment, they always retain, to some degree, their "accent" (Prensky, 2001). 

They have learned to manage the digital technology slowly and step-by-step and therefore does 

not have the same intuitive approach to new digital platforms such as Snapchat. 

 

The digital native term is used to identify and distinguish the most relevant segments in the modern 

consumer society.  

Part 2 

The Brand as a Relationship Partner 
In extension of literature on modern consumer culture, marketing and branding presented in part 

one, part two accounts for academic literature on relational branding as well as HIRA, a model and 

a theoretical framework for analysis.  
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During the 1990’s, a focus on relationships appeared in academic literature on branding (Merz, He 

& Vargo, 2009). Customers were now considered active in the brand value creation process. The 

value of brands was no longer considered embedded or firm-defined, but defined in value-in-use 

through an interactive and relational co-creation process (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009).  

 

From the early 2000’s and onwards, branding literature has increasingly been concerned with 

value co-creation as a continuous relational, collective and dynamic process (Merz, He & Vargo, 

2009).  

 

Fournier (1998: 348) offers the perspective that:  

“[...] relationships principles have virtually replaced short-term exchange notions in both 
marketing thought and practice precipitating what has been considered a paradigm shift for 
the field as a whole.”  

 

In her study, Fournier (1998) explored the concept of relationships in consumer-brand contexts. 

She found that brands are not passive organizational projections, but that they are enabled as 

active relationship partners for consumers in the process of branding and marketing.  

 

The goal of brand management at all times in relational branding is to initiate, support and maintain 

stakeholder relationships and in particular to increase favorability (Fournier 1998). 

 

In their study of the evolution of branding, Louro and Cunha (2004) has identified the relational 

branding paradigm as the most prevalent branding paradigm in modern marketing and consumer 

culture. 

 

Louro and Cunha (2004: 853) defines a brand management paradigm as:  

“[...] a deep-seated way of seeing and managing brands and their value, shared by the 
members of an organizational community marked by a common culture.”  

 

Thus, the dominant paradigm influences the conceptualization, strategic objectives and practices 

of brand management (Louro & Cunha 2001). According to the two analytical dimensions of brand 

centrality and customer centrality, Louro and Cunha (2004) have identified the relational branding 

paradigm as brand-oriented with a multilateral perspective on customers. With the application of a 

brand orientation in relational branding, the brand is considered a core expression of organizational 
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identity. With the application of a multilateral perspective on customers, the customers are 

considered active contributors in branding and value creation (Louro & Cunha 2001).  

 

Thus, the relational paradigm is applied by organizations with a brand orientation and a multilateral 

perspective on customers (Louro & Cunha 2001). The relationship with customers is the source of 

competitive advantage, and value is created in a mediation between the internal and external 

environments. The purpose of the brand is dynamic co-creation (Louro & Cunha 2001).  

 

In the relational paradigm, the relationship between the organization and the customer is mediated 

by the brand (Louro & Cunha 2001). Brand management engages in identifying and expressing 

brand identity reflecting organizational values, vision, culture, strategic intent etc. In recognition of 

customer significance, brand management also engages in facilitating and supporting favorable 

brand equity among customers derived from the organizational expression of brand identity (Louro 

& Cunha 2001). Brand value is then co-created in the interaction, and mediation, between brand 

management and customers.  

HIRA - a theoretical framework for relational branding 

In a review of academic literature on the subject, we have identified a variety of branding 

techniques and practices particularly applicable and relevant to the relational branding paradigm. 

These branding techniques and practices have been divided into a theoretical framework of four 

overarching categories. The four categories, that we have specified for our theoretical framework, 

are (1) brand humanization, (2) brand interactivity, (3) brand relevance and (4) brand authenticity. 

These categories are parallel with objectives, we consider essential for successful relational 

branding in the context of consumer culture, marketing and digitization, as described in the 

previous sections. The objectives will be additionally accounted for in the section following the 

theoretical framework. It was not possible to find an existing model to fit the purpose, therefore we 

have developed our own HIRA model for this thesis. 

 

Brand humanization 

“Within the relational perspective, brands are construed as personalities that evolve in the 
context of consumer-brand relationships” (Louro & Cunha 2001: 865).  

 

Fournier (1998: 344) found that in relational branding practices, brands are animated, humanized 

and personalized in such a manner, that they appear to be individual entities with traits and 

qualities. These traits and qualities are bestowed upon the brand on account of the associations 
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held in the mind of the consumers. The associations are perception output of branding techniques 

from which consumers make inferences about the personalization of the brand.  

 

Fournier (1998: 345) stresses that:  

“This important conceptual point - that the everyday execution of marketing mix decisions 
constitutes a set of behaviors enacted on the behalf of the brand - forms a cornerstone of 
the relationship argument.”  

 

Thus, the brand is a person and branding is the behavior of that person. In branding, brand 

management attempt to stimulate and maintain favorable brand associations through branding 

techniques, that appeal to consumers (Fournier, 1998). If the attempt is successful, the brand 

emerges as a potential relationship partner.  

 

The most efficient branding technique for humanization include brand-person association with 

brand ambassadors, mascots, endorsers, spokespeople, sponsored celebrities - and nowadays, 

influencers (Fournier, 1998). New branding practices of making the brand humanized include 

influencer marketing as which will be explained in further detail later.  

 

Thus, in order to engage in relational branding, a brand must be humanized. As a brand acquires a 

personality of traits and qualities through branding, it is enabled as a relationship partner for the 

consumers. If the brand is considered a viable relationship partner, consumers are encouraged to 

commit to the brand-consumer relationship with the brand and continuously interact with it 

(Fournier 1998; Holt, 2002).  

 

The brand can be humanized by any branding techniques that can be ascribed to the brand as 

behavior. In particular, brand-person association is an effective tool of linking the personality of 

brand ambassadors with that of the brand. The trends of influencer marketing are also particularly 

relevant as means to this end.  

 

Brand interactivity 

Quinton (2013: 927) describes the task of marketeers on digital media as establishing: 

“[...] respectful interaction at various touch points via rich media opportunities that reliably 
convey a consistent brand story that has relevancy to the consumer’s life.”  
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To humanize a brand is not enough on its own to facilitate and support a brand-consumer 

relationship (Fournier 1998). The brand must also be enabled to engage with consumers as a 

relationship partner in a manner, that makes the brand active and contributive. The aim of brand 

interactivity is to accommodate the creative resistance and co-creation power of modern 

consumers.   

 

Just as it is the case in interpersonal relationships, a brand-consumer relationship must also 

include interaction. Fournier (1998: 344) clarifies:  

“Relationships involve reciprocal exchange between active and interdependent relationship 
partners.” 

 

Due to the interdependence between brands and consumers, the brand-consumer relationship is 

co-created in much the same manner as brand value (Fournier, 1998). As the brand and the 

consumers interact, a mediation between the parties takes places, wherein the relationship is 

defined and redefined continuously. Relational branding is dynamic and process-based, and thus 

the brand-consumer relationship must be maintained by continuous interaction.  

 

In relational branding, marketeers have to acknowledge modern consumer culture and address 

consumers as active participants in branding (Holt, 2002; Fournier, 1998). Therefore branding 

efforts should facilitate co-creation and enable consumers to customize and influence brands 

actively and embed them with value-in-use. The individual consumer application of brands in their 

lives forms the basis of co-creating brand value. Thus, brand interaction is required in relational 

branding.  

 

New branding practices of making the brand interactive include ephemeral marketing which will be 

explained in further detail later.  

 

Thus, in order to engage in relational branding, a brand must be interactive. As a brand engages in 

interaction with consumers through branding, it is enabled as a relationship partner for the 

consumers. If the brand stimulates and facilitates co-creation, consumers are encouraged to 

commit to the brand-consumer relationship with the brand and continuously interact with it (Holt, 

2002).  

 

The brand can be made interactive by any branding techniques, that engages and involves 

consumers in the branding efforts. In particular, interactive campaigns and ephemeral marketing as 
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described previously in the theory section are effective tools of encouraging co-creation. 

Technology and new digital media in branding are also particularly relevant as means to this end.  

 

Brand relevance 

Brand management need to consider their brand a collection of value propositions and cultural 

resources offered to consumer identity projects (Holt, 2002).  

 

Relational branding techniques should appeal to consumers considering them cultural producers of 

self and culture through consumption. Thus, brands and branding have to be relevant and 

meaningful. Otherwise, modern empowered and critical consumers will reject brands, that does not 

present them with personal appeal, but only commercial agendas.  

 

As described earlier, brand-consumer relationships can also be considered purpose- and 

meaningful to both parties in their own right (Fournier, 1998). The relationship itself can be a 

cultural resource applied in consumer identity projects (Holt, 2002).  Thus, brand-consumer 

relationships hold the potential to address psycho-social needs of consumers in terms of e.g. 

identity and self-esteem (Fournier 1998). Fournier (1998: 365) concludes that:  

“[...] brands were shown to serve as powerful repositories of meaning purposively and 
differentially employed in the substantiation, creation, and (re)production of concepts of self 
in the marketing age.”  

 

Consumers engaging in brand relationships are motivated by perceived personal significance of 

the brand.  

 

Branding techniques that can be applied in order to establish relevance of a brand by conveying 

psycho-social appeal include branded content and storytelling (Cornelissen, 2017; Iglesias & 

Bonet, 2012). These branding techniques offer relevant brand value propositions, that do not seem 

overly commercial, and they convey the appeal to psycho-social needs.  

 

As it turns out, branded content, a practice from public relations, benefits marketing and branding 

as it proves successful in stimulating brand associations, establishing appeal and addressing 

needs (Cornelissen, 2017). Branded content is a practice of promoting content such as news and 

events. In addition to generating brand awareness, this approach boosts brand favorability and 

organizational credibility. Cornelissen (2017: 19) presents this definition:  
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“Branded content [...] involves the generation of content on an online marketed platform 
that features both product-related content as well as general interest content that speaks 
favorably to the corporation or brand in question.”  

 

Thusly, products are not as directly advertised in content as in the ads of traditional marketing 

(Cornelissen, 2017). Branded content is much more about engagement providing consumers with 

relevant content addressing their needs and interests.  

 

Additionally, Iglesias and Bonet (2012) suggest the practice of persuasive brand management in 

the face of modern consumer culture. This approach proves applicable in relational branding and 

include branding techniques such as rhetoric, narratives and storytelling. These techniques 

comprise efforts by brand management to create and interpret relevant brand value propositions as 

well as to persuade consumers to accept them.  

 

Rhetoric and storytelling embed the brand in a narrative, that uncovers potential brand relevance to 

psycho-social needs and personal identity projects in a clear and direct manner (Iglesias & Bonet, 

2012). If the consumer associates with themes, actions or actors in the brand narratives of 

storytelling, persuasive management proves successful. In persuasive management, branding 

efforts must focus on proposing favorable brand meaning and relevant value propositions as well 

as gaining stakeholder acceptance thereof (Iglesias & Bonet, 2012). Successful storytelling, that 

appeal to consumers and inspire commitment and loyalty, which are important to nurture affective 

brand relationships. 

 

New branding practices of making the brand relevant include content marketing which will be 

explained in further detail later.  

 

Additionally, the previous objectives of making the brand humanized and interactive affect brand 

relevance in turn. If a brand stimulates brand-person association between brand and consumer, 

when it is humanized, it is perceived by consumers as relevant for their identity. If a brand is 

interactive, it addresses psycho-social needs of e.g. fun and entertainment, and is also perceived 

by consumers as relevant.  

 

Thus, in order to engage in relational branding, a brand must be relevant. As a brand presents 

consumers with relevant value propositions, it is enabled as a relationship partner for the 

consumers. If the brand addresses psycho-social needs and appeal to identity projects in this 
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manner, it attracts consumers a viable relationship partner. This encourages consumers to commit 

to the brand-consumer relationship with the brand and continuously interact with it (Holt, 2002).  

 

The brand can be made relevant by any branding techniques that offer purpose- and meaningful 

value propositions. In particular, branded content and storytelling are effective tools for conveying 

brand relevance. The trends of content marketing are also relevant as means to this end.  

 
Brand authenticity 

Quinton (2013) propose a focus on brand authenticity in branding in order to persuade modern, 

empowered consumers of the brand being true to itself as well as to consumers. Brand authenticity 

imply the commitment to provide relevant value propositions whilst doing so in a manner respectful 

of the modern consumer. That is due to the fact, that if modern consumers sense a dominant 

commercial interest in branding, then branding efforts are rejected. The aim of brand authenticity is 

to accommodate the reflexive resistance of modern consumers.   

 

Thus, brands must be presented as authentic with value propositions reflecting honesty, 

consistency and integrity in order to appeal to modern consumers (Holt, 2002). Thus, establishing 

brand authenticity is an important task in relational branding in order to enable an affective brand-

consumer relationship.  

 

According to the principles of persuasive management, branding in modern consumer culture 

should promote a consistent and authentic brand experience at all possible touchpoints and 

interfaces (Iglesias & Bonet, 2012). Iglesias and Bonet (2012) consider narratives and storytelling 

powerful rhetorical devices particularly significant to this process. Storytelling is in accordance with 

the branding technique of life-world emplacement (Holt, 2002). The common denominator of the 

two branding techniques is, that they embed the brand in real life and justify its existence and 

position as a relevant cultural resource for consumers. That makes the brand more than a 

commercial entity and establishes authenticity through consistency and integrity. Thus, the brand 

seems true to itself as well as to consumers. 

 

Stealth branding is another branding technique promoting brand authenticity (Holt, 2002). It covers 

brand-person association in e.g. influencer marketing. When a brand is humanized, the stimulated 

associations makes it appear as authentic if they are in accordance with brand heritage such as 

values (Fournier, 1998; Quinton, 2013).  
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New branding practices of making the brand authentic also include native advertising and 

ephemeral marketing which will be explained in further detail later.  

 

Thus, in order to engage in relational branding, a brand must be authentic. As a brand conveys 

honesty, integrity and consistency, it is enabled as a relationship partner for the consumers. If the 

brand implies a non-commercial commitment to the consumers in this manner, it deflects reflexive 

resistance. This encourages consumers to commit to the brand-consumer relationship with the 

brand and continuously interact with it (Holt, 2002).  

 

The brand can be made authentic by any branding techniques that offer non-commercial value 

propositions. In particular, honest and consistent storytelling, life world emplacement or stealth 

branding are effective tools for conveying brand authenticity. The trends of native advertising are 

particularly relevant as means to this end.  

 

Objectives of relational branding 

The theoretical framework of HIRA uncovers potential branding techniques for reaching objectives 

essential for relational branding. These objectives include humanizing the brand as well as making 

it interactive, relevant and authentic.  

 

Branding efforts should humanize a brand in order to enable an affective brand-consumer 

relationship. Brands need to acquire a personality through brand associations and consumer 

perception, that makes it appear as an attractive relationship partner.  

 

Branding efforts should offer interaction appealing to consumer need for e.g. fun and 

entertainment, in order to engage consumers in continuous co-creation and consumption. 

 

Branding efforts should make the brand relevant in order to address psycho-social needs. This 

ensures the brand as a value proposition and cultural resource, that assist consumers in their 

identity project.  

 

Branding efforts should convince consumers of brand authenticity, in order to overcome consumer 

skepticism and reluctance. The modern empowered consumers should be persuaded to view the 

brand favorably through honesty, consistency and integrity. The brand needs to demonstrate that it 

is true to itself as well as to consumers. 
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The objectives are all interdependent, and thus applied branding techniques address more than 

one objective. Brand humanization also makes a brand authentic as it promotes perception of 

honesty and integrity, and makes it relevant as it stimulates consumer-brand association. Brand 

interactivity humanize a brand as it stimulates new associations, and makes it relevant as psycho-

social needs are addressed.  

 

The branding techniques and objectives of the theoretical framework HIRA will assist us in 

analyzing the cases and evaluating Snapchat campaign performance in terms of relational 

branding. Thus, in our narrative analysis of the case interviews we will assess to what extent the 

branding techniques and practices have been applied, and whether or not objectives of relational 

branding have been addressed on Snapchat. We will look for themes, stories, statements and 

opinions in the interviews, that support our assessment. 

Part 3 

Web 2.0, Social Media and Digital Marketing 
Part three offers an examination of the digital age of consumer culture, marketing and branding, 

and it is supported by a presentation of new marketing trends and concepts found relevant for the 

subject under study.  

 

With the Internet evolution and rapidly progressing development in digital technology we find 

ourselves in the Web 2.0 era. In only a few years the way we communicate has changed 

significantly. 

 

As the Web 2.0 era advances, more online communities start to evolve and the consumers 

become more connected than ever. This is significant in the explosion of social media platforms, 

which is not added to the traditional marketing mix and has forever changed the way brands 

interact with their consumers (Armelini & Villanueva, 2011; Singh & Sonnenburg, 2012). Social 

media platforms have made it possible, not only for the consumers to stay connected with each 

other, but for the consumers to stay connected with the brands. These Web 2.0 technologies have 

transformed the communication from being a “broadcast” media monologue to a social dialogue. In 

Denmark alone 3.2 million people are currently active on social media (Danmarks Statistik, 2016). 

And where to consumers are, marketing will follow. 

 

But as opposed to the consumers in the Web 1.0, the consumers are now more critical and 

demands more interaction (Wind, 2008; Christodoulides, 2009). As previously mentioned, the 
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consumers have become more empowered, and they move away from being passive spectators in 

order to become interactive co-creators instead (Wind, 2008; Christodoulides, 2009). The digital 

technology which was designed to empower the marketeers has instead empowered the 

consumers (Fournier & Avery, 2011, p.193).  

 

This has entailed some significant implications for brands today. Previously marketeers used to 

seek people out for them to consume their products, now they seek people out for them to produce 

the value of their product. The power has therefore moved away from the company and over to the 

consumers, so the marketeers have to listen instead of preaching. In example, this means that we 

move away from traditional websites and marketing where you cannot contribute or interact and 

move to websites where the consumers can contribute, share content and be sociable connected 

(Chaffey, 2011). 

 

It can be argued, that marketeers in Web 2.0 are simply no longer in charge of their brands. Once 

their message is released into the world of social media, it is up to the consumers to influence the 

brands meaning, values and identity (Christodoulides, 2009). The brands can get the consumers to 

talk about their product, but they cannot control what they say. This means that it is no longer only 

profit at stake, it is the brand’s reputation. This is a risk many companies take, whenever they 

publish content on social media, and a reason for many companies struggling with letting go of 

control. 

 

In this thesis, we use the term to identify the challenge for many brands today, which is to accept 

the shared control with the consumers. The term is also used to support the argument of some 

marketeers: that the consumer empowerment of the Web 2.0 has brought beneficial possibilities 

for the companies too, with one of the most significant being co-creation (Wind, 2008; Founrier & 

Avery, 2011). They argue, that companies should motivate the consumers to become part of the 

brand as active participants where they can act as co-creators, which in the end can be both 

inspiring, motivating and profitable for the companies (Fournier & Avery, 2011), which supports the 

research question of this thesis.  

Social Media  

Before defining Social Media, it is important to make a distinction between Web 2.0 and Social 

Media, because companies often use them as synonyms, but they are only related concepts. 

Social media is built on the concept of Web 2.0. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) explain the difference 

of the two concepts in the following way: “Social media is a group of internet-based applications 
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that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation 
and exchange of User Generated content”. 
 

Social media and social media networking sites on the other hand have been defined by a number 

of different theorists. In the following section, we present one of the most used definitions in order 

to provide the reader with a clear understanding of the concept and to give an exemplification of 

how Snapchat falls under this definition. 

 
Boyd and Ellison (2007) define Social Network sites in the following way “Social Networking Sites 
are defined as internet-based services that give individuals three major capabilities: First, the ability 
to construct a public or semi-public profile; second, the ability to identify a list of other users with 
whom a connection is shared; Third, the ability to view and track individual connections as well as 
those made by others.” 

 

From the above definition, it can be concluded that social network sites are not only structured 

around the possibility to interact and share with other people, but social network sites are also 

determined by an individual user profile (either semi-public or public profile). In addition to this 

there has to be a possibility for users to connect with people that they share an interest with i.e. 

friends, family or personal interest. And at last the users should be able to possibility to track and 

view individual connections. 

 
On the basis of this definition, it can be argued, that even though Snapchat describes itself as a 

camera company (Snapchat, 2017), it can be categorized as a social media platform too. Snapchat 

facilitates an online community where the users can share user-generated content with the primary 

use being visual aids such as pictures and videos. In order to be defined as a social media 

platform the Snapchat app is first and foremost an Internet-based community. Secondly the app 

offers user interaction by functioning as the facilitator of communication and content-sharing. The 

app is therefore upholding the aforementioned requirements for being a social media platform.  

 

There is an increasing interest in social media and marketing on these platforms due to the 

increased reach and options to engage the audiences and encourage interaction. Statistics show a 

continued growth in social media usage overall with an increase from 2.28 billion users to 2.46 

billion in 2017 (Statista, 2017), but it is important to note the difference in popularity among the 

social media platforms in some countries. Currently we see a decline or plateauing in the use of 

Facebook, while platforms such as Snapchat and Instagram are still growing in usage 
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(Smartinsights, 2016). The trends developing in social media marketing is often affected by the 

popularity of certain social media networks and their way of monetizing the use. This is evident on 

Facebook, Instagram and the newest addition Snapchat, where businesses now need to “pay to 

play” in order to achieve the reach and impact of their campaigns contrary to the previous stages of 

social media marketing, where brands had the possibility of gaining more organic reach. 

New Marketing Trends 

It will always be a challenge to predict how trends will evolve. With the fast-paced development in 

the digital technology and changes in consumerism, the marketeers of today try to keep up with the 

marketing evolution and implement these strategies in order to reach the consumers most 

effectively. It is important to note that there are a huge number of “trends” in marketing — a new 

one every week almost. In the following section, a review of the most relevant new marketing 

trends is presented in order to clarify the concepts used in the analysis and discussion chapter of 

the thesis. The primary marketing concepts, which is found relevant for this thesis which will be 

explained in the following section is: Relationship marketing, Content marketing, Influencer 

marketing, Ephemeral marketing and Native advertising. 

 

As with all predictions, it is important to note that unforeseen trends can happen and change the 

marketing environment in a completely different direction. This thesis is therefore prepared on the 

basis of the current marketing trends anno 2017 and it has been taking into account that the 

marketing trends might change within reasonable time. 

 

Relationship Marketing 
“Relationship marketing stresses attracting, maintaining and enhancing long-term customer 
relationships instead of focusing on individual transactions” (Berry, 1995 in Muniz & O’guinn, 2001: 

427). 

 

The term describes the marketing art of creating and maintaining a relationship with your 
customers. Marketing is no longer simply about developing, selling and delivering products. 

Instead relationship marketers today should be concerned for the welfare of their customers 

(Francis Buttle, 1996). Francis Buttle and the emergence of relationship marketing can be dated 

back to the 1990ies, but it has recently moved up to become on the most significant marketing 

trends of today.  
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The term addresses the fact that instead of focusing on selling products, companies should 

concentrate their resources on exceeding customer expectations or producing satisfaction. In order 

to obtain this, the marketers must understand the customer's expectations and the emphasis 

should be on building a relationship, rather than a transactional approach. In order to distinguish 

the two terms, we present you with the following differences: 

 

Transactional marketing:  

Focus on volume, product features, short time scale, little emphasis on customer care, 

moderate customer contact and the primary concern being the product quality.  

 

Relationship marketing:  

Focus on profitable retention, customer value and long-term timescales, high customer 

contact and the primary concern being the relationship quality. 

 

The term is used in order to discuss why companies must move from a short-term transaction-

orientated goal to a long-term relationship-building goal. This emphasizes the idea of an ongoing 

relationship with the individual customer is more beneficial for the brand as they can tailor the 

products and offers to meet their exact needs. If the brand succeed in this, it can then become a 

significant competitive advantage for them (Porter, 1985). One of the most strategies to obtain this 

is through CRM systems, which unites the possibilities of IT and relationship marketing strategies 

in order to provide profitable, long-term relationships with the key customers and segments.  We 

do not discuss specific CRM strategies in this thesis, but instead we aim to investigate the need for 

understanding the changing customer needs as customers today typically select products because 

they believe they hold a superior value.  

Content Marketing 
Content marketing cover the creation and distribution of valuable, relevant and consistent 
content in order to attract and acquire a defined customer audience. The term in itself is not a new 

phenomenon, but the way marketers produce and use it is. The content marketing of today is 

characterized by the use of visual elements such as photos and video. Especially with live video 

being the most popular content at the moment. This is also evident on social media, where almost 

all platforms have incorporated some form of video feature which makes it possible for the user to 

stream live videos. This is described as the 4th wave of content marketing by Scott Brinker, 

Marketing technologist and editor at Martech (2017). 
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It is important for successful marketeers to use content marketing in a strategic approach, where 

you focus on measuring the ROI as the cost and competition within content marketing is constantly 

increasing. Content marketing is not a paid transaction, instead it is an ongoing process which is 

integrated in the overall marketing strategy, and it can be used by all types of brands and in all 

types of marketing plans (Brinker, Marketingland, 2017). 

 

In this thesis we use the term content marketing to identify and secure the most important 

elements of content marketing today - that it is consistent, relevant and in tune with the brand and 

its values.  

 

One could expect the two worlds of live video and influencers to collide in the nearest future, with 

product placement and sponsored content becoming a consistent feature of the influencers video 

clips. The concept of influencer marketing is explained in the following section. 

 
Influencer Marketing 
The influencer marketing phenomenon is used to describe the creation of a relations and 
collaboration with influential people, who possess a large network in a specific industry. The 

purpose of this form of marketing is to get the influencer to market your brand or product through 

their own channels and thereby their audience. The marketers simply use another “voice” to 

communicate the brand’s message. This strategy is identified as one of the dominating marketing 

trends in 2017 (Thomsen, Digitalworks, 2017). The argument for choosing this marketing strategy 

is that the consumers often trust these influencers, because they can identify similar values and 

characteristics. The consumers see the influencers use of a brand or product as a quality stamp 

due to the higher level of trust and credibility between the influencer and the consumer. This is 

exactly why influencer marketing is so effective (Thomsen, Digitalworks, 2017).  

 

Today the media is abounded with advertisements and ads, and the consumers are overwhelmed 

with so many ads in their daily lives that they are no longer affected in the same way as previously. 

The consumers are more skeptical and the consumer confidence in advertising is decreasing.  

 

Influencers are becoming one of the most effective ways to reach your target audience on social 

media. This marketing method provides the opportunity of creating electronic word-of-mouth hype 

by using influencers whom the target audience already follows and admires, which makes this 

marketing method one of the most natural ways of convincing your target audience (Thomsen, 

Digitalworks, 2017).  
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In order to obtain success with influencer marketing, there are some important elements you must 

consider: 

x To make sure your influencer complements your brand 

x Must be true to your brand and have similar values, otherwise you lose trust with the 

consumers 

x Willing to have less control, important that you find a relevant and trustworthy influent and 

have clear agreement with this person 

x Have patience - relations are built over time 

 

In this thesis we use the marketing term to investigate the effects of influencer marketing in one of 

the chosen cases. This is done in order to present the reader with a better understanding of the 

popular marketing trend and illustrate the benefits of incorporating this in a marketing strategy for 

social media campaigns. We argue that recommendations from people we trust are one of the 

strongest driving force in the consumer's buying process and contribute to the investigation of our 

research question. 

Ephemeral Marketing 
Ephemeral means “lasting for a very short time” or “something that has a very short lifecycle” 

(Patel, Mbaskool, 2017), which is the essence of this marketing strategy. The term is used to 

describe the creation of the content or messages which are visible for a limited period after 

which they disappear into the eternity of nothing. This form of marketing is primarily used through 

apps and media channels with a short-term messaging system. Snapchat is the prime example of 

an ephemeral marketing platform as it only provides the content to be shown between 1-10 

seconds.  

 

With ephemeral marketing the marketers move away from the creation of permanent content and 

head over to more temporary communication span. The advantages of this marketing strategy are 

plentiful, with some of the most significant being (Patel, Mbaskool, 2017): 

 

x The possibility of holding the viewer’s attention for the temporality of the shown content.  

x Offers “real-time” social media 

x Provides an “insider view” into the brand 

 

The strategy thereby forces the marketer to focus on keeping the message simple and clear in 

order to avoid unnecessary “noise”, which fits into to modern consumers life and behavior. On the 
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other hand, there are some limitation of this strategy. The lack of performance management and 

monitoring can make it difficult to measure the effectiveness of the content communicated. There is 

no guarantee that the content is seen by a large enough audience and the time limitation of 24 

hours might not be long enough for a campaign to obtain the full potential if it is successful. As with 

all other marketing strategies companies must also consider the time and resources that goes into 

the creating campaign content. And with ephemeral marketing the content only lasts for a short 

amount of time, which might influence the time and resources spent contra the outcome (ROI)  

 

In this thesis we use the term to identify the benefits and challenges with using temporary 

marketing on social media platforms such as Snapchat and how it. We argue that ephemeral 

marketing can benefit the brand if it is integrated in the marketing strategy and include this in the 

discussion of which considerations companies must take before using social media platforms 

founded on the creation of temporary content such as Snapchat. Social media marketing should 

always be used as an additional media instead of the only medium, as it will benefit the most if it is 

integrated into the overall marketing strategy (Patel, Mbaskool, 2017). 

Native Advertising 
While native advertising might be an old method, the development in the digital technology has 

helped increase its prominence lately. With the help add-blockers, decline in banner ads and the 

reduced organic social media reach, native advertising has been on the rise. The strategy covers 

how brands can rent space in feeds, that allows them to present their content discretely 
onto new channels and thereby attract more customers (Native Advertising Institute, 2017). 

Native advertising can have many forms but it always means that the advertisement slips into a 

part of the medium (Arnoldi, Digitalworks, 2017). That way, it does not feel like regular advertising 

for the user. Content in native advertising is far more customer-oriented and editorial compared to 

regular ad formats, which also is in tune with the needs and behavior of the modern consumer. 

 

Native advertising is in family with content marketing and can be described as content marketing's 

new, clever friend, who is very popular at the moment. The two concepts do have a lot of 

similarities, but it is important to distinguish the differences between the two terms first. Briefly 

explained is native advertising about getting or buying space for its content on other people's 

channels, while content marketing on the other hand is about producing relevant and valuable 

content for its own channels (Arnoldi, Digitalworks, 2017). The purpose can, in principle, be the 

same - sales, brand awareness, or building media. In this case native advertising would be an 

element of a content marketing program in order to reach this purpose – in other words, another 

way for marketeers to distribute the content. The most important part of native advertising is to 
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match the context so the user does not experience any disturbance in the media usage he or she 

is currently in the process of. 

 

The implications of native advertising are that the method balances on the edge of the Marketing 

Act section 4 and the press ethical rules, which is set to maintain a distinction between what is 

commercial and what is editorial content. Native advertising doesn’t disrupt the user experience, so 

users can’t differentiate between what is paid advertising and what is part of the site, which is 

partly the reason why it is popular among marketeers. For companies this means, that it is 

extremely important that their advertisement is tagged, in order to avoid any doubt about the paid 

content which the consumers are presented to (Native Advertising Institute, 2017). 

 

In this thesis we use this strategy to present a variety of possible strategies in which companies 

can obtain success with their campaigns on social media platforms. We argue that due to the 

limitation of organic reach on social media, methods such as native advertising are becoming 

increasingly relevant for today’s marketeers. 

Part 4 

Models for analysis 
 

Finally, part four briefly introduces the models of OASIS and SWOT, which will be applied in the 

analysis. 

OASIS 

The purpose of the OASIS framework is to ensure that all communication in a social media 

campaign are effective, efficient and evaluated (Bart van der Kooi, 2014; Varagic, 2008). The 

framework can be applied to all kinds of planned communication and campaigns on social media 

and in this thesis on the social media platform Snapchat.  

 

The name OASIS is an acronym and stands for Objectives, Audience, Strategy, Implementation 

and Sustainment. In order to present the reader with a deeper understanding of the framework, the 

following section will describe the 5 steps of the OASIS model: 
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Objectives:  

In the first step of the framework you set your goals of the campaign. This could be increase sales, 

test a new product or generate more customer loyalty. It is an essential part of preparing your 

strategy properly.  

 

Audience:  

The second step is to know your customers. It is important to define your target audience and how 

they behave and what they value. The trends in consumer behavior changes rapidly and can affect 

your brand with even the smallest disruption. It is therefore necessary to determine the key values 

of your target audience in order to obtain effect. 

 

Strategy: 

In this step you develop your strategy. After you have determined the campaign goals and target 

audience, you create the strategy elements. Here you plan how to approach the selected 

audience(s) and with what kind of content. Consideration might involve selection of relevant 

channels, partners, influencers and messages. 

 

Implementation:  

The fourth step is to carefully implement your campaign. Once the strategy is defined you define 

how to deliver your communication. Here you decide which tactics to use, in other words which 

channels and tools are relevant to bring your strategy to life.  

 

Sustainment: 

The last step of the framework is often forgotten, but might as well be the most important. This step 

is to secure that the campaign is measures and reviewed. For campaigns on social media you 

must track and analyze the collected data, make improvements, adjust and edit or even take a new 

direction, if the campaign is not obtaining the set goals. This step is important in order to improve 

your social media strategy. 

 

Normally the framework is used to develop the communication plan and strategy of the campaign 

in order to bring clarity to the planning process which can be both complicated and challenging. In 

this thesis the framework is used with aim of analyzing the series of steps taken by the marketeers 

order to secure a successful campaign. The framework also contributes to create a simpler and 

easier readable overview of the case analysis and thereby functions as a guideline throughout the 

first part of the analytical section. 
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SWOT 

The SWOT analysis is useful tool in order to understand the strengths and weaknesses of a certain 

brand or product as well as identifying the opportunities and threats which might affect the position. 

The model was originally designed by Albert S. Humphrey in the 1960s, but has been used by 

many marketing theorist since then and it is still found relevant in marketing today. 

 

The analysis is often used to creating a strategy that helps you differentiate your brand or product 

from the competitors in order to gain success on a given market. More than this it can help you 

identify areas for change or uncover potential opportunities, which might be beneficial for you to 

exploit.  

 

The SWOT analysis consists of four elements divided into internal and external factors. This way 

the model contributes to create an overview of the Strengths and Weaknesses on the internal side. 

This could be resources and experience regarding the financial, physical, human, technological 

resources which the brand already possesses.  

 

The external factors refer to the Opportunities and Threats in the external environment of the brand 

or product, which the brand has no control of. This could be market and economic trends, 

demographics or political/legal and environmental regulations. 

 

In this thesis the SWOT analysis is used with the aim of identifying and discussing the strengths 

and weaknesses of Snapchat on the Danish market along with the future possibilities and 

challenges which might affect the position of Snapchat. This is done in order to present the reader 

with relevant argumentation of the considerations which Danish brands might benefit from before 

deciding on implementing Snapchat as relational branding tool. The analysis is therefore based on 

Snapchat’s current position on the Danish market and applies to the marketeers and marketing 

bureaus who are considering whether or not to start using Snapchat in their marketing strategy.  

 

For further implications of this thesis it would be relevant to suggest some recommendations and 

strategies based on the results and findings of the SWOT analysis. These strategies should focus 

on leveraging the strengths and opportunities for the brand in order to overcome the weaknesses 

and threats. However, strategies such as this have not been considered relevant to incorporate 

due to the focus of the research question along with the limitation of our methodology plus time 

and resources in this thesis. 
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The OASIS and SWOT models are found relevant in the analysis of this thesis due to their 

relevance and credibility. The OASIS model is relevant in order to integrate Social Media into the 

daily business by securing that a campaign goes through the 5-step framework. The SWOT model 

is a well-known analyzation tool among marketeers and is useful in identifying and discussing the 

strengths and weaknesses of a brand, product or service along with the future possibilities and 

challenges which might affect the position of the subject. 

Analysis 

The Universal Music Denmark case 
 
Introduction 
The first case chosen for the analysis is a campaign for the Danish rap band Suspekt by Universal 

Music Denmark in 2014. In this campaign Snapchat was used as the primary marketing channel 

for the release of Suspekt’s album “V” in September 2014. The campaign was also the band’s first 

time using the Snapchat platform. The analysis is based on an interview with Head of Social Media 

at Digital Labs, Universal Music Denmark, Samantha Foltmar on the 27th of March 2017 as well as 

relevant news and company articles describing the campaign (See interview transcript in Appendix 

B). 

 

Suspekt is a Danish rap group, which consists of three members Orgi-E (Emil Simonsen), Bai-D 

(Andreas Bai Duelund) and Rune Rask. All three members are from the city of Albertslund, a 

suburb to Copenhagen. The rap group released their first album in 1999 and has since then had a 

solid position on the Danish music scene. Their music is characterized by a hard and explicit tone 

in both their music and lyrics and the group is especially known for their controversial wording and 

approach to Danish rap music. With their style, Suspekt has pushed the boundaries for usual 

content for rap musicians in Denmark. Over the years they have received a lot of positive reviews 

for their albums Prima Nocte, Elektra, V and 100%. 

 

The campaign was released in collaboration with the band’s record label Universal Music. 

Universal Music is Denmark’s biggest record company and has artists such as Aura, Gulddreng 

Medina, TV2 and Metallica under their label in Denmark (Universal Music, 2017). In 2015 Universal 

Music founded the subsidiary, Digital Labs, which is designed to promote and enhance artists' 

brands through creative campaigns and innovative ideas. In close cooperation with the artist, 

Digital Labs will create the perfect noise and publicity (Digital Labs, 2017). With the founding of 

Digital Labs, Universal Music has decided to take the marketing competences in-house. The 
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department consists of web developers, graphic artists, project managers, a video team, analysts, 

social media experts and has therefore all the competencies in order to develop and execute digital 

concepts and marketing campaigns. 

 

OASIS framework 

In the following, an analysis of the campaign is presented on the basis of the OASIS model. The 

OASIS model will assist us in uncovering likely relational potential and managerial implications of 

the use of Snapchat in the Universal Music Denmark case.  

 

The model works as a five-step framework for integrating social media in the marketing strategy. 

The name OASIS is an acronym and stands for Objectives, Audience, Strategy, Implementation 

and Sustainment. Normally marketeers use this model before creating a social media campaign in 

order to pre-evaluate on the necessary considerations and ensure the most effective campaign 

structure. In this thesis, the model is used with the aim of analyzing the Suspekt case in order to 

post-evaluate on the considerations made by Suspekt and Digital Labs, Universal Music Denmark. 

 
Objectives 

In 2014, Digital Labs ran a campaign for Suspekt. The goal of the campaign was not to gain more 

fans, but instead to increase awareness about the new album release as well as to create a new 

communication channel for the band to stay connected with their fans and enhance the band-fan 

relationship. The intent was to provide VIP content for core fans such as band-related news, sneak 

peeks and behind-the-scenes insights. 

 
Audience 

The fan base of Suspekt ranges from age 18-35 (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March). A 

great amount of the fans has been there since the beginning in 1999, and the rest have joined later 

on. A large amount of the fans is situated in the hometown of the band, Albertslund. But since the 

success of Suspekt has increased, the fan base now largely covers the whole country (primarily in 

Denmark). The fans are characterized as being very dedicated to the band. They can also be 

characterized as being contributors and co-creators, as they send back snaps to the band with 

creative content rooted in the Suspekt universe. The age range of the fans places them primarily in 

the segment of digital natives and young adults, which means that they are critical and demands 

unique content suited for their needs and values. 
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Strategy 

As the primary audience is likely to use social networks and video content, it was relevant for 

Suspekt and Digital Labs, Universal Music to choose Snapchat as a marketing platform. This 

ensured that the content could be kept simple, short and easy to share and consume. 

 
The reason for choosing Snapchat as the marketing channel was based on the decision of being 

first mover on a new media (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March). When the campaign was 

released in 2014, the new social media platform Snapchat was growing among the Danish 

consumers. In 2014, the app had 868,000 users and in 2015 the amount of Snapchat users had 

increased to 890,000 monthly users, which represents 18% of the Danish population (TNS Gallup 

Social Media Life, 2015). From 2014 to 2015 Snapchat experienced an increase in users on the 

Danish market of 77%. At this point in time, Snapchat was still relatively unknown territory for most 

brands, and by using Snapchat as the primary channel of communication in the campaign Suspekt 

and Digital Labs took a risk. Luckily the campaign reached its goals by far and Digital Labs, 

Universal Music Denmark, demonstrated that they managed to use Snapchat strategically and 

achieved a first mover advantage. 

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March) also explains, that the other reason for 

choosing Snapchat as their primary channel of communication was due to explicit content and 

nudity in the campaign material. Due to Social Media legislation and policy, the campaign would be 

difficult to promote on other social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram. Both 

platforms have reinforced censorship, when it comes to nudity (Facebook.com, 2017; 

Instagram.com, 2017). The nudity also became a problem, when the album was released into the 

physical stores. As a result, the band had to design a “sleeve” in order to hide the nude woman on 

the front cover of the album. Not to the bands’ satisfaction (S. Foltmar, personal communication, 

March). It has always been native to the Suspekt brand to test boundaries, provoke and create 

publicity, and this campaign was in exact tune with this. In this case, Snapchat was a relevant fit for 

the campaign, as the platform already had a reputation of being a forum, where the users would 

send nude photos to each other because of the photos’ temporary existence within the app (1-10 

seconds before disappearing).  

 
The choice of Snapchat as communication channel in the campaign was also based on an intent to 

provide the rap band with a communication channel, where they had the chance to communicate 

on a one-to-one basis with their fans (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March). 
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Another strategic consideration was the use of storytelling. By using small video clips and “sneak 

peaks” on Snapchat, Suspekt and Digital Labs, Universal Music Denmark, managed to create 

small stories about Suspekt’s new album. In the end of all video clips of the campaign, there was 

the Suspekt logo, so that viewers were informed about the sender of the content (S. Foltmar, 

personal communication, March). The use of snaps in the campaign draws upon the strategic use 

of ephemeral marketing, where content is only available for a limited time. The pictures and video 

clips posted on the Sus_P profile was temporarily accessible on the Suspekt profile’s MyStory, 

which also contributes to creating hype and a need see it “while it’s there”. This sense of urgency 

can lead to fans being more attentive to new content as dedicated fans would not want to miss any 

content, which contributed to create the sense of exclusivity among the fans on Snapchat. 

 
Implementation 

In collaboration with Digital Labs, Suspekt chose Snapchat as one of the primary channels for their 

marketing campaign in addition to Facebook, Spotify and outdoor posting as additional channels 

(S. Foltmar, personal communication, March).  

 

In this campaign, they invented the Snapchat user “Sus_P”, who was supposed to be the character 

of the nude woman on the album cover (see Appendix G.1 for visual campaign material). The 

intent with the campaign was to provide Suspekt fans with sneak peeks of new music up to the 

release of the album. In the days up to the release, the profile posted seven exclusive videos on 

Snapchat, which included different sound bites and the text saying: “Album on Monday”.  

 

The way the fans could find the Sus_P profile was via “call-girl” stickers in the cityscape of 

Denmark and especially Albertslund, which is the band’s home town and base for a lot of their 

most dedicated fans. The explicit stickers included the cover photo of the nude woman, a short 

note saying “I have something for you on Snapchat” and the Sus_P name printed on it, so fans 

could easily find and follow the profile on Snapchat (Digital Labs, 2017). Followers on Snapchat 

could then watch video sequences with the nude woman from the album cover in a summer house 

with another woman and listen to small sound bites of Suspekt’s newest songs, which had not 

been released to the public yet. 

 

The stickers used in the campaign were inspired by old call-girl stickers from Las Vegas, which in 

tradition features a nude woman and a phone number (S. Foltmar, personal communication, 

March). In this case, the phone number was replaced with the Snapchat name Sus_P, which 
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worked as a contemporary call-girl-sticker. Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March) 

explains, that these stickers were meant to bridge offline and online campaign activities, and that 

the controversial look and mystery would awake people’s curiosity. It is important to note, that the 

stickers did not say “Suspekt” on them, so the audience was not immediately aware of the 

connection to the band at first. The core Suspekt fans are known for being dedicated, and 

Samantha Foltmar argues (personal communication, March), that core fans quickly figured out the 

connection and spread the word among their fellow fans – people trust people. This only enhances 

the fact, that Suspekt fans are dedicated and that the electronic word-of-mouth is a fast and easy 

way of sharing information with others. 

 

When the campaign was released on Snapchat in 2014, users and brands on the platform had the 

possibility of using third-party apps, which allowed them to upload already produced video clips to 

the profile’s MyStory. This is no longer possible as Snapchat has since banned the use of all third-

party apps in 2015 and will close accounts that violate this policy (Snapchat, 2017). 

 

With the campaign, Suspekt and Digital Labs, Universal Music Denmark, decided to produce 

content specifically native to Snapchat (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March). The intent 

with the call-girl stickers was to bring the fans to the brand’s Snapchat profile and the short video 

clips was all part of the implementation of the campaign. The content was supported by other 

media channels such as Facebook and Spotify to create presence in the selected networks.  

 
Sustainment 
The Sus_P profile has later been used by the band to interact and communicate with the fans, and 

it currently has over 20,000 followers on Snapchat. It is the purpose to continue to utilize the 

Snapchat profile in relation with future campaigns, promotion, tours, concerts and other brand-

related affairs. 

 

The content published via Snapchat offered the followers an exclusive preview on what was to 

come. This branding contributes to the strategic use of relational potential of Snapchat, where the 

marketeers, in this case Suspekt and Digital Labs, Universal Music Denmark, enhances the 

relationship with the audience – the Suspekt fans and followers on Snapchat. Samantha Foltmar 

(personal communication, March) also mentions the strong bond of loyalty between the band and 

their fan base. A bond which has been evident since the band released the first album, and this 

also contributed to the goal of getting the most dedicated fans to follow the Suspekt profile on 

Snapchat.  
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The Snapchat campaign resulted in the Sus_P Snapchat profile going from 0 to 6,000 followers in 

just two weeks (Digital Labs, 2017). Furthermore, the campaign created headlines in both 

Denmark and Britain with its creative approach to the use of Snapchat in marketing. The 

associated video clips were later seen over 90,000 times in total, and when the album was 

released it achieved number 1 on Spotify, iTunes and the official album chart. But the number of 

followers were not the only result of the campaign. Some of the unexpected results of the 

campaign were the many snaps, which the fans sent back to the Sus_P profile. The fans have 

received the content warmly, and they send snaps back with photos of their Suspekt tattoos, 

brasses, breasts, and messages like "We Love You, Suspekt", even though the campaign did not 

encourage them to do so (see Appendix G for examples). The benefits of receiving these snaps 

are a rare insight into the target audience, their behavior and values (S. Foltmar, personal 

communication, March). Just by opening the snaps, the fans acknowledged the relevance of and 

interest in the content.  

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 85) describes how this has strengthened the 

fan-relationship tremendously:  

 

“It is a whole other way of communicating, where it is more one-on-one instead of one-to-
many. On many other social media platforms, everything is based on likes and 
engagement, but in this case the users actually sent us content they had created in order to 
match the Suspekt universe. This made it a whole lot more personal”.  

 
The results show that the Suspekt fan base is super dedicated. The Suspekt profile on Snapchat 

now has over 20,000 followers and the band takes the profile with them wherever they go – on 

travels, in the studio, behind the scenes when playing concerts. The Snapchat profile is 

continuously being used for exclusive insight into Suspekt’s process and production as well as 

backstage. The band profile is meant to continue being leveraged in the strategic marketing and 

communication with the fans. Partly to create hype during tours and before/during/after concerts 

and partly to demystify the band members and give the fans a closer relation to them. The 

Snapchat platform is great for this purpose as it creates a more real and direct snapshot in real-

time, and it is coming directly from the band itself (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March). 
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Relational branding on Snapchat 

In the following, an analysis of the Suspekt campaign is presented on the basis of the HIRA 

framework. The HIRA framework will assist us in uncovering likely relational potential in the use of 

Snapchat in the case. The analysis offers perspectives on the possible humanization, interactivity, 

relevance and authenticity established by the campaign on Snapchat.  

 

Humanization of the Suspekt brand 

Snapchat was chosen as platform for the campaign, because it was the only channel, where the 

band could promote the explicit content relevant to the brand and the album (S. Foltmar, personal 

communication, March: 16). 

 

At the time of the Suspekt campaign in 2014, Snapchat stimulated associations such as mystery, 

nudity and sex as it was primarily known for users sending nude photos to each other (S. Foltmar, 

personal communication, March: 26). 

 

“[...] which was a perfect fit for the woman on the cover, and the Suspekt universe, which 
always has a touch of mystery and secrets,” Samantha Foltmar elaborates (personal 

communication, March: 27) 

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 25) explains, that no other brands wanted to 

be associated with the platform at the time, but for the Suspekt brand, as well as the campaign 

concept, it was perfect.  

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 106) states, that the Snapchat platform 

seemed tailor-made for Suspekt. It gave them the perfect opportunity to unfold their branding and 

marketing, and their channel has become known in the music industry as a place, where wild and 

crazy things happen in accordance with pre-existing brand associations.   

 

The associations of Snapchat fit with associations of Suspekt, and thus the platform was a perfect 

means to work with brand equity. In promoting the new album, Digital Labs set out to influence 

brand awareness, image and associations. 

 

Digital Labs handed over the Snapchat channel to the band after the campaign, and now the band 

members take turns to manage the channel. Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 

125) states: 
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“[...] their personalities really manifest themselves on Snapchat, depending on who’s in 

charge, as it is a snapshot directly from their phone and hand, and thus super real-time.” 

 

As the band members have taken over management of the platform in branding, they become 

brand ambassadors for their own brand stimulating brand-person association and thus relevant 

brand associations in their fan base. The brand has been continuously active on their Snapchat 

channel since the campaign in 2014, and by now the content is much more unrefined, unpolished 

and playful as fits the platform and the brand very well. The content provided on Snapchat 

represents brand behavior indicating traits and qualities of Suspekt as a personality.  

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Suspekt brand humanized were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. By use of brand-person association, the Suspekt 

brand acquired a personality through the band members being brand ambassadors (Fournier, 

1998). The band members themselves stimulated relevant brand associations, which ascribed 

traits and qualities to the Suspekt personality. Furthermore, the campaign in itself served as brand 

behavior indicating the personality of the Suspekt (Fournier, 1998). The explicit yet secretive 

nature of the call-girl stickers and the sneak peeks served to humanize the brand on their own. So 

did the choice to unfold the campaign on Snapchat as a platform, as Snapchat also offered 

associations relevant to the Suspekt brand at the time. The campaign is likely to have succeeded 

in enabling the Suspekt brand to emerge as a potential relationship partner for the target group of 

young adults. 

 

Interactivity of the Suspekt brand 

Digital labs integrated the offline and online activities in order to encourage campaign interaction. 

According to Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 32), the call-girl stickers with the 

Snapchat channel name were intended to be an eye-catcher evoking mystique and curiosity. The 

appeal of the stickers was to draw fans and others to the Snapchat channel engaging them in the 

content.  

 

The campaign also initiated non-encouraged interaction as the band received a lot of snaps in 

response to their campaign and later on their continued Snapchat activities (see Appendix G.2 for 

examples).  
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“There came a lot of snaps with booze, lingerie, from nights’ out, fans in merchandise and 

from the concerts, for instance quite a few from front row, maybe a little psychologically: 
“See me, I was here,” you know?” (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 83) 

 

A lot of snaps linked associations shared by fan lifestyle and Suspekt’s brand. Thus, the fans 

engage in co-creation of the brand as well as in relational interaction with and within the brand 

universe.  

 

“In opening the snaps, the band also acknowledged it. A little like an extra layer.” (S. 

Foltmar, personal commmunication, March: 85) 

 

By opening replies, and sometimes taking screenshots, Suspekt stimulates continuous interaction 

with fans (see Appendix G.3 for example). Fan relations has been strengthened significantly by 

Snapchat interaction, Samantha Foltmar concludes (personal communication, March: 81). It made 

a significant impact, that communication is more one-to-one, than one-to-many.  

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 87) explains, that while response is 

measured in likes and engagement on other social media, response on Snapchat is measured in 

replies, where users send content in return, that they have created themselves within the brand 

universe. This interaction unfolds more active and personal co-creation than on other platforms. 

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Suspekt brand interactive were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. Through the integration of the offline and online 

call-girl concept activities, the band conveyed a consistent brand story with interaction at various 

touch points online and offline (Quinton, 2013). However, the campaign did not address the 

audience as active participants in branding as no action was encouraged (Holt, 2002; Fournier, 

1998). Even so, there was still reciprocal exchange between the brand and the audience through 

non-encouraged response, and the campaign enabled the Suspekt brand as active and 

contributive in the brand-consumer relationship all the same. Co-creation of the brand could be 

observed in the atmosphere of and response on the campaign, where the audience took control of 

brand value. For the Suspekt campaign, ephemeral marketing supported the explicit and secretive 

nature of the campaign as the content was temporary and fleeting. The campaign succeeded in 

engaging and involving the audience.  
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Creative resistance and the empowerment of modern consumers manifested itself in how the 

audience took control of the Suspekt universe, provided the brand with value-in-use and created 

their own content for it (Holt, 2002). However, Snapchat as a platform limits co-creation and loss of 

management control to some extent, as audience-generated content can only be shared one-to-

one with the Suspekt channel and not with the rest of the audience.  

 

The relationship between the Suspekt brand and the audience has since been maintained through 

continuous interaction as Suspekt have chosen to remain on Snapchat with regular content after 

the campaign of 2014 (Fournier, 1998). 

 
Relevance of the Suspekt brand 
 

“[...] we definitely had an objective [...] of trying to build a new platform for the band, where 
they could communicate 1:1 with their fans” (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 

14) 

 
Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 56) confirms, that Digital Labs focused on the 

core Suspekt fans from the beginning. Suspekt has a very dedicated fan base and fans, who have 

followed them for many years. These fans already have an affective relationship with the brand, 

and constitute a strong brand community. This means that band can get away with more branded 

messages and sales-oriented content without scaring the target group away. That is despite usual 

user reluctance toward brands on Snapchat. Because the affective relationships with the brand are 

already so strong, Suspekt is welcomed on Snapchat as a personal friend. 

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 48) states, that the band has a strong sense 

of loyalty to their fan base. Thus, it is important for them at all times offering them relevant value 

propositions in marketing and branding. 

 

“[...] they were intended to feel like a part of an initiated circle of first movers with 
something exclusively for them [...]” (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 58) 

 

The call-girl stickers with phone numbers appealed to core Suspekt fans as exclusive VIP content 

only they could decipher providing them access to the Snapchat channel (S. Foltmar, personal 

communication, March: 51). The aim of the content was to cultivate a sense of confidentiality and 

familiarity and thus, the affective relationship.  
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“First and foremost, we worked a lot with storytelling around the album release [...]” 

(S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 10) 

 

In the campaign, Digital labs worked a lot with embedding the Suspekt brand in a narrative around 

the release of the new album stimulating brand associations that might link to identity projects of 

the fan base and target group. The call-girl concept maintained the associations that the brand is 

about music, sex and parties appealing in particular to the lifestyle of many young adults and digital 

natives of Generation Z. The Suspekt brand seemingly address psycho-social needs of their core 

fans and brand community by being a cultural resource relevant to their identity projects.  

 

Currently, the band brings their Snapchat channel everywhere and use it often for providing fans 

with exclusive VIP content (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 114). Fans are treated to 

real-time, real-life insight into the Suspekt brand further engaging in storytelling and a consistent 

story. 

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Suspekt brand relevant were successfully 

unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. The brand value propositions of Suspekt are made apparent 

in the branded content of the campaign.  By use of content marketing, the Suspekt brand offered 

meaningful value propositions of VIP brand-related content to the audience (Holt, 2002; 

Cornelissen, 2017). Suspekt was concerned with addressing psycho-social needs through relevant 

content, instead of expressing overly commercial agendas and employing traditional advertising. In 

the campaign narrative clarified by storytelling, the Suspekt brand was presented as a cultural 

resource for identity projects in their brand community (Holt, 2002; Iglesias & Bonet, 2012). The 

brand-consumer relationship was promoted as purpose- and meaningful due to its pre-existing 

personal appeal to core fans (Fournier, 1998).  

 

Authenticity of the Suspekt brand 
 

 “[...] of course we drew upon the experiences we had from previous Suspekt campaigns, 

where we indeed worked with testing boundaries, provoking, and creating publicity, but also 
with being first on new media.” (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 45) 
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Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 55) explains, that the band’s approach to 

branding is often autonomous and underground-like. Snapchat offers the opportunity to unfold 

Suspekt’s standard branding practices true to their brand values.  

 

Snapchat was chosen as platform for the campaign, because it was the only channel, where the 

band could promote the explicit content relevant to the brand, the album and the campaign concept 

(S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 20). It was more important to the band, promoting 

content true to the brand and the fans, than being able to run the campaign easily on all platforms. 

The brand and its followers seemingly come before sales, marketing and profit orientations. The 

campaign employing Snapchat expresses more brand authenticity as it indicates consistency and 

integrity.  

 

Samantha Foltmar (personal communication, March: 48) states, that being loyal to the fans is of 

great importance to the band, and that they were put first in their Snapchat activities. This respect 

is indicated in the content produced for the campaign true to the brand and its values. 

 

As the band brings their Snapchat channel everywhere and use it for exclusive real-time insight 

into their process as well as backstage, the content has become more direct, real and spontaneous 

and less sales-oriented and commercial (S. Foltmar, personal communication, March: 115). This in 

turn increases brand authenticity. 

 

Through the brand-person association between the Suspekt brand and the band members on 

Snapchat, they also engage in stealth branding. Brand authenticity is increased as the brand is 

represented by brand ambassadors, who embody relevant values and provide credibility.  

 

The Suspekt activities on Snapchat accommodates the reflexive resistance of modern consumers, 

particularly on Snapchat, by offering respectful branding and relevant value propositions – even as 

the commercial tone is apparent (Holt, 2002). 

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Suspekt brand authentic were successfully 

unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. The branded content and storytelling of the campaign and 

subsequent activities ensures a consistent brand experience, which in turn increases brand 

authenticity. The Suspekt brand was embedded in a narrative justifying its existence and relevance 

to the brand community and the core fans through storytelling and life world emplacement. The 

campaign and subsequent activities proved true to the Suspekt brand, its fans as well as to the 
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nature of the Snapchat platform. Suspekt was committed to provide the brand community with 

relevant value propositions in the content of their campaign. The value propositions were also 

presented in a respectful manner reflecting honesty, consistency and integrity of the Suspekt 

brand.  

 

The temporary, immediate and real-time nature of Suspekt’s content on Snapchat makes it seem 

more direct, real and spontaneous - and non-commercial, in accordance with ephemeral 

marketing. The content of the Suspekt campaign was produced in accordance with the nature of 

the Snapchat platform, and this made it appear as relevant platform-native content, in accordance 

with native advertising.  

 

The Coca-Cola case 
 
Introduction 
The second case chosen for the analysis is a campaign for the international brand Coca-Cola, 

which launched a social media campaign in collaboration with the Danish media agency Carat 

Denmark in 2016. The campaign's primary communication channel was through the Danish 

influencer Rasmus Kolbe, primarily known as Lakserytteren. The analysis is based on interviews 

with Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen, Integrated Business Manager at Carat Denmark, and Johnni 

Rosenquist, Head of Digital at Carat Denmark on the 21st of June 2017 as well as on company 

articles (see Appendix C for interview transcript).  

 

Coca-Cola was first introduced to the Danish consumers in January 1926 by the Danish brewery 

Wibroe, who started a small production of the Coca-Cola drink. Beside a small production stop 

during the Second World War, Coca-Cola has maintained a strong market position in Denmark and 

is today produced by Carlsberg. Coca-Cola Denmark is managing the marketing of Coca-Cola’s 10 

brands on the Danish market, and their primary task beside marketing is to develop and protect 

new trademarks in Denmark and Greenland.  

 

One of Coca-Cola’s most recent campaigns is the “Taste-the-feeling” campaign, which is derived 

from the current “One-brand” strategy. The strategy entails, that all four versions of Coca-Cola 

(Regular, Light, Zero and Life) will be marketed under one brand. The idea behind the Taste-the-

feeling campaign is that to drink a Coca-Cola, no matter which version, is to enjoy a simple 

pleasure that makes the everyday moment more special (Coca-Cola DK, 2017). The campaign 
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aims to tell the story of both the functional and emotional aspect of the Coca-Cola experience. 

Marcos de Quinto, Chief Marketing Officer at Coca-Cola, states:  

 

“We want to remind the consumers of why they love the product as much as they 
love the brand” (Coca-Cola DK, 2017), a tactic they call “emotional product 

communication”.  

 

Carat Denmark is a Danish media agency which offers services within branding, media and digital 

communication. The agency is a part of the Dentsu Aegis Network, which employs over 27,000 

employees on five continents. They aim to create innovative media campaigns, which thrives 

across multiple platforms and thereby to ensure substantial value for the clients. Carat Denmark 

has produced campaigns for clients such as Lurpak, Tryg, Call Me, Cheasy and in this case Coca-

Cola. The agency has won numerous of awards including Denmark’s Best Media Agency in 2012, 

2013 and 2014 (Carat Denmark, 2017).  

OASIS framework 

In the following, an analysis of the campaign is presented on the basis of the OASIS model. The 

OASIS model will assist us in uncovering likely relational potential and managerial implications of 

the use of Snapchat in the Coca-Cola case. In this study, the model works as a five-step 

framework for post-evaluation of Snapchat in the marketing strategy.  

 

Objectives 

In the summer of 2016, Coca-Cola ran a two-month campaign in six selected European countries 

(Carat Denmark, 2017). The concept of the summer campaign, based on the Taste-the-feeling 

strategy, was creative and engaging, but quite complex and difficult to communicate. The concept 

was the introduction of bottles with thermosensitive labels on the markets. The labels alert the 

customers, when a refrigerated Coca-Cola reaches the optimal temperature, by changing color 

from red to a range of pastels. The campaign concept additionally included a competition in order 

to stimulate awareness about the new label, where customers were asked to scan the logo on the 

label with their smartphone in order to win prizes among a range of Coca-Cola merchandise. The 

intent was to increase attention about the product, and as such the Coca-Cola bottle itself, in 

addition to creating value for customers with the thermosensitive label and the fun competition as a 

service offering. On the Danish market, the media agency Carat Denmark was tasked with running 

the campaign. They specified a main overall objective of boosting brand love and thus improving 

brand equity (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June). 
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Audience 

The target group of the campaign was the segment, “young adults”. Young adults are also known 

as digital natives and Generation Z, and it is the segment most prevalently present as users on 

Snapchat.  

 

Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen, Integrated Business Manager at Carat Denmark, worked with the 

strategy and the creative execution of the campaign. She explains, that the challenge in marketing 

and branding is that the attractive segment of young adults are overexposed and bombarded with 

advertising, and that they are empowered to pick and choose branded content as they like (C.B. 

Sonnichsen, personal communication, June). They are spoiled with great and engaging marketing 

campaigns, and thus it requires something really special to activate them. As brand management, 

you are not in a position to demand anything from this segment.  

 

Johnni Rosenquist, Head of Digital at Carat Denmark, works as digital client manager of Coca-

Cola and oversaw the campaign. He emphasizes, that content needs to be spot on in order to 

appeal to young adults (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June). If it is not high quality, 

visually appealing, fun and engaging, then the segment does not want to play along. Originality is 

key as generic content does not work. 

 

The audience of the campaign is the influencer Lakserytterens follower base, which exclusively 

includes the target group.  

 

Strategy 

Carat Denmark rose to the challenge of communicating the complex concept by composing an 

extended campaign plan (Carat Denmark, 2017). The idea was to incorporate several trending 

marketing elements: smart products, storytelling and Snapchat. The campaign team of Carat 

Denmark was intent on generating hype and engagement by involving the customers more actively 

in the campaign and competition on Snapchat (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June). In 

addition, the campaign was promoted on Facebook and Instagram as well. In its entirety, Carat 

Denmark considered the approach the best way to address their target group of young adults. By 

extension, the campaign team decided to employ influencer marketing and sponsor the most 

prominent professional Danish influencer, Lakserytteren, to undertake the campaign on Snapchat.  
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Rasmus Kolbe, better known as Lakserytteren, is a professional Snapchat influencer (Kolbe, 

2017). He is an excellent storyteller, and has mastered the functional premises of the app. As he 

writes about himself, “I’m best ten seconds at a time” (Kolbe, 2017). He enjoys the interaction with 

his followers and considers it a must in his Snapchat activities. His channel gets around 50,000 

views every day and totals up to 3 mio. views every week. He has made snaps with Danish 

celebrities, and has done a lot of collaborations and campaigns with brands and other influencers.  

 

Implementation 

The campaign ran over the course of ten weeks during the summer, and Lakserytteren created 

nine branded stories on Snapchat for Coca-Cola (Carat Denmark, 2017) (see Appendix H.1 for 

visual campaign material). The three first stories were named “the Coca-Cola Cooling Challenge”, 

and their purpose was to inform the target group of the thermosensitive labels and explain the 

competition in a fun, entertaining and engaging manner. Lakserytteren was intent on creating 

awareness around the thermosensitive label and how to use it in the first three stories of the 

Cooling Challenge. In the stories, he found fun and entertaining ways to demonstrate how to cool 

down the Coca-Cola and activate the label - without a fridge (Kolbe, 2017).  

 

The additional six stories were named “the Snap Hunt”, and their purpose was to encourage the 

target group to buy the product as well as to actively engage them in the competition (Carat 

Denmark, 2017). Lakserytterens focus was on promoting the competition and how to take part in it 

in the six stories of the Snap Hunt. In the stories, he engaged followers in a treasure hunt, in meet-

ups and give-aways (Kolbe, 2017). The target group was encouraged to scan their thermosensitive 

Coca-Cola labels for the competition, and additionally more total scans nationwide in turn provided 

them with an extended competition with more content and more available prizes (Carat Denmark, 

2017). In practice, this meant that every time a new milestone in total number of scans was 

reached nationwide, the campaign team sent Lakserytteren to a new Danish city, where he created 

snaps in order to tip the followers off about his whereabouts. The first followers to seek him out and 

find him on foot won special prizes. The target group was engaged at various levels of activity. 

Some followers simply scanned their labels from home in order to enter the competition, while 

others participated in the additional snap hunt. 

 

Additionally, with the help of Lakserytteren each story was cut down to 1.5-minute video and 

shared on Facebook, making the content shorter and more precise (Kolbe, 2017). As such, 

Facebook was used for promotion and boosted part of the Snapchat stories as short-form videos. 

Instagram was used for behind-the-scenes pictures. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, 
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June) explains, that the intent was to take the great content produced for Snapchat and push it to a 

broader audience on other platforms. Coca-Cola has the second biggest Facebook profile in 

Denmark in number of followers. That approach made sure that Lakserytteren and Coca-Cola each 

drove new followers to each other’s social media profiles. Johnni Rosenquist (personal 

communication, June) highlights, that an important perspective of the case is, that it succeeded 

due to the interplay between two different platforms: Snapchat and Facebook, where the strengths 

of both were leveraged. Snapchat cannot stand alone due to the smaller user base.  

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) states, that Carat Denmark and Coca-Cola 

reached their KPIs for the campaign. The campaign achieved an extensive reach. Both parts of the 

campaign generated a massive and positive response from followers (Carat Denmark, 2017).  

 

When Lakserytteren did the Snap Hunt, followers showed up in two minutes in the cities he visited. 

Followers were very curious. On average, Lakserytterens stories on Snapchat had 38,000 unique 

users per story. The first snap of the campaign had 48,500 views, and the last had 39,500 views 

(Kolbe, 2017). In total, the snaps of the campaign had 1,438,000 views. The snaps had an average 

completion rate of 81% indicating how many followers viewed the snap videos in their entirety.  

 

The snaps were screenshot and saved locally to photo libraries of the followers 433 times (Kolbe, 

2017). Lakserytteren received 34 snaps in return from followers. Lakserytteren received snaps that 

included drawings and photos of people with cold Coca-Colas (see Appendix H for examples of 

audience response). Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) states, that followers 

were really creative in their replies, and that they really played on their own within the universe 

created for the campaign. There was a great atmosphere around the campaign and followers had 

fun. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June, 157) says:  

 

“We almost felt like we were back in the 80’s or 90’s, where the Coca-Cola brand and the 
merchandise had a life of its own.”  

 

When Lakserytteren stopped the campaign, followers wrote him and asked him to continue as they 

really enjoyed it. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June, 184) says:  

 

“I think, it has contributed to the target group of young adults thinking that the Coca-Cola 
brand is a lot of fun.” 
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Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June) states, that the campaign reached 98% 

of our target group due in large part to Facebook. The campaign would not have reached the same 

success without Facebook as a platform. In that way, it is not Snapchat alone making the case a 

success. It is the interplay between two platforms. 

 

The Danish campaign proved superior to those of the other five European countries with much 

better results (Carat Denmark, 2017). Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) ascribes 

this in large part to the use of Snapchat in the campaign. No less than 46% of all label scans 

across the six European countries was from Danish users. Carat Insight, the research and analysis 

department of Carat Denmark, conclude that the campaign has improved brand equity as well as 

additional sales among the target group of young adults on the Danish market. The Coca-Cola 

brand equity has been improved by brand love, engagement and involvement generated by the 

campaign on Snapchat. Sales saw a significant boost as 25% of Danish teenagers aged 13-19 

bought a Coca-Cola during the time span of the campaign with the intent of scanning the label and 

entering the competition. There was a 12% increase in sales compared to the same time in the 

previous year. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) explains, that for Coca-Cola 

increased brand love leads to increased sales.  

 

When you search Google for Lakserytteren, then Coca-Cola is the second top search result. The 

campaign has created a lot of associations between Coca-Cola and Lakserytteren.  

 

Sustainment 
Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) explains, that the Coca-Cola Snapchat 

channel has not been used much since the campaign. It has been used for a Coca-Cola Zero 

campaign, and a Christmas filter which was bought on the 24th of December 2016. It was a filter 

with a Santa Claus beard and a Coca-Cola truck. It was wildly popular and generated a lot of 

engagement.  

 

Snapchat marketing is not to be a one-time hit, as Carat Denmark and Coca-Cola consider it 

applicable in future campaigns as well (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June). But the 

channel is not to be used continuously. That is because it requires a huge effort, and because the 

users are not positive towards it.  

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) explains, that in Carat Denmark’s experience, 

users feel that it becomes too commercial when brands communicate continuously with branded 
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messages on Snapchat, Continuous branded messages work better on Instagram and Facebook. 

Snapchat is still something users primarily do with their friends, because it is an ad-free zone. If 

users are to accept branded content it has to be fun and engaging like great competitions and the 

like.  

Relational branding on Snapchat 

In the following, an analysis of the Coca-Cola campaign is presented on the basis of the HIRA 

framework. The HIRA framework will assist us in uncovering likely relational potential in the use of 

Snapchat in the case. The analysis offers perspectives on the possible humanization, interactivity, 

relevance and authenticity established by the campaign on Snapchat.  

 

Humanization of the Coca-Cola brand 

As the aim of the Coca-Cola campaign was to boost brand love, the objective of humanizing the 

brand was in natural extension of stated objectives. 

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June) empathizes, that Snapchat as a platform is not 

for boosting sales. Snapchat is a platform for influencing brand equity by increasing brand 

awareness, improving image, stimulating associations - and boosting brand love. This leads to the 

affective brand-consumer relationship, which is central to relational branding. Therefore the 

improvement of brand equity was of great importance to the Coca-Cola campaign. In order to 

boost brand love, the relational objective of humanizing the brand is significantly relevant.  

 

Coca-Cola tried out something new with their Snapchat campaign. Instead of traditional, 

commercial marketing, they tried their hand at a combination of Snapchat and influencer 

marketing.  

 

“In this way, we actually bought an influencer, who provided us with a position on Snapchat 
to talk to all of his unique audience, which is the same target group that we want to talk to 
at Coca-Cola.” (J. Rosenquist, June: 21) 

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 22) considered it an effective way of making an 

appeal to the target group of young adults, who are particularly well-represented in the Snapchat 

user base.  
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The Coca-Cola sponsorship of the influencer Lakserytteren was intent on him serving as an 

“spokesperson” for the brand. Content production was negotiated between Lakserytteren and 

Coca-Cola to ensure accordance with both brands, and thus relevance to Lakserytterens followers 

and Coca-Colas target group. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 55) clarifies, that 

Coca-Cola values games, competitions and activities in their branding and marketing efforts. This 

is one of the elements, that fit well with Lakserytterens brand, which also favors content with the 

same aim of fun and entertainment.  

 

“[...] when you google Lakserytteren, then Coca-Cola appears as number two, and I think 
that is really great. Then you can really see, that it has created a lot of associations 
between Lakserytteren and Coca-Cola.” (J. Rosenquist, June: 182)  

 

The choice to engage in influencer marketing was with the intent of linking the Coca-Cola brand 

with Lakserytterens brand. Lakserytteren were chosen, because his brand appeals to young 

adults, and thus the associations of his brand were of interest to the Coca-Cola.  

 

“Those days, where you [...] had the hunts: how many people there were, how great the 

atmosphere was, how much they played with the brand, then we just felt like we were 
thrown back to the 80’s or 90’s, where all Coca-Cola merchandise just lived - they just 
thought that it was so great, because they had this contemporary person, who wanted to 
play with them and who wanted to join them in this atmosphere.” (J. Rosenquist, June: 155) 

 

The interactive campaign on Snapchat seems to have unfolded as brand behavior in the interplay 

between Lakserytteren and the Coca-Cola brand. Through the specific nature of their campaign, 

that is the Cooling Challenge and the Snap Hunt, Coca-Cola expressed brand identity and values, 

which stimulate brand associations among the audience. These brand associations in the minds of 

the audience are the characteristics and traits that serve to humanize the Coca-Cola brand as a 

personality.  

 

Snapchat in itself also seems to significantly enable certain associations simply by the nature of 

the platform (C.B. Sonnichsen, personal communication, June). These associations include fun, 

entertainment, social interaction and activities, and they are in accordance with the Coca-Cola 

brand. By unfolding an interactive campaign in accordance with Snapchat associations, the Coca-

Cola brand also acquires associations shared with the platform.  
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Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Coca-Cola brand humanized were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. By use of influencer marketing, the Coca-Cola 

brand acquired a personality through brand-person association with Lakserytteren (Fournier, 

1998). Lakserytteren stimulated favorable brand associations, which served as traits and qualities 

of the Coca-Cola brand personality. Furthermore, the campaign in itself served as brand behavior 

indicating the personality of the Coca-Cola (Fournier, 1998). The fun and entertaining elements of 

the Cooling Challenge and the Snap Hunt served to humanize the brand on their own. So did the 

choice to unfold the campaign on Snapchat as a platform, as Snapchat also offers associations 

relevant to the Coca-Cola brand. The campaign is likely to have succeeded in enabling the Coca-

Cola brand to emerge as a potential relationship partner for the target group of young adults.  

 
Interactivity of the Coca-Cola brand 

It was almost inevitable for Coca-Cola to work with brand interactivity on Snapchat, due to the 

nature of their brand, of Lakserytterens brand and of the platform. 

 

“We really needed something, that could get a hold on this target group, and which made 

them want to play along.” (J. Rosenquist, June: 60) 

 

As Coca-Cola often run campaigns based on games, competitions and activities, their campaign 

on Snapchat were no different. The campaign was very interactive with the Cooling Challenge and 

the Snap Hunt encouraging participation. Every element of the campaign was aimed at engaging 

and involving the target group (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June). 

 

The campaign was engaging and involving, but complex and difficult to communicate (C.B. 

Sonnichsen, June: 39). With their campaign, Coca-Cola offered a lot, but also demanded a lot from 

the audience. This meant high requirements for the platform unfolding the campaign. Interactive 

campaigns are often more complex than other campaigns, and thus present significant challenges. 

Snapchat as a platform offered the time spent with the target group needed to explain it, as well as 

the means to offer relevant content ensuring the required attention. As a platform, Snapchat is 

well-equipped to manage long campaigns with extensive communication.  

 

Even though the Danish campaign required more interaction from followers than campaigns on the 

other European markets, the Danish campaign still got more engagement and better results. And 

in comparison to other social media, Snapchat enabled a higher level of engagement and 
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involvement than any other platform of the Danish campaign. Johnni Rosenquist (personal 

communication, June: 64) says about Lakserytterens encouragement of audience interaction: 

 

“[...] he took an extremely complex challenge and made it fun, and made them want to 

interact [...] 
 

Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 258) is of the opinion, that an 

advantage of Snapchat in marketing is their way of offering entertainment.  

 

“One of the things that Snapchat has, that the others haven’t managed to tap into yet, is 

their way of offering entertainment. That is, they become an entertainment platform in the 
way they run their channels. The way you can play and interact with content is not 
something we have seen on other platforms in that manner.” (C.B. Sonnichsen, June: 258).  

 

Entertainment, co-creation and interaction is native to Snapchat as a platform, and campaigns can 

benefit substantially from it. Snapchat was a perfect fit for the concept of the Coca-Cola campaign, 

and provided options for realizing it.  

 

“[...] what made Snapchat special for these snap hunts was, that it is actually the platform 
right now, considered to be most “real-time”. [...] You could say, that if we were to extend it 

to Instagram or Facebook, too much time could pass between people seeing the clues.” 

(C.B. Sonnichsen, personal communication, June: 77)  
 

Due to Snapchats immediate real-time nature, a call to action on this platform is quite seemingly 

more urgent and more encouraging than on other platforms. On Snapchat, immediate action is 

required or the chance is missed, due to the temporary nature of content. This functionality served 

the concept of the Coca-Cola campaign, in particular the Snap Hunt, very well. The hints about 

Lakserytterens whereabouts and where to show up for meet-ups and give-aways would have lost 

the urgency critical to unfolding the competition on other platforms. There was a good match 

between the concept of the competition and the possibility for unfolding it in practice on Snapchat.  

 

“[...] in terms of some of the replies they made - they even made drawings for him with 
icecold Coca-Colas, in that way they were really creative, and they really played along in 
the atmosphere he created, and they thought it was a lot of fun,” Johnni Rosenquist 
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(personal communication, June: 152) says about audience response to Lakserytteren 

during the campaign.  

 

Both encouraged and non-encouraged relational interaction took place during the Coca-Cola 

campaign. Many of Lakserytterens followers participated in the Cooling Challenge and the Snap 

Hunt, but some of them also sent snaps as replies to the campaign. They sent him drawings and 

photos with themselves and cold Coca-Colas (see Appendix H.1 for examples). As Johnni 

Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 152) puts it, the audience really played with the brand 

within the universe of the campaign. In that manner, the audience really engaged in co-creation of 

the brand and interacted with it on their own terms.  

 

Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 281) comments, that on Snapchat the 

power over content and brand is much more in the hands of the users. This demonstrates the 

initiative and empowerment of the young adults and digital natives segment in branding, and the 

level of control it can potentially exercise.  

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Coca-Cola brand interactive were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. Through the Cooling Challenge and the Snap 

Hunt, the Coca-Cola brand conveyed a consistent brand story with interaction at various touch 

points online and offline (Quinton, 2013). The campaign addressed the audience as active 

participants in branding (Holt, 2002; Fournier, 1998). Likewise, Lakserytteren and the competition 

enabled the Coca-Cola brand as active and contributive in the brand-consumer relationship, and 

there was reciprocal exchange between the brand and the audience through participation and 

response. Co-creation of the brand could be observed in the atmosphere of and response on the 

campaign, where the audience took control of brand value. For the Coca-Cola campaign, 

ephemeral marketing stimulated interaction on Snapchat as it ensured urgency of calls to action, 

that the content was temporary. The campaign succeeded in engaging and involving the audience. 

  

Creative resistance and the empowerment of modern consumers manifested itself in how the 

audience took control of the Coca-Cola brand universe, provided the brand with value-in-use and 

created their own content for it (Holt, 2002).   

 

The relationship between the Coca-Cola brand and the audience is not maintained through 

continuous interaction as Coca-Cola have chosen not to remain on Snapchat with regular content 

after the campaign of 2016 (Fournier, 1998). 
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Relevance of the Coca-Cola brand 

For Coca-Cola, brand relevance was always a top priority of the campaign. 

 

The content for the Coca-Cola campaign on Snapchat specifically targets the needs of young 

adults by design in order to ensure brand relevance (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, 

June: 25). Snapchat was chosen as platform, because it was particularly well-suited to the kind of 

content used in the campaign.  

 

“[...] it is easier to make a banner, that says “Will you buy this?”, than to talk to an 
influencer, who is to create content true to his communication without it becoming to sales-
oriented. It is really important, that it doesn’t become too bought. Then the target group 

leaves.” (J. Rosenquist, personal communication, June: 27) 

 

The content for the Coca-Cola campaign was not produced as a sales pitch. It was meant as a 

service offering - everything from the thermosensitive labels through the entertaining snaps to the 

interactive competition. That is the kind of content that appeals to young adults. Johnni Rosenquist 

(personal communication, June: 27) express acute awareness of the fact, that a sales pitch and 

traditional ads would have scared away the target group and make them lose interest in the Coca-

Cola brand as well as the influencer. The target group, young adults, do not want to be bought by 

brands. They want personal appeal through relevant content.  

 

“[...] it really needs to be spot on for them to want to play along. We can tell right away, 

when we make posts, if they are not really attractive, if they are not super visually appealing 
or there isn’t anything fun about it, then they don’t want to play along,” Johnni Rosenquist 

(personal communication, June: 159) says about how the audience responds to content. 

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 159) indicates, that quality of content is key to 

its relevance for the audience. Expectations and demands of young adults are high. Content has to 

be visually appealing and well-produced. Is has to be fun and entertaining as well as engaging and 

involving. On Snapchat, the expectation is that content is unique, when compared to Facebook and 

Instagram. Coca-Cola took all these considerations to heart with the concept for the Snap Hunt, in 

particular.   
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Lakserytteren was chosen as influencer for Coca-Cola, because of his appeal to the target group. 

He is an expert at producing content for Snapchat, and due to his popularity he likely addresses 

psycho-social needs of his followers and finds relevance in their identity projects. The content, he 

produced for the campaign, was true to his own brand as well as Coca-Colas, and thus is likely to 

have maintained the same relevance and appeal to the audience. If the engagement and 

involvement in the campaign is any indication, the content proved successful in offering the Coca-

Cola brand as a relevant value proposition and cultural resource.  

 

Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 49) says about the campaign: 

 

“[...] you could say that by giving it this storytelling also contributed to it becoming 

interesting enough for people to stick around and hear about it.”  

 

Content-wise, the campaign was a combination of Snapchat marketing and storytelling surrounding 

the competition. Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 101) empathize, that 

Snapchat offers particularly relevant functions for storytelling when compared to other media 

channels and platforms, due to the video formats and the playfulness. On Snapchat, good 

storytelling is also a mark of quality content attracting followers, which cannot be required by any 

other means. When storytelling is employed successfully together with Snapchat, the audience is 

engaged enough to interact and spend time. Storytelling integrates the brand and its value 

proposition in a narrative making it relevant for the target group. It puts the brand into context 

clarifying the relevance to psycho-social needs. For Coca-Cola, the storytelling revolved around 

explaining the concept of the Cooling Challenge and the Snap Hunt, promoting the fun and 

entertainment of the campaign.  

 

Lakserytteren was also chosen as influencer, because he is a strong storyteller, and that was 

important for unfolding the concept of the campaign successfully. Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen 

(personal communication, June: 103) empathizes, that it is essential to employ strong storytellers 

on Snapchat regardless of them being internal or external to the organization.  

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Coca-Cola brand relevant were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. By use of content marketing, the Coca-Cola 

brand offered meaningful value propositions of fun and entertainment to the audience (Holt, 2002). 

Coca-Cola was concerned with addressing psycho-social needs through relevant content, instead 

of expressing overly commercial agendas and employing traditional advertising. In the 
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collaboration with Lakserytteren, the Coca-Cola brand was presented as a cultural resource for 

identity projects in the campaign content (Holt, 2002). The brand-consumer relationship was 

promoted as purpose- and meaningful due to the personal appeal to Lakserytterens followers 

(Fournier, 1998). The brand value propositions of Coca-Cola are made apparent in the branded 

content and the storytelling of the campaign, where Coca-Cola is embedded in a narrative by 

Lakserytteren (Cornelissen, 2017; Iglesias & Bonet, 2012).   

 

Authenticity of the Coca-Cola brand 

In terms of brand authenticity, Coca-Cola is under pressure being on Snapchat.  

 

“Snapchat is something you do with your friends, a place where you can play with your 

friends. If something great like competitions or other amazing things appear, then they want 
to play along. But no brands should be there, because it is still an advertising-free zone for 
now.” (J. Rosenquist, personal communication: 199) 

 

Despite some paid advertising options, Snapchat is still mostly considered non-commercial and ad-

free. Most users on Snapchat does not welcome continuous brand presence on the platform. 

Brand authenticity easily suffers as branded content become more perceived as sales pitches in 

the long run.  

 

Snapchat is still primarily a platform for social interaction between friends. For now, users reject 

obvious branded messages as the commercial agendas are particularly striking on the platform.  

 

Thus, Snapchat is the platform, where brand authenticity seem to be most important. It 

necessitates branded content expressing relevance and integrity in order to appeal to users. It is a 

platform that at its very core is meant for honest, direct communication.  

 

Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 199) assess that users would not consider 

product-related news to be appealing VIP content on Snapchat, as they would on Facebook and 

Instagram. That kind of content is not native to Snapchat yet.  

 

“[...] we are not thinking in continuous terms, as on one hand it requires a big effort, on the 

other hand users are not positive towards it,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, 

June, 204) says about brand presence on Snapchat.  
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Only engaging content with significantly relevant value propositions such as engaging competitions 

and activities work on Snapchat. And that kind of content requires too many resources if it needs to 

be produced regularly. Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 194) empathize, that 

the combination of user reluctance and the amount of resources required for managing the channel 

keeps Coca-Cola from continuous marketing activities on Snapchat.  

 

However, during the campaign Coca-Cola influenced brand authenticity through honesty, 

consistency and integrity. Both Coca-Cola and Lakserytteren are true to their brands in the content 

produced for the campaign, and the needs and interests of the audience are addressed (J. 

Rosenquist, June: 29).  

 

Additionally, brand authenticity requires a non-commercial branding approach. Johnni Rosenquist 

(personal communication, June: 28) explains that the traditional practice of buying placements and 

advertisements was rejected for the campaign, because this approach does not appeal to young 

adults. The intent of Coca-Cola is promoting brand relevance and not the commercial agenda 

behind branding. 

 

Snapchat as a platform also proves particularly relevant for expressing brand authenticity, because 

of the nature of the platform. Content is usually unrefined, unpolished and playful (C.B. 

Sonnichsen, June: 233). Users expect the same of branded content if it is to be welcomed on the 

platform. When these expectations are met, branded content is perceived as more direct, real and 

spontaneous, and this in turn increases brand authenticity.  

 

Coca-Cola seemed to have succeeded at staying true to their brand and the nature of the 

Snapchat platform during their campaign. Brand authenticity was ensured enough for their 

temporary brand presence to be welcomed.  

 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making the Coca-Cola brand authentic were 

successfully unfolded in the Snapchat campaign. By use of a consistent brand experience 

promoted in the branded content and storytelling of the campaign, brand authenticity was ensured. 

Through storytelling and life world emplacement, the Coca-Cola brand was embedded in a 

narrative justifying its existence and relevance to the audience. The campaign was true to the 

brand of both Coca-Cola and Lakserytteren as well as to the nature of the Snapchat platform. Also, 

the brand was true to the audience. Coca-Cola was committed to provide the audience with 

relevant value propositions in the content of their campaign. The value propositions were also 
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presented to the audience in a respectful manner reflecting honesty, consistency and integrity of 

the Coca-Cola brand. Coca-Cola also applied some level of stealth branding, as the brand-person 

association between Coca-Cola and Lakserytteren attributes the credibility of Lakserytteren’s 

brand to the Coca-Cola brand, and thus increases brand authenticity. The Coca-Cola campaign 

drew upon elements of ephemeral marketing and native advertising in increasing their brand 

authenticity. The temporary, immediate and real-time nature of content on Snapchat, makes it 

seem more direct, real and spontaneous - and non-commercial, in accordance with ephemeral 

marketing. The content of the Coca-Cola campaign was produced in accordance with the nature of 

the Snapchat platform, and this made it appear as relevant platform-native content, in accordance 

with native advertising.  

 

The Coca-Cola campaign accommodated the reflexive resistance of modern consumers, 

particularly on Snapchat, by offering respectful branding and relevant value propositions, while 

minimizing the commercial tone (Holt, 2002).  

Discussion 
In the discussion of the study, we wish to integrate the perspectives and experiences uncovered in 

the narrative analysis of our cases. We have uncovered narratives on the social construct of 

Snapchat in marketing and branding, and these are enriched and qualified by views of our expert 

informants in the discussion. 

 

In order to structure our findings of the analysis, we have applied the SWOT model in order to 

specify possible strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to Snapchat in marketing and 

branding (see full model in Appendix I). The strengths and weaknesses have been identified in the 

OASIS and HIRA analysis conducted on our cases. The opportunities and threats have been 

identified in the interviews with case informants as well as expert informants. The SWOT analysis 

is based on Snapchat’s current market position in Denmark and is of relevance to Danish brands 

considering whether or not to use Snapchat as a relational branding platform in their marketing 

strategy. This will be explored in further detail.  

Modern Consumers and Digital Natives on Snapchat 
In the following, we focus on the user base of Snapchat and discuss it in relation to relevant 

managerial implications as well as the position of Snapchat in consumer culture. Findings are 

derived from the OASIS analysis of our cases.  
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“[...] particularly the very young target group is a lot on Snapchat. And there are many 

companies, that want to get a hold on younger target groups. It is especially the 16 to 24 
year-olds - actually 55% of them are on Snapchat. And of the 25 to 34 year-olds 35% are 
on Snapchat. And those are groups of consumers that you really want to get a hold on, 
almost no matter what company you’re in. They are groups that you want to make sure 

knows your brand and knows you and so on, and therefore it is relevant for these 
companies to know how to act on Snapchat,” Mette Bierbum Bacher, Head of Social at 

Mindshare (personal communication, August: 22), explains. 

 

Statements in our interviews confirmed, that the user base of Snapchat is primarily the segment of 

digital natives also known as young adults and Generation Z. Snapchat might be a particularly 

relevant branding platform for brands addressing this segment. If brands want to reach a broader 

audience, or focus on other segments, then Snapchat is not a recommendable platform for 

branding. In that case, branding needs to be unfolded in the interplay between different platforms.  

 

“[...] teens and young adults are maybe one of the most difficult segments to activate and 

engage in a campaign, because they are super spoiled. They don’t know of anything else 

than being exposed to campaigns, which are fun for them or something to the same extent. 
They receive so much, and they are overexposed, and they know exactly what they want to 
play along with,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal communcation, June: 65) says about Coca-

Colas target group. 

 

In accordance with theories on modern consumer culture, the segment of young adults and digital 

natives is enlightened, empowered and critical. They are used to being bombarded with both paid 

and unpaid advertising, and they are used to great and engaging branded content. Thus, generic, 

low quality content and overly commercial messages does not appeal to them - particularly on 

Snapchat. In order to address the segment on Snapchat, brands need to provide high quality 

content. Expectations and demands of the users are high.  

 

“[...] Snapchats greatest limitation right now is, that there aren’t that many users, and that 

you don’t get to talk to that many people - there is a natural cap on it,” Johnni Rosenquist 

(personal communication, June: 115) states.  

 

The user base on Snapchat is relatively small, as it almost exclusively represents young adults, 

and only other segments to a smaller extent. Snapchat is a case of brands gaining access to 
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quality over quantity, so to speak. If brands want a large reach in their branding, then Snapchat is 

probably not the platform for them. But if they just need to address young adults, and do it 

efficiently, then Snapchat might be just the right platform for branding. However, it should be kept 

in consideration, that the cost of branding is the same regardless of audience size. As Charlotte 

Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 366) clarifies: 

 

“[...] it carries the same cost producing content for two people as producing content for two 
million people. Evidently, the fewer people we are, the more cost-effective we have to be.” 

 

Thus, brands should really consider their investment in branding on Snapchat carefully.  

 

On Snapchat, the user base engages more with content, than on other platforms, Thomas Cilius, 

CEO at Snaplytics (personal communication, June) explains. Opening rates on snaps and MyStory 

are high. If branded content is good and appeals successfully to users, then it inspires more 

engagement and involvement on Snapchat, than it would on other platforms. Snapchat enables 

users to be active participants in branding if they wish. Due to the interactive nature of the platform, 

co-creation is an activity native to Snapchat. In the Coca-Cola case, as well as the Suspekt case, 

informant observations indicate that followers took control of the brand universe, and played with 

and within it on their own terms. Users can demonstrate in their replies on Snapchat how they 

provide brands with value-in-use, and in that manner, they co-create the brand through their own 

brand-related content.  

 

Users on Snapchat spend a lot of time on the platform compared to time spent on other platforms. 

Brands, who manages to get a hold of users on Snapchat, thus get a lot of time spent with them. 

Users on Snapchat are also exposed to less content compared to other platforms in general and to 

a lot less advertising specifically. Therefore, users are very likely to see the content of brands, they 

follow on Snapchat, as it will not get lost in noise and clutter in the same manner. Thomas Cilius 

(personal communication, June: 144) provide a comparison as example: 

 

“So it also means that the amount of brands you follow on Instagram is insane compared to 

brands you follow on Snapchat - if any. So whether you’re gonna see the story of any 

particular brand on Instagram is gonna be much more remote than you watching a story 
from someone you actually chose to follow for the stories part on Snapchat.” 
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If brands manage to stimulate non-encouraged interaction from Snapchat users, they get access to 

unique insight into lives, values and habits that might very well prove relevant to the brand. As 

stated, users on Snapchat engage a lot more in co-creation of brand value on Snapchat than on 

other platforms. This is due to the fact, that the only means of interaction on Snapchat is views and 

snap replies. Thus, users on Snapchat more often create their own brand-related content as a 

reply. However, users cannot like, comment or share content on Snapchat. This means, that 

means of co-creation are more limited than on other platforms, but level of co-creation is more 

extensive, if users choose to engage in it.  

 

On Snapchat, brands have more control over brand-related interaction and co-creation than on 

other platforms. Brands can communicate one-to-one even as they provide all followers with 

content on MyStory and but also by providing specific followers with content or even replies, in 

individual snaps. This enables the brands on Snapchat to reclaim some of the power lost in 

modern consumer culture. That is because followers of a brand cannot interact amongst 

themselves, and they cannot see the replies of others. This offers benefits as well as drawbacks. 

The benefits include the increased level of brand control. The drawbacks include the limitation of 

co-creation, that restricts favorable brand-related interaction in the follower base just as much as 

unfavorable interaction. The brand cannot like, share or comment on snap replies either, which 

means their only means of acknowledging follower interaction is to open replies, which the 

followers is notified of, or to send snap replies in return. Another drawback of Snapchat is, that 

content is not only temporary, it cannot be saved either. Unless brands or followers screenshot the 

snaps and replies, they lose access to it, and it is lost. Additionally, due to the temporary nature of 

content, followers might miss out on it, if they do not get to view it in due time. 

 

“Snapchat is one of those kinds of media, which renders possible that the opposite of love 
isn’t anger. The opposite of love is indifference. If a post is ignored, it is dead,” Christian W. 

Larsen, editor of Dansk Markedsføring (personal communication, June: 22), says about the 

importance of user engagement on Snapchat.  

 

An important element of the user base on Snapchat is, that all users themselves choose which 

people and which brands to follow. Users choose what content to view, and what content to ignore. 

If brands wish to engage in branding of organic reach, they need to draw the Snapchat users to 

follow them and view their content of their own volition. Building a follower base on Snapchat is 

very resource-demanding and difficult. Organic reach is likely the best way to go for brands 

engaging in relational branding, but not the easiest. Paid advertising is the only way of pushing 
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content to users on Snapchat, who have not chosen to follow the brand. But paid advertising is 

difficult to combine with relational branding on a platform, where users are as reluctant and sceptic 

as on Snapchat. In this manner, power is still very much in the hands of users one way or another.  

 

Even though, some paid advertising options exist on Snapchat, the platform is still largely 

considered non-commercial and ad-free. Snapchat is still a forum primarily for interaction between 

friends. Users do not welcome brand presence and paid advertising. And if they are to be 

persuaded to accept it, content should not be overly commercial.   

 

As the user base is mainly young adults and digital natives, it should be kept in mind, that they are 

a disloyal user segment, which drifts from platform to platform and adopt new media as they lose 

interest in the current. Continued popularity of and activity on Snapchat is of great significance to 

brands considering establishing a brand presence. Even as Snapchat might prove relevant in 

relational branding, brands should be wary of a potential decline of the platform. This will be 

explored in further detail. 

Snapchat in Relational branding 
In the following, we focus on the relational potential of Snapchat in marketing and branding and 

discuss it in relation to relevant managerial implications. Findings are derived from the HIRA 

analysis of our cases. 

  

The nature and technology of Snapchat in itself offers options and associations, which might very 

well prove useful in relational branding. Before we unfold these options and associations, we will 

make a brief recap on the characteristics of Snapchat and their appeal to modern consumers, and 

in particular young adults and digital natives: 

 

Snapchat is mainly an entertainment platform. It has a brand image as a fun media for social 

interaction providing unrefined, playful and authentic content through real-time, direct and honest 

communication. In many ways, it is similar to face-to-face communication. It offers direct one-to-

one communication between users. Content on the platform is temporary, and it demands full 

attention. Snapchat is easy to use and has a user-friendly interface. In comparison to other social 

media platforms, Snapchat has applied a unique approach to mobile messaging and 

communication.  

 

When evaluating the cases of the study, our analysis indicates that Snapchat is likely to enable 

relational branding, that establishes brands as potential relationship partners and “friends” on the 
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platform. Implications of the analysis furthermore seem to render it possible, that brands can be 

made humanized, interactive, relevant and authentic.  

 

In the following, tentative ideas derived from the HIRA analysis will be presented while integrating 

perspectives uncovered in the narratives of the two cases. These ideas will be further enriched 

with perspectives uncovered in the narratives of the expert informants.  

 

Humanization and Influencer Marketing 

Based on our analysis, Snapchat seem to hold great potential for humanizing brands. Branding 

techniques serving the purpose of making a brand humanized might be successfully unfolded on 

Snapchat making the brand appear as a potential relationship partner. 

 

Snapchat is a platform for improving brand equity and brand love, and thus stimulating brand 

associations. This is compatible with relational branding intent on attributing the brand with a 

personality. For instance, Snapchat works well with stimulating certain associations ascribed to the 

platform. In 2014, these included nudity, mystery and secrets, which was relevant for Suspekt. In 

2016, these included fun, entertainment, social interaction and activities, which was relevant for 

Coca-Cola. If a brand can identify with the associations attached to Snapchat as a platform, then 

they can draw upon them in branding by the tone and style of content. Content native to Snapchat 

is often unrefined, unpolished and playful, and this fit well with the associations both Suspekt and 

Coca-Cola wanted to stimulate in their campaign. Snapchat allows explicit content, which can also 

prove particularly relevant for brands wanting to stimulate associations banned elsewhere, as was 

also the case for Suspekt. Brands can stimulate associations in marketing on Snapchat with the 

intent of attributing the brand with a relevant personality.  

 

“Video is another great way of communicating things. Where you say that “a picture is 

worth more than a thousand words”, video is nearly the double, I would say. You 
communicate feelings, and you communicate storytelling through video. We can see on 
social media, that video works well in communicating things to people, and communicating 
some difficult messages,” Mette Bierbum Bacher (personal communication, August: 261) 

explains about video content. 

 

Snapchat enables branding to appear as brand behavior indicating traits and qualities of the brand. 

Thus, campaigns and video content in itself can be unfolded as brand behavior on Snapchat. For 
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Coca-Cola and Suspekt alike, their brands were seemingly unfolded as characters due to the 

nature of their interactive campaigns and their storytelling on Snapchat. 

 

Furthermore, Snapchat works well with brand-person association. For Suspekt, the band members 

were ambassadors of their own brand infusing it with their distinct traits and qualities. Influencer 

marketing can also be successfully applied, as in the Coca-Cola case, where the brand was linked 

with Lakserytteren. Snapchat needs a strong storyteller in order to leverage the platform in 

branding. Influencers are often good storytellers as was the case with Lakserytteren for Coca-Cola, 

and his role as a storyteller enabled him further to humanize the brand. The band members of 

Suspekt also engaged in storytelling stimulating associations of their brand. Due to its real-time 

nature, Snapchat is good for conveying personality of brand ambassadors and influencers and 

stimulating brand-person association. This makes brand ambassadors on the platform seem 

genuine, credible and authentic. Snapchat enables the personality of brand ambassadors to really 

shine through in unique content.  

 

Of great importance, however, is the accordance between the associations of the brand and the 

associations of influencers and brand ambassadors in order to ensure consistency and integrity of 

both. Otherwise, brand authenticity suffers, and the brands risk the audience rejecting the 

branding. Snapchat also requires strong storytellers and appealing characters, in order to appeal to 

the empowered and critical audience of young adults and digital natives.  

 

Thomas Cilius (personal communication, June: 137) explains: 

 

“So you need someone to be in tune with that storyline, the overarching storyline, you’re 

always gonna have, and then the actual episodes you’re gonna do week by week by week.” 

 

Interactivity and Ephemeral Marketing 

Based on our analysis, Snapchat seem to hold great potential for making brands interactive. 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making a brand interactive might be successfully 

unfolded on Snapchat making the brand appear as a potential relationship partner. 

 

“You do it for small campaigns. I mean, it is fun for campaigns. It is really interesting when 

you perceive it as a short-form Youtube-channel, instead. Then it becomes interesting. This 
is a very informal video channel,” Thomas Cilius (personal communication, June: 116) says 

about Snapchat.  
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The technology and nature of Snapchat offers options and associations, that makes interactive 

content and co-creation seem native to the platform. As an entertainment platform, it is well-suited 

for content such as competitions, games and activities. It offers unique opportunities for having 

users play and interact with content. Thus, brands can be unfolded as active and contributive in the 

brand-consumer relationship, and users can be invited to participate in branding. Snapchat is likely 

to work particularly well for brands associated with a brand image similar to the platform, as was 

the case for Coca-Cola and Lakserytteren.  

 

“One of the things, that was the first thought behind it, was that we wanted to spend some 

time with the user. We needed more time in order for us to be able to explain the premise of 
the competition at all,” Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 44) says 

about the Coca-Cola campaign.  

 

Due to the video format and its duration, Snapchat is effective for unfolding long and complex 

campaigns and storytelling that requires extensive communication. The platform provides the time 

to do it as well as the attention of the audience to view it. On Snapchat, brands can get away with 

demanding more from their audience in terms of attention and involvement. The Coca-Cola 

campaign was complex, and Suspekt’s Snapchat presence has been long-running. Snapchat 

provided the brands with the required time frame and environment to unfold their activities 

successfully. Thus, brands are enabled to promote a consistent brand story with a different time 

frame than other social media platforms.  

 

Snapchat proves adept as a platform in engaging and involving users, due to the interactive 

content native to the platform. This kind of content in particular appeals to the user base, attracting 

them to interact with brands despite their initial reluctance, and stimulating reciprocal exchange 

between brand and audience.  

 

Co-creation naturally unfolds on Snapchat as both encouraged and non-encouraged interaction in 

branding can be observed. Encouraged interaction includes requested replies and participation in 

planned activities. Non-encouraged interaction includes audience response to branding, where 

they send brand-related snaps in return by their own initiative. Thus, the audience engage in co-

creation on the brand’s terms on Snapchat as well as on their own terms. Coca-Cola and Suspekt 

experienced both encouraged and non-encouraged interaction in their branding on Snapchat.  
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Co-creation on Snapchat is more active and contributive, than on other social media platforms. 

Where on other social media platforms, the audience likes, comments or shares, on Snapchat they 

send snap replies as content they have created on their own within the brand universe. Interaction 

seemingly becomes more personal than on other platforms.  

 

Brands can sustain co-creation and the brand-consumer relationship by maintaining continuous 

interaction. In addition to providing new content, the brand can also interact with the audience by 

opening their snap replies, taking screenshots of them or even sending back personal snap replies 

of its own to the audience. Suspekt acknowledged their audience by opening snap replies from the 

audience and sometimes taking screenshots of them (see Appendix G.3 for example).  

 

User participation, interaction and co-creation does not come easily, though. Users on Snapchat 

are particularly critical of content. Content on Snapchat is required to be fun, well-produced and of 

high quality. Additionally, it must not be overly commercial.  

 

“As a marketing channel it is of doubtful value, unless speed in itself is a parameter of 
importance. If you have messages, that can be accelerated, then they will be accelerated, if 
the messages are right on point,” Christian W. Larsen (personal communication, June: 16) 

states.  

 

Snapchat is the social media platform considered most real-time and live in terms of its content. 

That is due to natural elements of ephemeral marketing. Content is immediate and temporary. That 

means that content is always present-day and of current interest. This ensures the encouragement 

and urgency of content and its call to action. If view or reaction is not immediate, then the chance 

is missed. Therefore, messages are accelerated, and Snapchat works particularly well with 

interactive campaigns requiring immediate action and participation. Natural elements of ephemeral 

marketing influences interactivity of branding favorably in turn. Thomas Cilius (personal 

communication, June: 262) confirms by stating: 

 

“The influencers we talked to, around Snapchat, say that the call to action on 
Snapchat is so much stronger. If they ask people to do stuff, they’re actually going to 

do it.” 

 

Due to its real-time and interactive nature, Snapchat seem to work particularly well in integrating 

online and offline activities of branding. That was the case for both Coca-Cola and Suspekt.  
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The brand-consumer relationship and interaction can be maintained continuously, as 

recommended in theory, on Snapchat. But opinions on, whether or not brands should, vary. Coca-

Cola chose not to, whereas Suspekt is regularly active. Some brands and experts consider it too 

resource-demanding as well as detrimental to brand relevance and authenticity to post branded 

content regularly. Other brands and experts are of the opinion, that it is the other way around: that 

a continuous brand presence is vital to brand relevance and authenticity, and that it is a worthwhile 

investment. 

 

“[...] what we see often on Snapchat is, that when brands try to communicate - as when 
Coca-Cola for instance creates a channel and really wants to communicate - then users 
feel that it is too sales-oriented, and the users don’t want to play with it that way,” Johnni 

Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 196) explains in extension of stating, that 

Coca-Cola does not use Snapchat continuously, but only for campaigns. 

 

Thomas Cilius (personal communication, June: 247) expresses his opinion on brand presence on 

Snapchat by stating: 

 

“Don’t do campaigns. Do real, actual channels. I mean, this is your brand storytelling. 

You don’t do brand storytelling as a campaign. [...] You do brand storytelling because 
this is your DNA, your bread and butter, this is what makes people buy your product 
and be top-of-mind whenever they want to buy products. So this is not click-baiting, 
this is branding.” 

 

Relevance and Content Marketing 

Based on our analysis, Snapchat seem to hold great potential for making brands relevant. 

Branding techniques serving the purpose of making a brand relevant might be successfully 

unfolded on Snapchat making the brand appear as a potential relationship partner. 

 

Snapchat provide options and associations enabling the production of content particularly relevant 

for the user base. As Snapchat is a platform for entertainment, entertaining and fun branded 

content is an almost obvious choice of approach, which ensures relevance to the user base of 

young adults and digital natives. 
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Snapchat stimulates the association, that content should be unique and original. It should not be 

generic content, or content already promoted on other social media platforms. In order to ensure 

brand relevance on Snapchat, content should not resemble traditional advertising. Nor should the 

commercial agenda of content be too obvious. Users on Snapchat are still very sceptic and 

reluctant, when it comes to brand presence on the platform, and they must be persuaded to accept 

it by means of content marketing and storytelling.  

 

“Low density, high quality. That seems to be more the way to go. And not necessarily to be 

heard all the time throughout the day. Low density, high quality because it is basically more 
video production, you’re doing. So, that’s probably coming down to what is difficult. With the 

good narrative week after week after week,” Thomas Cilius (personal communication, June: 

44) says about the requirements of branded content on Snapchat.  

 

High-quality content offering relevant and meaningful value propositions are of the essence on 

Snapchat. Here, content really needs to address psycho-social needs of the audience or appeal to 

audience identity projects. Coca-Cola and Suspekt were very aware of this and applied great focus 

on addressing the needs of their target group, brand community or core fans. Thus, only brands 

that may represent a valuable cultural resource for the audience benefit from branding on 

Snapchat.  

 

“[...] there are still many, who forget to consider that people are very social, and that they 

want things they share to be something that hold significance for them. They want reactions 
from people - either for them to smile, for them to shiver or something else. So you have to 
consider these elements, when producing content,” Mette Bierbum Bacher (personal 

communication, August: 301) explains. 

 

Particularly on Snapchat, branding could benefit from applying the service-dominant logic. The 

brand and branding revolves around a service offering, not products. Content needs to be visually 

appealing as well as of high quality and well-produced. Otherwise, it risks rejection.  

 

“Basically, what Snapchat was the first one to do, was to do something much more around 
branding and actual storytelling. This is the first time you’re able to give your brand or 

persona an actual story - and not just something you need to read or something you need 
to click on. But an actual story with a coherent meaning to it,” Thomas Cilius (personal 

communication, April: 12) states. 
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Storytelling is important for the content on Snapchat being considered high quality. Snapchat is a 

platform good for unfolding storytelling, and thus embedding the brand in a narrative of relevance 

to the audience. That was the case for Coca-Cola and Suspekt, who promoted a brand-relevant 

narrative in their campaigns and Snapchat activities. The video formats and the time frame of 

brand presence on Snapchat, furthermore enables brands to promote a coherent story 

continuously.  

 

For brands with dedicated fans and a strong online brand community, Snapchat is a good platform 

for supporting and maintaining an already existent affective brand-consumer relationship as this in 

itself provides the audience with meaningful value propositions. This was the case for Suspekt, 

who appealed specifically to core fans in their Snapchat campaign and later activities. On 

Snapchat, brands can offer fan service and VIP content specifically addressing the needs and 

interests of the audience. This kind of content is not considered too sales-oriented by users, if the 

brand is already considered a valuable cultural resource. However, Coca-Cola assessed that this 

kind of content would be too commercial for them to promote on Snapchat, because they still need 

to convince the audience of personal appeal.  

 

Authenticity  
Based on our analysis, Snapchat seem to hold great potential for making brands authentic, but 

significant challenges also apply. Branding techniques serving the purpose of making a brand 

authentic might be successfully unfolded on Snapchat making the brand appear as a potential 

relationship partner. 

 

Brand authenticity is of great significance on Snapchat - maybe even more so there than on other 

social media platforms.  

 

“[...] Snapchat is an entirely different way of acting, than they’re used to. So it is a lot more 

about trusting the users with power. Also when it comes to sharing pictures and the like. 
Nothing should be controlled, it just needs to run,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal 

communication, June: 280) says about how brands should run content on Snapchat. 

 

Snapchat as a platform is unrefined, unpolished and playful, which seem more honest, direct, real 

and spontaneous. Content needs to be true to the nature of the platform in order to increase brand 

authenticity in turn. This is ensured by producing content, which is in accordance with the tone and 
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style of the Snapchat platform. Content should be high quality, yet not to over-edited or 

commercial. 

 

“We believe, that you should have a unique approach to each social platform, as it depends 
on the platform you enter. Where Instagram is the visually appealing, Facebook is a bit 
more competition- and news-oriented [...] whereas Snapchat still needs to get a foothold in 
terms of what it provides - something like the fun break in everyday life,” Johnni Rosenquist 

(personal communication, June: 213) states.  

 

Snapchat is still a platform, where users expect to interact exclusively with their friends. Brand 

presence is not yet entirely welcomed. Only when the brand offers relevant value propositions 

through appealing content. Commercial agendas and traditional advertising evokes great aversion 

in users. Therefore, brand authenticity is a necessity for brands on Snapchat in order to gain user 

acceptance of brand presence. Due to the largely non-commercial and ad-free nature of Snapchat, 

the platform necessitates a branding approach respectful of the audience. Thus, branding on 

Snapchat should be as non-commercial as possible. 

 

“Snapchat is very playful, and it is to a great extent a media that sets the stage for 

storytelling, and it is not a media setting the stage for classic commercial communication in 
the way, that we and many other clients and agencies are used to working,” Charlotte Bie 

Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 101) states.  

 

Young adults and digital natives are more tolerant of commercial agendas and traditional 

advertising on other platforms, but not on Snapchat. Thus, content needs to be different. Branded 

content cannot as easily include news and events on Snapchat as elsewhere. Brand relevance and 

interactivity is of great importance on Snapchat, in order to appeal to users and improve brand 

authenticity in turn.  

 

If the brand has a strong brand community, the brand can get away with a more commercial and 

sales-oriented approach to Snapchat. Where the content of the Coca Cola campaign seemed more 

intent on hiding its commercial agenda of selling a product, the content of the Suspekt campaign 

obviously included a commercial agenda of selling albums. The dedicated core fans of the band 

accepted this as excusable and relevant all the same.   
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“[...] people get more and more tired of advertisements, while at the same time they notice it 

less. [...] And of course that means, that brands need to consider if they have anything 
relevant to say on Snapchat,” Mette Bierbum Bacher (personal communication, August: 

104) states.  

 

A brand should convey honesty, consistency and integrity in order to appeal to the audience. 

Brand need to be true to themselves and their audience, and a respectful address in necessary. 

Every brand on Snapchat should find their own style and tone in accordance with platform 

associations, and justify brand presence beyond its commercial agenda. If brands adopt a style 

and tone in their branding in accordance with the existent values and associations, then brand 

authenticity is increased. The brand might face challenges being true to itself on social media 

platforms censoring content, if the brand is explicit such as Suspekt. On Snapchat, any brand can 

be true to itself and express itself in accordance with brand identity. 

 

“[...] I think you should try and consider what brand you are. Because if you talk about 

something, that doesn’t make sense for you, then it will never work that well,” Mette 

Bierbum Bacher (personal communication, August: 122) empathizes.  

 

A brand can be loyal to core fans and brand communities on Snapchat. Snapchat enables 

storytelling and life world emplacement, that promotes an insight into the brand, that make it seem 

real, honest and authentic. Due to the great options for brand-person association with storytellers 

on Snapchat, stealth branding is easily employed in order to increase brand authenticity and 

credibility.  

Brands on Snapchat 
In this section, we focus on the current technology of Snapchat and discuss it in relation to relevant 

managerial implications as well as the position of Snapchat in consumer culture and the digital 

age. Findings are derived from the OASIS analysis of our cases.  

We have assessed the position of Snapchat in modern consumer culture and evaluated on the 

potential of the platform in relational branding. In the following, we also set out to appraise the 

platform from a brand management perspective as this carries great significance for our study. In 

order to enrich and unfold the discussion of considerations relevant for Danish brands considering 

engaging in Snapchat branding, we consider this part of the discussion to be an essential 

contribution to the study.  
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What our case informants and expert informants seemed to agree on, was that Snapchat is not 

easily applied in branding.  

 

“[...] what you can get on Snapchat is a lot of time spent with the user, so you can get brand 

love and brand awareness and get an understanding of what is going on,” Johnni 

Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 337) says about the output of branding on 

Snapchat. 

 

In branding, Snapchat is a platform for potentially working with brand equity including brand image, 

associations, awareness - and according to Carat Denmark, “brand love”. If this is attractive to a 

brand, and there is a link between brand love and sales, as for Coca-Cola, then Snapchat might 

prove to be a valuable branding platform. If there is no discernible link between brand love and 

sales for a brand, then Snapchat might not be a platform to employ in branding.  

 

Snapchat is not a sales platform, and paid advertising options are limited.  Users do not welcome 

commercial brand presence, and they are negative towards advertising making it challenging, 

whichever way brands go about branding on the platform. Users can be won over to accept 

branding, as proves to be the case for Coca-Cola and Suspekt, but it is a difficult endeavor.  

 

“One of the things that Snapchat really requires is people really skilled at using the media 
on its own premises,” Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 100) 

states.  

 

In continuation of that, Mette Bierbum Bacher (personal communication, August: 91) explains: 

 

“[...] there are a lot of brands, that face difficulties in cracking the code in terms of how do 

we do this, because it is simply another platform from running Facebook or Instagram. You 
have to work with other elements, you have to think about your users, you have to think 
about which pictures, how to respond, and all the way around.” 

 

Branding on Snapchat is very resource-demanding, as it requires a lot of time and funds, skilled 

and specialized management, good storytelling and well-produced high quality content. If brands 

do not engage in influencer marketing on Snapchat, then they need to build their follower base 
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from scratch. Followers are not easily acquired either, as users must be persuaded to follow the 

brand of their own accord.  

 

“The issue for many clients is, that it is a challenge finding a person interesting enough, and 
then afterwards you need to build a follower base big enough for Snapchat, because you 
cannot buy it like you can on Instagram and Facebook [...]” Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen 

(personal communication, June: 106) says about the challenges.  

 

It also begs the question, if Snapchat is a good fit for the branding of all brands or only some. The 

technology and nature of Snapchat provides some distinct options and associations for brands to 

work within their own brand. But these might not be suitable for brands of all industries. Even if 

Snapchat proves to be relevant in relational branding and for brands appealing to digital natives, it 

might not be a relevant platform for all brands.  

 

“Nobody knows how to use it. That would be challenge number one,” Thomas Cilius 

(personal communication, June: 40) confirms.  

 

Brands are challenged on Snapchat as few marketeers, and influencers, understand the platform 

and how to use it in branding yet.  

 

“You shouldn’t think, that you can boost sales on Snapchat. You shouldn’t think, that you 

can get them to go down into the store right away. You have to think, that what you really 
want right now is to get them a little closer,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, 

June: 342) says about objectives of branding on Snapchat. 

 

Brands cannot easily track or measure performance of branding efforts and campaigns on 

Snapchat, as the platform does not provide data or metrics. Due to the temporary nature of 

content, all manifestations of efforts and campaigns are lost. Thus, KPI’s and ROI are extremely 

difficult to evaluate on, and branding output becomes quite intangible in terms like brand equity and 

brand love.  

 

Companies, such as Snaplytics, offer third-party services providing data on Snapchat performance. 

However, this easily serves to complicate the endeavor of engaging in Snapchat branding even 

further.  
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“Likes, reach and followers are just hot air in comparison to tangible KPI’s. Ultimately, there 
must be sales in commercial communication. If you take detours like, for instance, 
reputation measurements and the like, it is because you can’t measure real effect - like 
sales - of flimsy media,” Christian W. Larsen (personal communication, June: 84) states.  

 

The value of engaging in Snapchat branding really depends on what a brand ascribes value to in 

its business. If a brand values brand equity and brand love as KPI’s, like Coca-Cola and Suspekt 

does, then Snapchat might prove relevant. If a brand values number of followers, reach, 

engagement and involvement with content as KPI’s, then Snapchat might prove relevant. But if a 

brand values tangible effects on sales, profits and ROI, then Snapchat is probably not of relevance 

in branding.  

 

“[...] especially in Denmark, we are a little more reluctant about trying out something brand 
new before we have seen the first four-five cases on it,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal 

communication, June: 273) states. 

 

Opinions on the potential of Snapchat in branding vary in the marketing community. As of yet, 

there is no tangible evidence of impact or effect of Snapchat in marketing. Success stories and 

impressive cases exist, but they are few and far in between in Denmark. And in Denmark in 

particular, brands drag their feet in adopting new media and platforms, which is not only the case 

with Snapchat but also with Facebook and Instagram (T. Cilius, personal communication, June).  

 

“I am not familiar with any brands, that uses Snapchat as part of a larger strategy. 
Therefore it is still a tactical media, which can “tempt”, rather than be a part of business,” 

Christian W. Larsen (personal communication, June: 32) states. 

 

“The media landscape or the marketing managers are very conservative and they don’t see 

the potential in terms of trying any kind of new channels,” Thomas Cilius (personal 

communication, June: 94) states. 

 

Most of the Danish brands, that have tried their hand at Snapchat branding, have done so with the 

platform as an add-on and not the main platform for branding and content production. For now, the 

consensus seems to be, that Snapchat is applicable in branding in combination with other 

platforms, but not on its own.  
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“[...] the greatest thing about this case is that you succeeded in using two social channels, 
and you leveraged the strengths of both, because Snapchat is still limited, and the 
influencers are as well at the moment, due to the reach,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal 

communication, June: 126) says about the Coca-Cola campaign. 

 

“In that way, the success is not due to Snapchat on its own - it is due to the interplay.” (C.B. 

Sonnichsen, June: 132) 

 

Snapchat as a platform is also strained to serve both their commercial and non-commercial users. 

They are under pressure to innovate and address needs and interests of both user groups. Up until 

now, news and updates from the platform are few and far in between, and they have not proved 

adept at communicating them. For now, the business model of Snapchat provides the platform 

itself with limited revenue. Even if relational branding with organic reach is in the best interest of 

brands on Snapchat, it is not in the best interest of Snapchat. Snapchat needs to improve their 

revenue model, and the most viable options include paid advertising or paid user subscription. Paid 

user subscription will likely drive the user base off. Paid advertising appeals to many brands 

wanting to engage in branding on Snapchat. But the question is, if paid advertising will be accepted 

by the user base. Paid advertising challenges relational branding somewhat, as it affects brand 

authenticity and easily also relevance. Paid advertising cannot deny or hide its commercial 

agenda. There is quite a conflict of interest in considering the future of paid reach versus organic 

reach on Snapchat - especially when it comes to relational branding.  

 

“But how they crack the code on paid advertising, so it doesn’t become too intrusive, but it 

is a part of them, that is what is really exciting, and what will really be significant,” Johnni 

Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 247) states. 

 

Evaluations on the potential of Snapchat in the future vary among the experts interviewed for the 

study: 

 

“My personal opinion is, that Snapchat is here to stay. [...] people love the platforms as they 
are. Even as Facebook roll out things that Instagram also can, then people still feel, that the 
original appeal remains with Instagram. And I think people view Snapchat in the same 
way,” Johnni Rosenquist (personal communication, June: 244) states.  
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“I would never dare to recommend brands to use Snapchat in their marketing. Simply 
because I don’t recommend tools, that haven’t been tested. Old school? Sure, but a 

passing media without evidence of anything, that can be tied to your business, you can 
safely let other brands test out,” Christian W. Larsen (personal communication, June: 42) 

states.  

 

“[...] for most it should be a no-brainer,” Thomas Cilius (personal communication, June: 

186) comments about brand presence on Snapchat as a matter of course.  

 

“[...] things are happening in relation to Snapchat - where are they heading? And they aren’t 

making that much money at the moment. Therefore, it would probably be a good idea, if 
you have a really good Instagram profile to continue working there instead,” Mette Bierbum 

Bacher (personal communication, August: 147) reflects.  

Snapchat in Consumer Culture and the Digital Age 
In this section, we focus on the possible future position of Snapchat in modern consumer culture 

and the digital age and discuss it in relation to relevant managerial implications. Findings are 

derived from the OASIS analysis of our cases as well as the expert interviews. Opportunities and 

threats to Snapchat indicated in the SWOT analysis found in Appendix I are discussed.  

 

As specified earlier, this study aims to assist Danish brands and their managers in their decision-

making. While the external opportunities and threats apply to Snapchat as a platform and a 

company, they are also of significance to Danish brands as they indicate the future potential of the 

platform in marketing and thus hold implications relevant to our research question and all of our 

sub-questions. 

 

Thus, in order to discuss whether or not a brand should consider implementing Snapchat as a 

platform in their marketing strategy, it is relevant to investigate the external environment of 

Snapchat.  

 

In the following, we present a discussion of the future opportunities and threats which relates to the 

position of Snapchat in modern consumer culture and the digital landscape. The discussion of the 

external factors is divided in two parts - opportunities and threats. The first part aims to present 

arguments supporting the future growth of Snapchat, while the second part presents the counter-

arguments on threats to Snapchat’s future growth. In order to ensure a readable overview in the 
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discussion of the external factors, a selection of the most relevant arguments have been made and 

then divided into the following three categories: the technology, the users and the market.  
 

Additional arguments, which do not fit into any of the aforementioned categories, but still found 

relevant for the research question of the thesis, will be presented at the end of each section. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the following section is a presentation of arguments based 

on speculations. We do not have access to Snapchat’s internal situation and must therefore base 

our argumentation on the collected data from our informants. These arguments are interpreted 

from our perspective and must therefore be considered as speculations not conclusions.  

 

Opportunities 

The opportunities that can affect Snapchat’s position and future growth are multiple. The following 

section investigates the argumentation of these favorable factors on the basis of collected data 

from and interviews with marketing experts from Snaplytics, Dansk Markedsføring and Mindshare.  

 

Technology 

Some of the previously discussed strengths and weaknesses of Snapchat can be linked with the 

opportunities for Snapchat in the near future. One of the most significant is the possible 

implementation of data and metric tracking. At this point in time, Snapchat does not offer its users, 

whether it be personal or company profiles, the opportunity of tracking data and analyzing it. There 

are currently third-party companies, such as Snaplytics, who has been allowed to access and 

collect data from Snapchat and utilize it in relation to their clients, but it can be argued that more 

brands and advertisers would find it attractive with Snapchat’s own analysis and tracking feature.  

 

One of the reasons for Snapchat’s lack of data analysis systems could be that the technology is 

not yet developed to the extent that Snapchat wish. If Snapchat was to implement an analysis tool 

in their application, they can either develop it themselves, which might be their current effort, or 

they can buy from an external provider similar to i.e. Snaplytics. Another reason could be, that 

Snapchat consciously have chosen not to offer this feature in order to maintain the focus on 

personal communication for primarily private users and not companies and brands. It can be 

argued that such a tool would probably be most relevant for company profiles to use in order for 

them to measure campaign effectiveness and reach etc. 

 

This kind of effort could hold significant managerial implications. Danish brands would benefit from 

increased data and analysis tools being provided on Snapchat as it enables them to better 
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evaulate on performance, impact and effect of Snapchat in marketing. More cases on the practice 

of Snapchat in marketing would be likely to emerge. This would make Snapchat a more attractive 

platform for marketing of Danish brands, and address their skepticism and reluctance. Especially if 

Snapchat might expand data to include more tangible KPI’s. 

 

“If you can do it in a subtle way, so users do not feel that it becomes an over-the-
counter selling platform, then there's great potential. But they must continue to lead 
the development. Just like Instagram has been good at, that is, for example, you can 
buy things over Instagram now, that is a supercool step. What's up for Snapchat in 
the way to think about it. A great opportunity for brands to use there are new clothes 
collections that come through live streaming, that's one thing that can really give them 
enough” (C.B. Sonnichsen, personal communication, June: 250) 

 

As stated above, another technological feature which falls under the category of opportunities is 

paid advertising. This is a feature which has been available for Snapchat users and brands in the 

US for a few years and was introduced to the Danish market in March this year. Danish brands 

now have the option of paying up to 150,000 DKK per day for a lens or filter on Snapchat in order 

to advertise their brand (Snapchat, 2017). Snapchat has also opened up for advertisement in their 

Discover and MyStory sections as well as video ads where the users can view additional 

information if they swipe up on the video ad (Snapchat, 2017). This form of advertisement can be 

categorized under the term of native advertising, where the advertisement becomes part of the 

communication stream in a discrete and subtle way. When using this form of advertising, which is 

one the most popular marketing trends in 2017, the users are not disturbed by the ad nor might 

they even notice that they are being presented with advertisement, which addresses the skepticism 

and reluctance of the modern consumers. The benefits for the brands using paid advertising are 

significant due to the fact that one of Snapchat’s key strengths is that the users are actively 

engaged and that the app demands the user’s full attention during the advertisement.  

 

This kind of effort could hold significant implications for relational branding. Paid advertising would 

make it easier and cheaper for Danish brands to engage in marketing and branding on Snapchat. 

Paid reach of advertising extends the grasp in comparison with organic reach as in the relational 

branding of the two cases. However, users already have a significant aversion towards advertising 

and commercial agendas on the platform, and paid advertising might thus drive the user base off 

or risk limited impact. As previously discussed, brand authenticity seem to be of great importance 

to users on Snapchat, and this is more convincingly established in relational branding than in 
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traditional advertising. Danish brands would probably need to crack the code on how to combine 

authentic relational branding and paid advertising on Snapchat if advertising options are expanded. 

If paid advertising can be done as native advertising, then the challenges are remedied somewhat 

as content appears as native and relevant to the platform.  

 

To attract more advertising dollars year after year, Snapchat will have to continue to create new 

forms of advertising. An argument that supports that this vision is shared by Snapchat, is the fact 

that Snap Inc. has acquired a company called Placed in the last year and sought patent on a 

technology which allows the users to take a photo of a product, and then the user is provided with 

the link to the product’s webshop by Snapchat. Other companies which have been acquired by 

Snapchat are the social map company Zenly and the augmented reality company Cinemagine 

Media (Heath, Business Insider, 2017; Techcrunch, 2017; Techcrunch, 2016). If Snapchat 

succeeds in developing their advertising and buying features, the platform will quickly move to a 

more economically-based business area, where brands might see the value of being present and 

engage in marketing and branding on Snapchat (Faurbye Thostrup, 2016).  

 

A feature like this might contribute to options for content marketing and to the effort of making the 

brand relevant on Snapchat addressing psycho-social needs of the user base. Danish brands 

might benefit from additional features like this.  

 

In June this year, Snapchat launched the Ad Manager self-service feature, which enables 

companies to advertise directly through the app (Snapchat, 2017; Nørlund, 2017). This feature is 

supposed to let the advertisers buy, manage, optimize and view statistics on their campaigns. In 

addition, they also launched the feature called Snap Published, a tool which provides the 

companies and advertiser with the possibility of creating vertical campaigns that fit the Snapchat 

media (Snapchat, 2017; Nørlund, 2017). This new publisher tool also allows the advertisers to test 

different variations of a campaign and then chose and launch the one that performs the best. The 

launch of these two features falls addresses the limitation of organic reach. Unlike earlier, it is no 

longer enough to make good content on social media. Today brands must consider that every 

dollar they spend on making good content, they'll also need to use a dollar to promote it. This is a 

marketing tendency which Snapchat aims to accommodate with their Ad Manager and Publish 

features. As the feature has only been available for two months, it has not been possible to locate 

or retrieve enough data to draw any conclusions, the launch of the above-mentioned features is 

therefore still considered as opportunities. 
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For brands engaging in marketing on Snapchat, the effort is very time- and resource demanding. 

The Ad Manager alleviates this shortcoming and makes it easier for Danish brands to engage in 

content marketing and performance measurement.  

 

Another significant problem is the lack of targeting. Other platforms such as Facebook and 

Instagram offer specific targeting for advertisements. Snapchat does not yet offer the possibility of 

targeting your ad to a specific limited audience, and the ad will therefore be exposed to all users on 

Snapchat. In Denmark it is currently only possible to target your ad by the five regions (Capital 

region, Central Jutland, North Jutland, Zealand, Southern Denmark), education, language and 

phone company. While in the US you can also target your campaign by the four interest groups: 

Lifestyles, shoppers, viewers and visitors (Spinnaker Nordic, 2017). These four groups are defined 

by third-party providers from the US and bought by Snapchat, therefore they might not be 100% 

compatible with Danish market, when and if they become available to Danish brands. In Denmark, 

the opportunities to create targeted ads are very limited or almost non-existent. One of the reasons 

for the current lack of targeting features could again be that the technology is not yet available or it 

might be under development and will be released in a future update. 

 

If targeting is improved, then Danish brands are enabled to ensure relevance of their content to the 

audience. This improves the options for making the brand relevant in relational branding.  

 

 One method that marketeers and brands have used to target their message to a specific audience 

is to make use of influencer marketing. This way, brands can get the influencer on Snapchat to 

advertise for them, just as Coca-Cola chose to do in their campaign collaboration with the Danish 

influencer Lakserytteren. Another possibility is for brands to attract the users on other platforms 

onto Snapchat and thereby create a more closed and dedicated audience on Snapchat, as seen in 

the case of Suspekt. One of the strengths of Snapchat is the possibility of creating the smaller 

closed forums for the users, and this is also a feature which differentiates them from especially 

Instagram. 

 

“If they could work even more to create some cool filters in relation to augmented 
reality, that would be nice to get some additional options there.” (Mette Bierbum 

Bacher, personal communication, August: 187) 

 

“People buy filters for different venues often there’s only a certain amount of filters for 

each venue. So you often see people walking around with their laptop trying to find a 
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spot where it’s possible to buy a filter... You have a combination of private and 
sponsored filters. But the whole augmented reality part of Snapchat, it is moving 
towards, the filters, the advertisements et cetera. They’re really interesting.” (Thomas 

Cilius, personal communication, June: 361) 

 

Both expert informants mention the development and implementation of more augmented reality 

features and filters as a possibility for strengthening Snapchat’s position on the market. With 

increasing focus on developing pioneering ad products such as lenses and geofilters, which have 

been custom built on the basis of their audience's nuanced behaviors, Snapchat might be able to 

hold its relevance against competitors such as Instagram (Dua, 2017). The focus on providing fun 

and easy communication might therefore continue to categorize the platform as an intersection 

between technology and entertainment maintaining the appeal in relational branding as until now.  

 

This would extend the options for Danish brands working with brand interactivity and relevance in 

addition to stimulating new associations for the platform.  

 

One of the arguments for Snapchat’s future success is that the company is eager to try new ways 

of digital marketing and advertising. This also contributes with the potential of attracting creative 

advertisers and marketing bureaus for brands worldwide – even in Denmark. Snapchat has 

provided limited information on their internal technological developments, but has earlier this year 

explained to the Financial Times in the US that:  

 

“We (red. Snapchat) focus on constantly improving and expanding our product lines.” 

(Financial Times, February 17th, 2017) 

 

This statement supports the argumentation of Snapchat’s opportunities within the technological 

development and future vision for the features and functions of the application.  

 

The users 
Today there is an increasing number of mobile internet users and statistics show that even though 

the user growth has stagnated a bit on Snapchat, new users are still joining the app worldwide 

(Statista, 2017). The primary users of Snapchat are the young adults in the age of 7 – 27 and 

despite their skepticism, they are a strong buying segment and an extremely attractive audience 

for many brands. They seek their knowledge and news on their own online and do not wish to be 

spammed with advertisement. This is a user segment who in large scale uses ad-blockers. Instead 
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they are born and raised in a digital world where they gain a mental filter that select what 

information is worth their time. Tablets, smartphones and social media are an integral part of their 

lives. You have to talk with them and not to them. Statista (2017) indicates a rise in daily Snapchat 

users from 166 million in the first quarter of 2017 to 173 million in the second quarter worldwide. 

The numbers for the European region is a rise from 55 million to 57 million in the same period 

(Statista, 2017).  

 

“There is also a slightly older audience. We have some figures that show that there 
are 6% of people on Snapchat in the age between 35 and 44.” (Mette Bierbum 

Bacher, personal communication, August: 54)  

 

From this statistic and the above quotation, we can argue, that despite the stagnation in users, the 

Snapchat user base is still expanding in both size and segments. The opportunities within the 

expansion of user segments is relevant for brands and advertisers, as Snapchat is currently known 

for their young audience, but if Snapchat manage to increase both this segment and add additional 

older segments the interest in platform might rise significantly for brands with these target 

audiences.  

 

At this point in time, the segments represented in the Snapchat user base are very limited. But if 

the user base is expanded in other segments, then more Danish brands might benefit from 

marketing on Snapchat. Additionally, this would mean possibly increased reach of campaigns and 

activities both organic and paid. 

 

Another important element of the technology and user aspect, is the desire for higher security 

among the users. Snapchat was previously known for the users’ tendency to share nude, explicit 

and compromising photos with each other. In relation to this, many users began downloading third-

party apps that allowed them to save the snaps they received, which was against Snapchat’s main 

function of only showing the content temporarily. After a few episodes of security breaches of the 

third-party apps (elaborated in the following section of threats). Snapchat has accommodated the 

demand for higher personal security with their ban of third-party applications and the opportunity to 

opt-out of having your phone number linked to your account (Snapchat, 2017). But as the world 

become more digital and more personal information are available online, the demand for even 

higher security increases. This is something that Snapchat might consider focusing on in the 

future, as the users only become more aware of this too.  
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For Danish brands working with brand authenticity, with approaches to marketing respectful of 

consumers and with affective brand-consumer relationships, improvement of security on Snapchat 

is likely to benefit their efforts as this would stimulate relevant associations for the platform as well 

as increase credibility of it. If users feel safe and respected on Snapchat, the same might apply to 

their interaction with brands.  

 

The market 
The opportunities in the market which affect Snapchat could be the legal and political changes i.e. 

regions opening up for alternative advertisement possibilities by adjusting regulations. The latest 

change in marketing legislation in Denmark became effective in July this year. The change was 

due to a desire to simplify and clarify the Danish Marketing Act while bringing the law into 

accordance with the EU regulation. The legislation states, that it must be clear to the audience 

when they are presented with an advertisement, and the rules are extra strict if the advertisement 

is aimed at children and the younger segments (Forbrugerombudsmanden, 2017), which is 

Snapchat’s primary user base. One might categorize this as a threat to Snapchat, but it can be 

argued, that if Snapchat provides the advertisers with the possibility of clearly marking their 

advertisement content with logos and links etc. on i.e. filters and lenses, then it is a win-win 

situation for Snapchat and the brands. This way the brands create awareness of their brand in a 

subtle but still clear and legal way.  

 

Another opportunity would be if Snapchat's competitors experienced a significant decrease in 

popularity and users on the Danish market. One way this could happen could be due to changes in 

consumer behavior and trends. If the users start preferring alternative social platforms and media 

or simply turns away from using multiple social media platforms, and Snapchat at the same time 

succeeds in maintaining its popularity among the users, then Snapchat could strengthen their 

position on the market. In order to achieve this, Snapchat would need to gain competitive 

advantages by differentiating their key features on the platform i.e. the previously mentioned 

technological development in provided features and advertising etc. (Porter, 1985). 

 

Lastly, it can be argued, that an opportunity for Snapchat is to be bought by a competitor or larger 

company. Reportedly Facebook tried to acquire Snapchat in 2013 for 3 billion dollars, but was 

turned down by Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel and his partner Bobby Murphy (Business Insider, 

2017). An acquisition does not necessary has to be of negative effect from the marketeers’ point of 

view. The opportunities for increased resources in finance and knowledge are arguably larger if 
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Snapchat was bought by a company which shares a similar vision for Snapchat’s future. If this is 

not the case, then an acquisition must be considered a threat to Snapchat’s position.   

 

Threats 

The counterpart of the external factors which can affect Snapchat’s position and future growth are 

described as threats in the SWOT analysis. The following section therefore investigates the 

argumentation of these on the basis of collected data from marketing experts from Snaplytics, 

Dansk Markedsføring and Mindshare.  

 

Technology 

As previously mentioned, the digital development is moving faster than ever. It is therefore 

essential for the survival of social media platforms such as Snapchat, that they are capable of the 

continuous development of functions in order to keep users interested and engaged.  

 

“What is evidently important is that Snapchat continues to offer features that make it 
fun for the users to be there. But at the same time, their competitors have become 
better at implementing the same mechanics - such as Facebook and Instagram. I 
don’t know what's going to come next, but they (red. Snapchat) really have to make 
sure that it's still meaningful to be on Snapchat instead of the users saying: "Okay, 
I'm just going to do Instagram instead." (Mette Bierbum Bacher, personal 

communication, August: 157) 

 

This statement stresses the importance of creating meaningful value for the users. Not only is it 

important to create relevant features for the private users - if Snapchat wish to move towards a 

more commercial use of the app, it must create value for the brands considering its use in 

relational branding. Snapchat is still missing important monitoring and measurement tools, despite 

their recent launch of Ad Manager and Publisher, and this might keep some brands from using it as 

they cannot measure the effectiveness of campaigns nor target their advertisement specifically 

enough. Other platforms might surpass Snapchat, if the app do not implement these before brands 

and advertisers lose interest in Snapchat.  

 

One of the most relevant and discussed threats to Snapchat is security breaches and hacking. 

With the constant evolvement of the digital world, the threat of personal informational leaks is 

increasing. In 2014, Snapchat experienced a significant security breach, where 200,000 pictures 

(videos, usernames and passwords) were leaked due to a hack into a third-party app called 
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Snapsave (Arthur, The Guardian, 2014). The leak primarily affected Scandinavian users. Even 

though it was due to the use of a third-party app, Snapchat experienced substantial criticism for 

having bare-minimum-security and thereby letting the third-party app gain access to pictures sent 

via Snapchat (Arthur, The Guardian, 2014). So as Snapchat might make the users’ lives more fun, 

it is also makes it easier for cybercriminals to easily access accounts. Thus, the users risk privacy 

issues such as identity theft, exploitation and impersonation. This technological threat applies to 

most application is the digital age, and as the prevention increases, so does the competencies of 

the cybercriminals and hackers.  

 

If Snapchat does not address safety and security issues as previously suggested, the credibility 

associated with the platform suffers. The user base might be driven off making it unattractive for 

Danish brands to be present on the platform.  

 

The users 

The threats within in the user segments of Snapchat are arguably the change in consumer 

behavior and lifestyle.  

 
“People are getting tired of advertising, while they also pay less attention to them. So 

the users are both tired of them (red. ads), and the few advertisements they actually 
see, they get more tired of.” (Mette Bierbum Bacher, personal communication, 

August: 104) 

 

The effects of the above stated quotation could mean that the implementation of paid advertising 

on Snapchat will drive the users away from the app and make them prefer other social media 

platforms. As mentioned previously, the primary user base on Snapchat is young adults and digital 

natives, and they are characterized by being skeptic and reluctant towards advertising. On top of 

this they use extensive ad-blocking systems. The modern consumers can easily ignore 

advertisements, campaigns and messages, and they are both reflexive and critical. If Snapchat do 

not meet the changes in the users’ motivation and needs, then it could be argued that the app will 

experience a decrease in engagement and might in end being completely neglected by the users. 

In addition to this, the users of Snapchat are also aging, so they might move away from the playful 

and easy way of communication and change preferences in the near future.  

 

“Yes, one of the biggest challenges we see, is that more and more users are 

beginning to move into private closed forums. It may be Facebook groups, and 
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instead of writing on an Instagram update, one sends a direct message to their 
friends instead. So all those things that we cannot see directly as brands and 
companies. But we can still see that something has been done, but not see exactly 
what it is. That's obviously a challenge, when people move more towards privacy. 
Then we cannot reach them the same way, and we cannot make them engage more 
in the same way with our brand.” (Mette Bierbum Bacher, personal communication, 

August: 201) 

 

This change in customer behavior clearly affects the way the users communicate and Snapchat is 

a prime example of a closed forum platform. For brands this creates a barrier to reach their target 

audience, because once the users’ communication are carried out in closed forums, then it makes 

it impossible for the marketeers to gain access to the habits, values and preferences of the users. 

One could therefore argue, that this is a significant obstacle when brands are considering whether 

or not to implement Snapchat as a platform in marketing as it makes it more difficult for the brands 

to create interaction with the users.  

 

“I would never dare recommending brands to use Snapchat in their marketing. Simply 

because I do not recommend tools that are not tested. Old school? Yes, but a volatile 
media without evidence for anything that can be linked to one's business, one can 
risk-free let other brands test.” (C.W. Larsen, personal communication, June: 42) 

 

“Here (red. in Denmark) we’re still struggling, trying to figure out, it is all very 

conservative here.” (T. Cilius, personal communication, June: 89) 

 

““The media landscape or the marketing managers are very conservative and they 

don’t see the potential in terms of trying any kind of new channels,” (...). They are 
definitely not gonna do it. And that means they are gonna miss out on quite big 
opportunities on the first-mover part.” (T. Cilius, personal communication, June: 94) 

 

“To be honest, I think that it will take at least one year before brands begin to buy into 
this. Because especially in Denmark, we are a little more reluctant about trying out 
something brand new before we have seen the first four-five cases on it.” (J. 

Rosenquist, personal communication, June: 349-350) 
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The above citations clearly stress the fact that Danish brands are more skeptical when it comes to 

trying out new platforms. When brands are slower to adopt, it can affect the future of Snapchat on 

the Danish market. Because if the majority of Danish brands are reluctant about utilizing Snapchat 

in their marketing strategy or simply just experimenting with the platform, then there are no results 

and tests for analysis, which will keep other brands from implementing it in their strategy. Charlotte 

Bie Sonnichsen (personal communication, June: 354) from Carat Denmark explains the reason for 

the skepticism of Danish brands with the following statement:   

 

“We are a small country and we do not necessarily have the same budgets to make 

fun and trouble.” And “It costs the same to produce content for two people as it costs 

to produce content for 2 million people. Clearly, the fewer people we are, the more 
cost effective we need to be. “ 

 

Due to the skepticism, restricted budgets and conservative thinking in Denmark, Snapchat risk 

losing the interest of Danish brands, if they do not succeed in creating meaningful and affordable 

ways for brands to engage in marketing on the platform. This way the brands might instead 

continue with the already known platforms such as Facebook and Instagram. 

 

The market 
The threats within the market of Snapchat in Denmark are significant. First of all is the legal and 

political issues and regulations such as the tightening of the Danish Marketing Act as well as the 

increased focus on ethical and security issues on digital media.  

 

In this case, especially the use of native advertising can be mentioned. Snapchat finds itself in a 

time where ad-blockers and similar technologies are becoming increasingly popular among 

modern consumers, which increases the use of native advertising among marketers. One of the 

issues with native advertising is that this form of advertisement often passes through filters 

because the blocking tools cannot always distinguish them from the editorial content. 

 

In relation to this it can be argued, that the discussion of ethics on social media is more relevant 

than ever. The most significant issue being that consumers cannot decode who the sender of the 

information (or advertisement) is. According to Danish Marketing Legislation, it has to be clear for 

the consumers when content is and when it is of editorial substance (Forbrugerombudsmanden, 

2017). This might be considered as a threat to Snapchat’s future position as they hold part of the 

responsibility of preventing consumers from feeling misinformed and led being the light. 
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If native advertising and marketing practices on the edge of Danish legislation and ethical conduct 

becomes common practice on Snapchat, then brand authenticity on the platform will suffer 

drastically as a respectful manner of marketing is cast aside. Reflexive consumers will detect the 

deceitful and manipulative coercion, and relational branding efforts will then suffer in turn.  

 

As Snapchat’s key feature is of the temporary and one-to-one communication nature, it thereby 

makes it difficult for the regulators to keep track of the ephemeral content shared on the platform. 

The regulators are in a constant battle to up with the fast moving digital development and making 

sure that the content shared on platforms such as Snapchat are abided.  

 

Another threat to Snapchat on the Danish market is negative PR. This is a crucial threat to all 

brands today, as negative publicity can move even faster in the digital world than in the real world. 

Information shared by electronic word-of-mouth are one of the fastest and most reliable ways of 

receiving trustworthy information and consumers often share their experiences with and 

perceptions of a brand with acquaintances and other consumers. Negative PR is a threat to 

Snapchat if they were to experience security breaches, where the user’s personal information and 

photos were to be leaked like in the previously mentioned case of Snapsave in 2014. Other 

reasons for negative PR could be ethical issues such as the sharing promiscuous and degrading 

content and cyber-bullying, which have been the case in the US (Newton, New York Post, 2017). 

Snapchat also brands itself of taking strong stand on privacy, but not all users are aware that 

Snapchat has the right to watch, review, save and delete the content sent from profiles. The users 

agree to this in the presented terms and conditions when signing up to the platform (Snapchat, 

2017), but Snapchat has previously been deceitful with sharing this information and has been 

criticized heavily for this (Peterson, Washington Post, 2014). As the app’s primary function 

revolves around ephemeral - or in order words temporary - content, this would imply that the 

content is then deleted and cannot be recovered once gone. But unfortunately this is not always 

the case. In the privacy policy provided by Snapchat, it is stated that Snapchat has the right to 

save photos and videos shared on the app for 30 days, if the snap is not opened by the receiver, 

on their company server. In additional to this Snapchat also has the right to save the snap-photos 

you save in your “Memories” (photo album on the Snapchat app) (Snapchat, 2017). This makes 

Snapchat vulnerable and a target for hackers and it could therefore be argued that this is reliable 

threat to Snapchat’s future in Denmark as well as the rest of the world.  
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Competition 

When discussing the market threats of Snapchat in Denmark, the power of the competitors must 

not be underestimated. For a long time, Snapchat was the monopolistic provider of temporary 

content on social media. But during the preparation of this thesis, we encountered a significant 

change in the market. When Snapchat rejected Facebook’s offer to buy the application in 2013 for 

3 billion dollars (Business Insider, 2017), Facebook began developing a similar feature for their 

platforms Facebook and Instagram. These were launched in 2016 and especially Instagram 

Stories must be considered a significant threat to Snapchat. Instagram Stories are currently over 

compassing Snapchat in active daily users worldwide with their 200 mio. daily users versus 

Snapchat’s 166 mio. in April 2017 (Statista 2017, Tran 2017). For Instagram, the feature is, as the 

name suggests, the same stories as we know them from Snapchat in a short-form video format. 

The rivalry is one of the most popular topics among social media marketeers at the moment, and in 

the following section we discuss the threat, that might end Snapchat’s golden age.  

 

“..Instagram has really adopted Snapchat’s functions in terms of having filters, emojis 

and all these additional things that you can do.” (Mette Bierbum Bacher, personal 

communication, August: 143) 

 

You can say that Snapchat and Instagram have been quite different so far, as 
Snapchat could be described as a bit more raw and playful, the content did not have 
to be so aesthetic, it might be more genuine, and not as polished as Instagram. But 
now Instagram wish to say that they (red. Instagram) want to be both (red. polished 
and raw).” (C.B. Sonnichsen, personal communication, June: 232-235) 

 

Experts from Mindshare and Carat Denmark both point out the significant change in the market 

due to Instagram’s implementation of a similar “stories” feature. For many years, it has been known 

that platforms are quick to adopt each other’s functions into their features in order to steal 

advertising revenue, desirable users, industry credibility and market shares (Pierce, 2017; Statt, 

2016). But in this case Instagram has directly cloned Snapchat’s key feature.  

 

As Snapchat evolves in a commercial direction similar to Instagram, it is still important to consider 

the threat from Instagram Stories. Instagram and Facebook are still at the front when it comes to 

commercial experience, data and volume. It can therefore be argued, that if Instagram manages to 

transfer the knowledge and open up data insights for their stories function, then they hold a strong 

position in their battle against Snapchat. As Mette Bierbum Bacher from Mindshare explains, 
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Instagram has implemented similar features (i.e. lenses and filters) in their stories function, but 

Snapchat still hold the lead when it comes to the actual format with the possibility of using lenses 

and geofilters. If Snapchat were to strengthen their position on the market, they must rely on their 

imagination to stay competitive otherwise they risk, that brands turn to Instagram instead, which 

holds the advantage of being part of Facebook. A platform which most brands and marketeers 

already use and are familiar with. And these platforms provide data to target and measure ads, 

thereby positioning themselves ahead of Snapchat’s capabilities.  

 
It is therefore more important than ever, that Snapchat anticipates and responds to the challenges 

from its competitors, and as previously discussed, Snapchat could likely benefit from speeding up 

the development of their commercial platform, data insights and technological features. 

 

For Danish brands already engaging on successful marketing and branding on other social media 

platforms, a continuation of these practices might be the best idea as Snapchat might prove 

irrelevant due to a decline in position on the market as well as competitors offering better 

conditions.  

 

It is all about how Snapchat will react to the challenge and the competition. During the next couple 

of months it will be interesting to see where Evan Spiegel and the Snapchat team take the platform 

and how they will try to differentiate from Facebook and Instagram. 

Conclusion 
 

Which considerations might be useful for Danish brands to have, when 

deciding whether or not to implement Snapchat as a relational branding platform in 
their marketing strategy? 

 

Considerations, that might be useful for Danish brands when deciding whether or not to implement 

Snapchat in relational branding are suggested based on the potential in relational branding, the 

identified managerial implications and the likely relevant future factors of influence. 

 

x What is the possible potential of Snapchat in relational branding? 

 

The HIRA model and the case interviews assisted us in uncovering the possible potential of 
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Snapchat in relational branding. The advantages and shortcomings of this potential have been 

identified in our analysis and discussion, and they appear in our SWOT analysis.  

 

Our analysis and discussion of the two selected cases and the industry expert input indicate that 

Snapchat holds great potential for unfolding relational branding. The narratives of informants 

indicate, the branding techniques can be employed on Snapchat to make brands humanized, 

interactive, relevant and authentic. The technology of Snapchat offers unique options and 

associations for this effort.  

 

Brands seem to benefit from humanization on Snapchat, whereas brand interactivity, relevance 

and authenticity on the platform seem essential in order to enable an affective brand-consumer 

relationship. Considerations about branding techniques ensuring these elements seem to be of 

particularly great importance on Snapchat.  

 

The study has uncovered possible relational implications of employing a range of branding 

techniques on Snapchat, such as content marketing, influencer marketing, ephemeral marketing, 

relationship marketing, brand-person association, storytelling, branded content, stealth branding 

and life world emplacement. These branding techniques can seemingly be employed in order to 

enable brands on Snapchat as viable relationship partners for consumers. 

 

On Snapchat, brands are enabled to stimulate brand-person association, to engage in influencer 

marketing and to humanize their brand, if they wish to. This enables brands as relationship 

partners in relational branding. Due to the interactive nature of the platform, branding can be 

unfolded as brand behavior ascribing traits and qualities to the brand as a personality. Snapchat 

allows brands to stimulate relevant associations by the nature of the branded content. The platform 

in itself also offers associations that can be linked with those of the brand.  

 

Snapchat is an entertainment platform, and content enables play and interaction. Users seem to 

expect and demand this kind of content, and traditional advertising content is not welcomed on the 

platform. Content such as competitions, games and activities are native to Snapchat and appeals 

to the user base. Thus, participation and co-creation of users can be encouraged and unfolded. 

The platform enables more engagement and involvement of users than other social media 

platforms. Users are empowered and enabled to immerse themselves in brand universes and 

engage in both encouraged and non-encouraged brand interaction. If brands wish, they can 

maintain continuous interaction with users on the Snapchat.  
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Furthermore, ephemeral marketing is native to the platform and embed branding with urgency and 

current relevance. This is element is not optional, and must thus be embraced by brands on the 

platform.  

 

Brands can be provided with a coherent and consistent story due to the video formats, their 

duration and the time spent by users. Complex campaigns and long communication efforts can be 

maintained, and offline activities can be integrated with online activities.  

 

Storytelling elements and high quality, unique content are encouraged and facilitated on Snapchat. 

Users seem to expect and demand this as well. For users to embrace brand presence on the 

platform, relevant content addressing psycho-social needs and appealing to identity projects seem 

to be crucial. Meaningful value propositions are of the essence. This can be done by embedding 

the brand in narratives relevant to the user base. Particularly, entertainment content seems to do 

well. 

 

Brands have the option of maintaining affective brand-consumer relationships with brand 

communities and fan bases.  

 

The user base on Snapchat seems to be more than usually critical and averse to commercial 

agendas and traditional marketing. This almost necessitates the aforementioned interactive and 

relevant content on the platform, and brand authenticity is crucial. Stealth branding and life world 

emplacement linking the brand with either real people or narratives seem to overcome user 

reluctance. The approach to marketing on Snapchat is likely to benefit from branding and 

marketing, which is respectful of the enlightenment and empowerment of young adults and digital 

natives. Users expect content which is true to the brand, to the users and to the platform.  

 

Considerations about which branding techniques brands could and would engage in on Snapchat 

as well as the extent to employ them in relational branding might very well be useful for Danish 

brands. These considerations might rise from the findings of the analysis of this study - in particular 

the HIRA analysis. Danish brands might consider making their brands humanized on Snapchat by 

use of influencer marketing, making them interactive through engaging campaigns and ephemeral 

marketing, making them relevant due to content marketing and storytelling and making them 

authentic on the basis of a less commercial approach to branding.  
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x What are the likely managerial implications of using Snapchat for brand 
management? 

 

The OASIS model and the expert interviews assisted us in uncovering likely managerial 

implications of using Snapchat for brand management. These are related to the user base, the 

communication form and the functions as well as the image and associations of the platform.  The 

managerial implications also indicate, that brands should approach Snapchat branding with 

caution. Snapchat potential in relational branding, and branding in general, really depends on 

approach and execution. The implications have been identified in our analysis and discussion, and 

they appear in our SWOT analysis (Appendix I).  

 

Findings indicate that Snapchat branding benefits objectives of brand equity and not objectives of 

sales and profits. Performance cannot be easily measured. There are no data provided on 

Snapchat, and third-party services only offers metrics about engagement and involvement. No 

tangible KPI’s exist, and ROI is difficult, if not impossible, to measure. Branding output on 

Snapchat includes impact on more intangible elements such as brand awareness, image, 

associations and brand love. 

 

The user base on Snapchat is digital natives and young adults. No other segments to a significant 

degree. The audience is small, but spends a lot of time and energy on the platform. Content is 

likely to be viewed and interacted with by the audience on Snapchat, and brands can get qualified 

time spent with this specific audience.  

 

Evidence of impact or effect of branding on Snapchat does not yet exist, and cases are few and far 

in between. Opinions on the potential of Snapchat vary in the marketing community. Additionally, 

the platform is rarely used on its own, but only in interplay with other social media platforms.  

 

Implementation of branding on Snapchat requires a lot of resources in terms of time and funds. 

Additionally, Snapchat requires skilled management of the platform, who knows how to use it as 

well as a strong storyteller. Furthermore, user expectations are high, and content needs to be 

visually appealing, high quality and well-produced. If brands cannot provide this level of 

performance, results are very likely to suffer. 

 

Sustainment of a continuous brand presence can prove advantageous as well as 

disadvantageous. There seems to exist a fine balance between being too active and being too 
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inactive. Too much brand activity might be detrimental to brand authenticity, because it becomes 

too commercial. Too little brand activity might be detrimental to brand authenticity, because it 

becomes too inconsistent. It seems to depend on whether a brand can continuously provide 

relevant content appealing to followers. 

 

The technology and nature of Snapchat stimulate associations of its own within the user base. If a 

brand shares associations with Snapchat, or wishes to, it can benefit from branding on the platform 

by linking associations. 

 

Considerations about the objectives, audience, strategy, implementation and sustainment of 

branding on Snapchat might very well be useful for Danish brands. These considerations might 

rise from the findings of the analysis of this study - in particular the OASIS analysis. Danish brands 

might consider if brand equity are objectives of significance to them, and if they can accept lack of 

direct impact on sales and profits. They might consider if young adults and digital natives are a 

particularly attractive target group for them. They might consider what their brands can offer on 

Snapchat in terms of content native to the platform such as competitions, games, activities, 

entertainment, interaction and fan service. Additionally, they might consider whether or not they are 

willing to experiment with an untested platform, and if they can accept limited data and metrics for 

performance measurement. They might consider if the required resources for successful branding 

on Snapchat are available to them, and if they consider it a worthwhile investment. They might 

consider if they can sustain a continuous brand presence on Snapchat while providing relevant 

content to followers. Finally, they might consider if the brand associations are in accordance with 

those of Snapchat, and if the brand can benefit from being linked with Snapchat associations.  

 

x Which relevant future factors might influence the potential and implications?  
 

Our theoretical framework and empirical data assisted us in uncovering the relevant future factors 

that might influence the relational potential and managerial implications of implementing Snapchat 

in marketing and branding strategies. 

 

It might be useful for Danish brands to consider the opportunities and threats Snapchat faces in 

order to assess whether or not it is reasonable to implement the platform in their marketing 

strategy considering the resources it requires. In the following, the findings of the most significant 

opportunities and threats are presented. 
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With the fast-moving digital development, fleeting nature of the users and increased competition on 

the Danish market, marketeers are likely to benefit from considering where to apply their resources 

in order to obtain the highest return on investment. At the moment, Snapchat is facing serious 

competition from Facebook and Facebook-owned Instagram, who has implemented similar 

features into both their applications. This has consequences for Snapchat’s position, and appeal to 

Danish brands, as they might lose momentum, users and the interest from brands and marketeers 

as a result of this. The users and brands might therefore prefer to continue with the platforms they 

are already present on and which already provide the necessary analytical tools, functions and 

large (and growing) user base. 

 

Another relevant threat is the change in the users’ preferences and behavior. Today, the modern 

consumers are characterized by being skeptical and critical of elements such as advertisements. 

This presents a challenge for Snapchat as the platform has increased the possibility of advertising 

for brands and might thus drive the user base off. In addition to this, the users are not loyal to one 

platform, they often use more than one platform, and they use them for different purposes. In 

relation to this, the threat from cybercriminals and the ethical question of protecting personal 

information also pose a significant threat to Snapchat and Danish brands implementing the 

platform in marketing. In this digital age, the personal information of modern consumers is 

becoming digital as well, and this will imply a higher demand for online security. If Snapchat do not 

manage to provide the users with features that match their personal preferences and behavior, 

then the users might turn to the use of alternative and competitive platforms, which provide the 

same key features such as the temporary – or ephemeral – communication forms. 

 
In order for Snapchat to appeal to Danish brands as a platform for marketing, new and innovative 

features should be developed, if they wish to keep the interest of the users and brands. For the 

users and brands, it would be relevant to implement more augmented reality elements, filters and 

lenses. These are areas where Snapchat has had the market lead and an advantage which 

differentiates Snapchat from the competitors on the market. For Danish brands especially, it can be 

argued that Snapchat will need to implement additional analytical and data tracking tools too, in 

order to attract brands and marketeers, as these are the most profitable users and have the power 

to increase Snapchats revenue significantly.  
 

Marketing anno 2017 can almost be described as a perpetual state of disruptive innovation, where 

the only constant is change. This means that both platforms such as Snapchat, but also the the 
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brands and marketeers, have to master the challenges of complexity and evolution in consumer 

culture, marketing practices and the digital landscape.  

In cannot be denied that the digital and technological developments are as essential part of our 

lives today. And if there is fundamental and overall agreement in marketing, it is the following: 

where the audience goes, marketing will follow. 

 
The position Snapchat presently holds in modern consumer culture and in the digital landscape 

offers advantages to Danish brands, but also risks an uncertain future.  

  

Considerations about likely and potential future developments of Snapchat’s position on the Danish 

market might very well be useful for Danish brands. These considerations might rise from the 

findings of the analysis of this study - in particular the opportunities and threats of the SWOT 

analysis. Danish brands might consider likely implications for their presence on Snapchat if 

technology and features are expanded, and if paid advertising is further enabled. They might 

consider implications of potential evolution of the user base, and the significance of security and 

ethical dilemmas. They might consider if other platforms are more promising prospects for 

marketing and relational branding.  
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Snapchat’s functions
In the following section is the primary Snapchat functions are explained and illustrated.

Take a Snap (picture or video clip)
The first screen you meet is camera mode. This is the core function of the app - to take
pictures or video:
1. Using this button, you can take a picture or hold it down in order to record a video (up to 10 seconds)
2. Swipe left to access your feed with sent and received snaps
3. Swipe right to access Stories and Discover (explained later)
4. The Snapchat logo gives you access to profile info and settings
5. Touch the screen in order to access filters and lenses (See appendix A for more examples)
6. Turn the camera so you can take a selfie or adjust camera settings

Appendix	A

Snapchat	guide	and	functions explained
Examples	of	Snapchat	filters	and	lenses

Once the photo or video is taken
On this screen, you are presented with the following features:
1. Delete the image and return to the camera
2. Add one emoji’s, text, drawings to your photo
3. Add filters (temperature, speed, time, location, paid/geo-filters)
4. Choose how long the recipient should see you image. Here you can choose from 1-10 seconds
5. Download the image you just taken and save it on your phone
6. End editing stage and send your snap



Send a snap or video clip
The next step allows to access the following functions:
1. Choose the recipients of your snap (friends)
2. Add it to your MyStory
3. Go back

See received Snaps
Access your received snap by swiping left from the camera screen. At this screen, you have the
following functions:
1. Open one of Snapchat's extra features; chat. Here you can chat in writing with friends
2. The red square shows that the user has received a (photo) snap and has seen it
3. The red arrow shows that the user himself has sent a (photo) snap and has been viewed

receiver
4. The blue speech bubble shows that the user has received and read a chat message
5. The blue arrow shows that the user has sent a chat message and that the recipient has read it
6. The small square shows that the user has received a (video) snap and viewed it
7. The emojis illustrates the relationship is between the user and the friend
8. Direct access to the main screen; camera

See Snaps on others MyStory
Access the MyStories screen by swiping right once from the camera screen. Here you have the following
functions:
1. Watch your own MyStory (available for 24 hours) at the top by pressing the round circle (also to

edit, delete and see who has seen your Story)
2. Watch your friends MyStories (available for 24 hours) by pressing the round circles
3. Access camera screen by pressing the grey circle in the button

(See illustration on the next page)



Access Discover page by swiping right twice from the camera screen:
1. Here are the most recently updated Discover topics and advertisement (Only American 

brands and media at the moment)

Access Snap Map by pressing two fingers on the camera screen together (Newest function):
1. This feature shows the latest snaps and location of your Snap-friends on a map
2. Shows sponsored and paid snaps from companies and brands and collections of snaps from users in

specific geographic location (a store, club, event). These are visible to all Snapchat users in the world to
see, but only those geographically located in the specific area can add snaps.



Appendix	A

Examples	of	Snapchat	filters	and	lenses
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Appendix B 1 
 2 
Interview with Samantha Foltmar, Head of Social, Digital Labs at Universal Music Denmark 3 
Conducted via email 4 
Date: March 27th, 2017 5 
 6 
Hvilke strategiske overvejelser gjorde I jer i planlægningen af Snapchat-kampagnen? Hvilke 7 
målsætninger arbejdede I med? 8 
 9 
Først og fremmest arbejdede vi meget med historiefortællingen omkring album-releasen, og det 10 
skal lige nævnes at der selvfølgelig også kørte både marketing og aktiviteter på andre platforme 11 
end Snapchat i den forbindelse (fx Facebook, Spotify, outdoor postering osv.) 12 
Ideen til at benytte Snapchat til en kampagne har jeg forklaret i næste spørgsmål 13 
Men vi havde klart en målsætning om at være først på et nyt medie, og forsøge at bygge en ny 14 
platform op til bandet hvor de kunne kommunikere 1:1 med deres fans. 15 
 16 
Hvorfor valgte I Snapchat som et af medierne i kampagnen for “V”? Hvilke fordele vurderede I, at 17 
det ville indebære? Og hvorfor? 18 
 19 
Vi valgte Snapchat til kampagnen, fordi vi havde svært ved at promovere albummet på sociale 20 
medier grundet nøgenhed. Det ville blive censureret på Facebook og Instagram, og bandet var 21 
derudover nødt til at designe et slags ’sleeve’ for at skjule den nøgne kvinde på coveret, så pladen 22 
kunne stå fremme i butikkerne – det var de selvfølgelig ikke heeeelt tilfredse med 23 
 24 
Det var meget early-days med Snapchat herhjemme, og vi havde ikke set andre bands bruge   25 
mediet kreativt, da det allerede havde lidt et ry for at være en platform hvor man ”bare” sendte 26 
nøgenbilleder til hinanden – hvilket jo passede perfekt med kvinden på coveret, og Suspekt-27 
universet som altid har en snert af mystik og hemmeligheder. 28 
Vi var super inspirerede af gamle call-girl-stickers fra Las Vegas hvor der traditionelt set figurerer 29 
en nøgen kvinde med et telefonnummer, og derfor lavede vi en nutidig pendant med klistermærker 30 
(med kvinden fra coveret) sammen med et Snapchat-handle som nutidigt alternativ til tlf nummeret: 31 
Sus_P. 32 
 33 
Klistermærkerne blev sat op på relevante locations – fx i Albertslund som er bandets hjemby, på 34 
spillestedet MusikTeatret (Albertslund) forud for deres releasekoncert og i København, bl.a. på 35 
Istedgade. Vi vurderede, at dette ville bygge en bro fra offline til online, og at blikfanget samt 36 
mystikken ville være nok til at vække folks nysgerrighed (der stod ikke Suspekt som afsender på 37 
klistermærkerne). 38 
 39 
     [Call-girl stickers fra Las Vegas] 40 
     [Sus_P klistermærker] 41 
 42 
Trak I på erfaring fra tidligere kampagner? 43 
 44 
Vi trak ikke på erfaringer fra nogle tidligere Snapchat-kampagner, da mediet som sagt stadig var 45 
meget nyt i DK (september 2014), men vi trak selvfølgelig på de erfaringer vi havde fra tidligere 46 
Suspekt-forløb hvor vi netop har arbejdet med både at afsøge grænser, provokere , skabe omtale, 47 
men også være først på nye medier. Samtidig ved vi, at bandet har et stærkt loyalitetsforhold til 48 
deres fanbase som har været med i mange år, og som er super dedikerede. 49 
 50 
Vil du fortælle lidt om Suspekts målgruppe og fans, og hvad de betyder for Suspekt brandet? 51 
Hvordan ville I nå dem på Snapchat? Fokuserede I på et specifikt segment?  52 
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 53 
Ift. kampagnen: 54 
De kvikke fans ville helt sikkert kunne lægge to + to sammen ift. locations (Albertslund), den lidt 55 
autonome/undergrunds-agtige tilgang til outdoor marketing (klistermærker i gademiljøet) samt 56 
selvfølgelig nøgenhed + navnet Sus_P. Så vi fokuserede helt sikkert på kernefans fra starten af, 57 
som skulle føle de var en del af en indviet kreds af first-movers, noget helt eksklusivt for dem og på 58 
den måde skulle de være afsendere på at sprede det organisk via word-of-mouth. 59 
Dengang kunne man bruge tredje-part apps til at uploade (producerede) videoer direkte til sin 60 
Story, så når man add’ede profilen, kunne man over flere dage se nogle videosekvenser med den 61 
nøgne kvinde (sammen med en anden kvinde) i et sommerhus, og med en ny single som 62 
underlægningsmusik (den der hedder S.U.S.P.E.K.T som har et meget catchy ’hook’) + Suspekt-63 
logo som direkte afsender til sidst i hver Story. 64 
Så på den måde fangede de det også hurtigt, efter de havde add’et profilen 65 
 66 
Generelt: 67 
Deres fangruppe har udviklet sig enormt meget i de 5-6 år jeg har arbejdet med bandet, der 68 
er bl.a. kommet en rigtig stor skare af kvindelige fans til. De står på forreste række med bare 69 
bryster til alle koncerterne, og er virkelig dedikerede og et tegn på at Suspekt med årene er blevet 70 
allemandseje og ikke appellerer til mandschauvinisme – som nogen stadig mener (pga. teksterne). 71 
Aldersfordelingen ligger nok på cirka 18-35, så altså en del der har været med HELT fra starten 72 
(1999) og rigtig mange som er kommet til løbende. 73 
 74 
Vil du fortælle lidt kampagnen og dens indhold? 75 
 76 
Er ovenstående ikke nogenlunde fyldestgørende eller skal jeg sige mere?? 77 
 78 
Hvilken respons oplevede I fra fans og følgere på og uden for Snapchat? Hvordan oplevede I den i 79 
sammenligning med marketing i andre kampagner og på andre medier? 80 
 81 
På Snapchat oplevede vi, at der kom en hel masse snaps retur. Et super fedt indblik i målgruppen, 82 
hvem de er osv. Der kom en masse snaps med sprut, undertøj, fra byture, fans i merchandise og 83 
fra koncerterne bl.a., en del fra første række, måske sådan lidt psykologisk ”se mig, jeg stod her”, I 84 
ved? Idet bandet åbnede de snaps anerkendte de det også. Lidt som et ekstra lag. Det var med til 85 
at styrke deres fanforhold helt vildt. Det er jo en anden måde at kommunikere på hvor det bliver 86 
meget mere 1:1 end én til mange, på andre medier er det baseret på likes og engagement 87 
(Facebook, Instagram) men her sendte brugerne os rent faktisk indhold de selv havde lavet med 88 
henblik på Suspekt-universet. Så det blev mere personligt. Her er et par eksempler på næste 89 
side… 90 
               91 
Hvilken form for interaktion oplevede I mellem Suspekts brand og dets følgere på Snapchat? 92 
Modtog I snaps fra dem og af hvilken karakter? 93 
 94 
Se ovenfor 95 
 96 
Hvilket resultat opnåede kampagnen? Nåede I jeres målsætninger? 97 
 98 
Vi opnåede omkring 6000 følgere på få dage, blot ved hjælp af klistermærkerne. Det var over 99 
forventning. Vi fik desuden en hel masse medieomtale på kampagnen – bl.a. i  MetroXpress, 100 
Fagbladet Musikeren og et par engelske onlinemedier som belyste det som kreativt brug af mediet.  101 
 102 
Hvad betød kampagnen for Suspekts brand? I hvilken grad havde følgere og fans 103 
medindflydelse? 104 
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 105 
Den betød bl.a.l, at bandet cementerede sig som først på et nyt medie/ny teknologi, tro mod deres 106 
eget brand da det passede skræddersyet og perfekt til dem, og som et band der sætter deres fans 107 
højt og først. Derudover betød den, at de har fået skabt en platform som er ”kendt” i musikmiljøet 108 
som et sted der altid sker nogle lidt vilde ting. 109 
Medindflydelse – er lidt usikker på spørgsmålet, altså om de kunne requeste noget særligt indhold 110 
fra bandet? 111 
 112 
Hvordan har I efterfølgende brugt Sus-P profilen og dens følgere? 113 
De har nu over 20.000 følgere og har snappen med sig overalt – fx på rejser, i studiet, bag pulten 114 
med Rune Rask når de spiller live osv. så den bruges som et eksklusivt indblik i deres processer 115 
og backstage. 116 
 117 
Hvordan forestiller I jer, at marketing på Snapchat vil udvikle sig fremadrettet? Hvilken relevans 118 
kunne Snapchat have for Suspekts som medie i fremtiden? 119 
 120 
Vi bliver ved med at bruge Snappen til at tease for nyt og give de dedikerede fans et eksklusivt 121 
indblik – måske vi bruger den til at spille ny musik først, konkurrencer, dialog eller andet. Nu skal 122 
de jo snart på tour, så der vil det også være oplagt at bruge den til at skabe noget hype under 123 
lydprøverne, før/efter/under show, i tourbussen osv. osv. 124 
Det er med til at afmystificere dem en smule, men deres personligheder kommer også virkelig til 125 
udtryk på Snappen (alt efter hvem der har den) da det er et øjebliksbillede direkte fra deres 126 
telefon/hånd, og dermed super realtime. 127 
 128 
Ville det være muligt at få adgang til data, statistik, målinger eller billeder/screenshots fra 129 
kampagnen? 130 
 131 
Har vedhæftet et par stykker, sig til hvis I skal bruge andet, så undersøger jeg om vi må dele ;) 132 
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Appendix C 1 
 2 
Transskription of Interview with Carat Danmark (in Danish) 3 
Participants:Charlotte Bie Sonnichsen, Integrated Business Manager, og Johhni Rosenquist, Head of Digital 4 
Interviewer: Nanna Kirketerp-Møller 5 
Date: June 21st, 2017 6 
 7 
Hvordan vurderer i Snapchat – hvad er det, at det kan som marketing platform, der gør det til noget særligt? 8 
 9 
Johhni:  10 
Det er der er så spændende ved Snapchat, det er at det er så uudnyttet potentiale i marked som Danmark. 11 
Der er ikke nogen, der har knækket nødden på den, og det er ligesom når der er alt muligt nyt, så er det mega 12 
spændende. Og det som der også er rigtig fedt, det er at annoncering på Snapchat i forhold til dags-13 
regnskaber, og hvad man ellers kan, det kan man godt, men det er kun de rigtig store kunder der kan, viser 14 
noget der er testet på andre markeder. Hvilket også gør, at de små lokale kunder ikke endnu har prøvet det, 15 
så jeg tror også, at det er derfor at det er ekstra spændende. Og det er også derfor at når der bliver lavet 16 
kampagner på det nu, så måden at gøre det på i Danmark, det er blandt andet på den måde vi har lavet Coca-17 
Cola kampagnen, som var Charlottes idé blandt andet, det var egentlig at vende det hele lidt på hovedet og 18 
bruge det igennem en influencers øjne i stedet for at bruge det igennem en almindelige annoncerings øjne. 19 
Måden vi arbejder med det digitale på, som Charlotte også har baggrund i, er for eksempel løb af placeringer, 20 
vi køber bannere eller sim-ord, vi køber os til det vi gerne vil. Men på den her måde købte vi faktisk en influent, 21 
som gav os plads inde på Snapchatten til at snakke med hele hans unikke audience, som er den samme 22 
målgruppe som vi gerne vil snakke med hos Coca-Cola, som er de her ”young adults”. Så det der vendte det 23 
hele på hovedet inde hos os, i forhold til hvad vi er vant til, var at gå fra at købe banner-plads til at købe en 24 
person, som vores talerør til vores målgruppe. Så det er en lidt mere kompliceret vejr til målgruppen, men 25 
også en mere effektfuld vej, tror vi på. Og det har den her kampagne i hvert fald bevist, men det kræver mange 26 
ekstra ressourcer at gøre det, fordi det er supernemt at lave et banner, hvor der står ”Vil du købe det her?”, 27 
men at snakke med en influent som skal skabe content, som er lig hans egen kommunikation uden at det 28 
bliver for sælgende, for det er også rigtigt vigtigt, at det ikke bliver for købt, for så ryger målgruppen væk. Så 29 
at skabe kommunikationen med deres egen profil med Snapchat til deres målgruppe, så de synes det er sjovt 30 
at være med, det er ret unikt, men det kræver mange ekstra ressourcer. Men på den her kampagne har det i 31 
hvert fald været en fantastisk case, for der har vi virkelig fået noget engagement, som man bare kan se, når 32 
vi holder op imod alle de andre lande i Europa, at der ikke noget, der kommer i nærheden af det.  33 
 34 
Nej, jeg kan se I har kørt kampagnen på flere markeder, som Coca-Cola havde, og Danmark var det eneste 35 
marked, der havde brugt Snapchat. Hvorfor tænker I, at det har kunne drive det så langt at involvere Snapchat? 36 
 37 
Charlotte:  38 
Man kan sige, det der var i den mekanisme som vi har kørt i de andre lande også, var at den var forholdsvis 39 
kompleks. I hvert fald kompleks i forhold til at skulle kommunikere i bannere fx, så først skulle du, de havde 40 
fået udviklet nogle superfede thermal-labels, som gjorde at produktet ændrede farve. Det i sig selv skulle folk 41 
lige være med på, det skulle folk lige forstå, og så skulle de være med på, at når det var kølet, så skulle de ind 42 
på en hjemmeside, hvor de skulle tage et billede af etikken og så deltage i konkurrencen. I et banner, er det 43 
en meget komplekst og lang kommunikation at skulle have, og folk skulle kunne læse det på få sekunder. Så 44 
en af de ting, der ligesom var den første tanke bag det (red. Valget af Influencer på Snapchat), var at vi gerne 45 
ville have noget tid med brugeren. Vi havde brug for noget længere tid, for overhovedet at kunne forklare 46 
præmissen for at deltage i den her konkurrence. Det er også et af de resultater vi kan se fra Snapchat, nemlig 47 
at vi har formået at få rigtig meget tid med vores brugere. Så allerede der kunne kanalet noget, som klassiske 48 
medieindkøb ikke kunne. Og så kan man sige, at det ved at give den det her storytelling gjorde også, at det 49 
blev interessant nok til at folk gad at blive hængende og høre om det. 50 
 51 
Johhni:  52 
Det der er så sjovt, nu har jeg arbejdet med Coca-Cola i mange år, det er at det er typisk Coca-Cola at man 53 
får en rigtig svær udfordring, men det er fordi, at de fra international side siger, hvordan får vi fat i den her 54 
målgruppe, hvad er god værdi for os – det er tid med målgruppen. Så de vil rigtig gerne lave en eller anden 55 
lille leg, hvor man skal aktivere og man skal få dem til at scanne, og få dem til at dokumentere det, og så er 56 
det tit i en eller anden app som er fuldstændig umulig. Jeg har prøvet mange gange, hvor man skulle 57 
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downloade en app, for at indscanne et eller andet, for at vinde en yoyo eller en ipad. Og problemet med det 58 
er bare, at processen bliver alt for lang. Der er alt for mange skridt fra første gang man bliver eksponeret til at 59 
man skal gøre det. Så vi havde virkelig brug for et eller andet der kunne få fat i nakken på den her målgruppe, 60 
og som gav lyst til at lege med. Og det tror jeg i virkeligheden er det, som der lykkedes allermest for 61 
Lakserytteren – det var at han tog det her miljø og så gjorde han det legende og sjovt og så gav han dem lyst 62 
til at lege med ham, og så var det rent faktisk det, der gav involveringen og det her store ”time spent” med 63 
målgruppen. Og det er i virkeligheden det, der er det fedeste, det var at han tog virkelig ekstrem kompleks 64 
udfordring og så gjorde han den sjov og gav dem lyst til at interagere, fordi teens og young adults er måske et 65 
par af de sværeste målgrupper at få til at aktivere sig i en kampagne, fordi de er super forkælede. De laver 66 
ikke andet end at ligge under for kampagner, der sjove for dem eller det ene eller det andet. De får så meget 67 
og er så overeksponerede, at de ved udmærket godt hvad de har lyst til at lege med. 68 
 69 
Charlotte:  70 
Og du kan ikke stille lange krav til hvad de skal gøre og involvere sig i, og det gør man netop med sådan en 71 
mekanisme, man beder dem faktisk om ret meget og om at tage ret mange aktions, for at deltage. Så der skal 72 
bare noget ekstra til for at drive det. Det kan man så sige var hele step 1 af kampagnen, hele den her ”cool it” 73 
challenge, som var til at forstå. Så havde vi den her Snap-jagt, hvor de skulle ud og finde ham, hvor i 74 
virkeligheden bad dem om endnu mere engagement, for nu skulle de også knække en kode og så skulle de 75 
hen til den lokation, hvor han befinder sig. Hvor man kan sige, at vi kan også få tid med brugerne på Facebook, 76 
Instagram, blogs eller alle mulige andre steder, men det der gjorde Snapchat til noget helt specielt til de her 77 
snap-jagter var, at det faktisk er den platform nu, der har i hvert fald ry, for at være den mest ”real-time”. Og 78 
det der var kernen i snapjagten var at den startede om morgenen med at poste at nu er der blevet ”unlocked” 79 
en snapkonto/post, og folk skulle ud og finde ham. Men så snappede han i løbet af dagen hvor han var på vej 80 
hen, så de fik løbende clues til hvor han var. Hvor man kan sige, at skulle vi have samlet det op på Instagram 81 
eller Facebook, kunne der måske have gået for meget tid mellem at folk så de her clues. 82 
 83 
Så det var bare et rigtig godt match mellem kampagnens koncept og hvordan det kunne udfoldes på 84 
Snapchat? 85 
 86 
Charlotte:  87 
Det var det virkelig i det her tilfælde. 88 
 89 
I forhold til jeres brug af influencer-marketing, er det et specielt godt match i forhold til at bruge Snapchat i en 90 
kampagne – fungerer det ekstra godt – udfolder det sig ekstra godt på Snapchat, når man har en influent 91 
indover? 92 
 93 
Charlotte:  94 
Tænker du i forhold til at bruge influenter på andre kanaler eller i forhold til selv at poste noget på Snapchat? 95 
 96 
I forhold til selv at poste noget på Snapchat(?) 97 
 98 
Charlotte:  99 
Man kan sige, der er flere forskellige måder at se på det. Noget af det som Snapchat virkelig kræver, er at det 100 
er nogle der er super dygtige til at bruge mediet på dets præmisser. Snapchat er meget legende. Og så er det 101 
i høj grad et medie, der lægger op til storytelling. Og ikke et medie, der lægger op til klassisk kommerciel 102 
kommunikation på den måde vi og mange andre kunder og reklamebureauer er vant til at arbejde. Det vigtigste 103 
er, i forhold til Snapchat, det er at kigge på er at du skal have en, der er en stærk storyteller. Så hvis man har 104 
det internt, og har bygget en kanal med masser af følgere, så kan man sagtens lykkedes med poste selv. 105 
Problemet er bare for rigtig mange kunder, så er det en udfordring at finde en person, der er interessant nok, 106 
og så skal du først derefter ud og bygge en følgerskare, der er stor nok på Snapchat, for du kan ikke købe dig 107 
til det på samme måde, som du kan på Facebook og Instagram, der kan vi jo købe os til noget dækning – det 108 
kan vi ikke på Snapchat, så du er afhængig af at skulle bygge den selv. Så derfor er det meget stort stykke 109 
arbejde, hvis du skal gøre det selv. Hvor vi kan sige, at her, der gik vi ud og lånte en, som vi vidste var en 110 
stærk storyteller, vi vidste at han forstod sin målgruppe, og at han havde en god følgerskare. Så på den måde, 111 
så var Lakserytteren det rigtige match for os. Det ville have taget os flere år at skulle opbygge det der selv.  112 
 113 
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Johhni:  114 
Det der er med influent-marketing og på Snapchat generelt, er at Snapchats store begrænsning lige nu er, at 115 
så mange brugere er der ikke, så mange kommer man ikke ud og snakke med – der er en naturlig begrænsning 116 
på det. Og det samme er det med influent-marketing, det er supergodt at have influenter, det er supergodt at 117 
arbejde med, men der er en begrænsning i forhold til dækning. Så det vi skulle lykkes med, det var at tage at 118 
tage alt det her fede content, som Snapchat lavede og få det over på Coca-Colas kanal, som er Danmarks 2. 119 
Største Facebook profil (ret.), hvor der er flest fans, så tog vi den derover, og så spredte vi den ud den brede 120 
målgruppe. På den måde så brugte vi mekanismerne, der er i Snapchat, det var faktisk Lakserytteren selv der 121 
hjalp med at klippe videoerne sammen, så de var super spot on, kortere versioner, det skal ikke være så langt, 122 
som det skal være på Snapchat, men vi fik fortalt mekanismerne og så fik vi dem over på Facebook. På den 123 
måde fik vi skabt mekanismen af dem der så det på Facebook, fik lyst til at følge Lakserytteren, så det var 124 
også en god case for ham. Og på den anden side, så fik vi skabt en bred dækning. Og man skal huske den 125 
vinkel, for det er virkeligheden noget af det, jeg synes, er det fedeste ved den her case, det er at man er lykkes 126 
ved at bruge to sociale kanaler, og man kan bruge styrkerne i dem begge, for Snapchat er begrænset endnu, 127 
og det også influenternes begrænsning nu, det er simpelthen dækningen.  128 
 129 
Charlotte:  130 
Det tror jeg også står i casen – at vi endte faktisk med at ramme 98% af målgruppen – og det er takket være 131 
Facebook. Det ville vi aldrig kunne gøre uden Facebook. Så på den måde er det ikke Snapchat alene, der har 132 
været skyld i succesen på den her – det er samspillet.  133 
 134 
Det er også det, som jeg fornemmer på de eksperter, vi har talt med, og i forhold til den anden case, det er at 135 
man kan ikke udfolde kampagner eller marketing på Snapchat alene, og det kan jeg så forstå, at I også vil 136 
understøtte, at det skal være i samspil andre relevante kanaler, der kan udfolde det. 137 
 138 
Johhni:  139 
Det skal det nemlig.  140 
 141 
Nu er det også nogle virkelig flotte resultater I har fået opnået med den, kan I fortælle lidt mere om den respons 142 
I (red. Coca-Cola) har oplevet fra fans og følgere, på en mere kvalitativ vis – og det skabte noget hype og om 143 
hvor stor engagementet og involveringen var i kampagnen? 144 
 145 
Johhni:  146 
Det er lidt to-delt. Der var utroligt mange, der scannede – klart den bedste case i Europa. Dels da han lavede 147 
Snap-jagten og han skrev rundt, så var der fans, der kom frem på under to minutter på de forskellige steder 148 
han var rundt i landet. Og folk var mega nysgerrige. En tredje ting var da han stoppede, så skrev de ”Årh lad 149 
vær med at stop – det er så fedt der her”. Vi fik opnået vores KPI’er, vi kom virkelig bredt ud, det skabte virkelig 150 
mange scans, der var virkelig mange der involverede sig, der var 12% mere salg i samme periode i forhold til 151 
året år, så man kan sige, involvering mæssigt, salgsmæssigt og i forhold til nogle af de svar de lavede – de 152 
kunne finde på at lave hele tegninger tilbage til ham med iskolde Coca-Cola, så på den måde var de virkelig 153 
kreative, og de legede virkelig med det i det miljø som han havde, og de synes det var mega sjovt. Så det er 154 
bare en case som gav os de resultater vi ville, men meget mere til. De der dage hvor man stoppede op og 155 
havde de jagter der, hvor mange der var, hvor god stemning der var, hvor meget de legede med brandet, der 156 
følte vi os nærmest kastet tilbage til 90’erne og 80’erne, hvor alt Coca-Cola merchandise bare levede – de 157 
synes bare det var så fedt, for de fik en nutidig person, som godt gad lege med dem og godt gad være med i 158 
det der miljø. Det er det man skal tage med med teens, det er at de vil ekstremt gerne lege med, men det skal 159 
virkelig være spot on på, for at de gider lege med. Vi kan med det samme se det, når vi laver posts, hvis de 160 
ikke er virkelig lækre, hvis de ikke er super visuelt flotte eller der ikke er et eller andet sjovt ved det, så gider 161 
de ikke at lege med. Generisk materiale siger dem ikke noget. Vi kan se performance tallene lyver aldrig, så 162 
det er derfor der er sindssygt dyre bureauer, der laver det kreative for Coca-Cola og kampagnerne, fordi der 163 
er nogle af vores største udfordringer, det er at vi kan se, at Faxe-Kondi og nogle af de andre der har et virkelig 164 
godt brand i Danmark, deres materiale er mere amatøragtigt i forhold til Coca-Cola. Men folk stiller også højere 165 
forventninger til Coca-Cola. Så det skal bare gå hånd i hånd, så når vi laver sådan et samarbejde med 166 
Lakserytteren, så er det virkelig med bævrende hjerte at vi gør det, fordi det er en helt anden måde at arbejde 167 
på for Coca-Cola. Fordi nu lægger vi ansvaret i hænderne på en person, som skal drive rigtig meget for os. 168 
Og Coca-Cola er vant til at købe deres TV-annonceringer eller display annoncering, og så skal de nok ramme 169 
målgruppen og kampagnen skal nok ramme godt. Det der er fedt ved den her måde er bare, at når vi har vendt 170 
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det hele på hovedet og gået og tænkt på en anden måde, og det i virkelig det fedeste ved kampagnen, det er 171 
at det er en helt anden tilgang for Coca-Cola. Og så at det rent faktisk også kan betale sig.  172 
 173 
Hvad vurderer I, at det har gjort for Coca-Colas brand og i forhold til den her målgruppe, som I så specifikt har 174 
ramt, hvordan det har kunne tilknytte sig til den her kampagnen – har du kunne tilknytte sig nogle andre 175 
associationer til Coca-Cola? 176 
 177 
Johhni:  178 
Jeg tror også, at man skal tage det med et gran salt. Det har været en rigtig god kampagne, men der er ikke 179 
noget der er ændret for Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola er stadig et love-brand, folk elsker det stadigvæk. Men det som 180 
vi kan se, det er at salget er steget med 12% i perioden. Og vi kan se at folk synes, at det er rigtig sjovt, og 181 
når man googler ”Lakserytteren”, så kommer Coca-Cola op, som nummer to, og jeg synes det er totalt godt. 182 
Så man kan virkelig se, at det har skabt en masse på associationer med Coca-Cola. Og jeg tror også, at det 183 
har været med at den her ”teens målgruppe” synes Coca-Cola er ekstra sjovt. Og så længe vi kan opfylde det, 184 
så er det godt. Men det vigtigste for Coca-Cola af alle deres salgs-vurderinger er brand-love. For når brand-185 
love er højt for Coca-Cola, så følger salget også med. Hvis vi bare ser at brand-love falder med 5%, så falder 186 
salget også. Så vores ypperste målgruppe, som marketingbureau for Coca-Cola – det vi har sørget for at 187 
brand-love bliver der hvor det er, og gerne lidt mere, og den har vi set gå lidt op, så det er det allerbedste vi 188 
kan gøre. Så det er derfor vi skal blive ved med at lave sådan nogle kampagner her. 189 
 190 
Kan du fortælle lidt mere om hvordan Coca-Cola brugte Snapchat efterfølgende – om de har gjort det?  191 
 192 
Johnni:  193 
Helt ærligt, så er det ikke blevet brugt særlig meget siden. Det er ikke et one hit, men det er noget vi tænker 194 
at er brugbart for fremtidige kampagner, det er brugt for Zero, men det er ikke brugt som en kontinuerligt 195 
indsats på Snapchat, fordi det vi også ser rigtig meget på Snapchat, det er når brands prøver at kommunikere, 196 
som når Coca-Cola for eksempel laver en kanal og rigtig gerne vil kommunikere, så føler brugerne at det er 197 
for solgt, det har bruger ikke lyst til at lege med på den måde, men altså Instagram og Facebook, hvor at det 198 
er nogle fede nyheder og de føler sig lidt VIP medlem, men Snapchat er noget man gør med sine venner, man 199 
kan lege med sine venner. Så hvis der kommer noget fedt konkurrence værk eller et eller andet superfedt, så 200 
vil de gerne lege med, men der er ikke nogle brands der skal komme der, for det også sådan en annoncør-fri 201 
zone indtil videre. Vi havde også d. 24 december et filter på Snapchat, som vi havde købt i Danmark, hvor der 202 
var julemandsskæg og Coca-Cola lastbil, så den havde vi d. 24, og det var helt hvordan folk engagerede sig. 203 
Men Coca-Cola i julen har vi også været rigtig gode til, så det gav rigtig god mening, men ellers tænker vi det 204 
ikke kontinuerligt, dels er det en stor indsats, dels er brugerne ikke så positive overfor det endnu. Men det er 205 
ligesom Instagram, det var de heller ikke i starten og nu er annoncer på Instagram blevet en helt almindelig 206 
del af deres hverdag. Men det tager nok en periode at komme ind i.  207 
 208 
Er det noget, du også tænker, er afhængigt af hvilket indhold, der bliver produceret til det, hvis det brandet 209 
selv der skal gøre det, så skal det retænkes hvad det er for nogle klip, der skulle produceres? 210 
 211 
Johhni:  212 
Vi tror at man skal have en unik tilgang til alle forskellige sociale platforme, da det er afhængigt af hvilken 213 
platform du træder ind på. Hvor Instagram er det fede visuelle, Facebook er måske lidt mere i konkurrence 214 
øjemed og gerne helt nye informationer, så man føler at der en grund til at man skal være fan af en gruppe, 215 
da man så kan få noget unikt indhold, som man ikke kan få andre steder. Hvorimod Snapchat kanalen stadig 216 
lige mangler at finde sit fodfæste i forhold til hvad er det den giver – den giver det sjove, gode afbræk i løbet 217 
af dagen. Og så vil man også gerne have noget unikt indhold, så det kan godt være at fremtiden er mega fede 218 
konkurrencer, hvor man skal engagere sig ved at lave noget fedt visuelt indhold tilbage, men der må jeg 219 
indrømme, at vi ikke ved nok om platformen og dens muligheder endnu. Og det kommer an på hvilke 220 
annonceringsmuligheder, der kommer til at være i fremtiden. Og det i virkeligheden også det der kommer til at 221 
være toneangivende for hvordan man vil platformen også. Så svaret er vel, at vi ved det ikke, men man bør 222 
have en unik tilgang til det.  223 
 224 
Så tør I komme med et gæt på hvordan Snapchat vil blive ved med at være relevant som marketingplatform – 225 
eller om I vil vurdere det, som værende en døgnflue eller som noget, der hurtigt kan blive erstattet af noget 226 
andet eller om der kunne være potentiale i at flere brands rykker den vej i Danmark? 227 
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 228 
Charlotte:  229 
Jeg tror helt klart at der er potentiale for at holde ved. Men det også spændende at se hvordan hele det her 230 
Snapchat versus Instagram kommer til at forløbe, fordi Instagram rykker mere og mere ind på Snapchats linie 231 
med deres stories funktion – og måden i forhold til at kommunikere på. Hvor man kan sige Snapchat og 232 
Instagram har jo hidtil været ret forskellige, at det har heddet sig, at Snapchat godt kunne være lidt mere råt, 233 
det godt kunne være legende, det behøvede ikke at være så æstetisk, det måtte godt være mere ægte, og 234 
knapt så poleret, som Instagram. Hvor at Instagram nu prøver at sige, at nu vil de (red. Instagram) gerne være 235 
begge dele. Vi har både den pæne polerede post, og så har vi de lidt mere rå stories. Som jeg ser det kommer 236 
det meget an på hvordan brugerne tager det til sig, fordi Instagram har en styrke i, at de har langt flere 237 
mennesker nu. Men hvis holder fast i brugen af Instagram som det her lidt polerede æstetiske, det er der vi 238 
iscenesætter vores liv, så kan de ikke konkurrere, for så er det stadig forskellige præmisser, selvom der er 239 
nogle af teknikkerne der er begyndt at ligne hinanden. Jeg tror, at det lige nu ligger rigtig meget i hænderne 240 
på brugerne. Og hvordan de ligesom tager de to til sig.  241 
 242 
Johhni:  243 
Altså min helt personlige holdning, det er at Snapchat er kommet for at blive. For jeg synes også det mønster 244 
jeg så med Instagram, det er så kun på personlig regning, det er folk elsker platformene som de er. Og selvom 245 
Facebook kommer med ting som er Instagram også kan, så føler de stadig, at det originale fede stadig ligger 246 
hos Instagram. Og jeg tror også det er måden folk ser Snapchat på. Men hvordan de knækker nøden i forhold 247 
til annoncering, så det ikke kommer til at være påtrængende, men det kommer til at være en del af dem, det 248 
er virkeligheden det der er rigtig spændende og det der kommer til at betyde rigtig meget. Der var jo også 249 
ramaskrig, da der kom annoncering på Instagram, men alligevel har det overlevet. Så hvis man kan gøre det 250 
på en fin måde, så brugerne ikke føler at det bliver en overkøbs-platform, så er der stort potentiale. Men de 251 
skal blive ved med at lede udviklingen. Ligesom Instagram har været gode til, altså at man for eksempel kan 252 
købe ting over Instagram nu, at de har taget det skridt videre, er superfedt. Hvad ligger for Snapchat i den 253 
måde at tænke på. En stor mulighed for brands at bruge det er nye tøjkollektioner, der kommer via live 254 
streaming, det er en ting, der virkelig kan give dem noget.  255 
 256 
Charlotte:  257 
Nu er det min helt personlige holdning. Men en af de ting som Snapchat har endnu, som de andre ikke har 258 
formået at tappe ind i på samme måde, er hele den måde de formår at servere underholdning på. Altså det 259 
med at de bliver en underholdningskanal, hele måden de kører deres channels. Den måde du kan lege med 260 
og interagere med content på på den måde, det er ikke noget vi har set på dem andre kanaler på den måde. 261 
Så jeg kunne godt forestille mig at det var noget mere i den dur, at de (red. Snapchat) ville kunne komme til at 262 
levere.  263 
 264 
Så det kan gå alle veje, men umiddelbart, så tror I på det – at der er potentiale? 265 
 266 
Charlotte:  267 
Ja vi håber på det.  268 
 269 
Er det noget (red. Snapchat) I arbejder med også i forhold til andre brands end Coca-Cola? 270 
 271 
Johhni:  272 
Vi har rigtig mange store brands, der lige skal se de første test, for de kaster sig ud i det. Vi har bare så 273 
privilegerede, at vi nogle som Coca-Cola, som bare gerne vil prøve det nye. Coca-Cola har jo faktisk en 274 
marketing tilgang, der hedder 70-20-10%, hvor 10% af deres budget altid skal på helt nye innovative ting, som 275 
der aldrig er gjort før. Så det blandt også noget hvor Snapchat kommer med, fordi er pressede helt oppe fra til 276 
at skulle prøve nogle nye ting, der kan give noget nyt til deres forretning. Og det kan vi helt ærligt godt sige, at 277 
der ikke er særlig mange brands der er. Der er rigtig mange der lige skal se de første fire cases på at det 278 
fungerer, og så tør de det godt. Men social network indsatsen generelt derude er noget hvor der sidder en 279 
social media manager som styrer det måske. Og Snapchat er en helt anden måde at agere på i forhold til hvad 280 
de har været vant til. Så det er meget mere at lægge magten over til brugerne. Også i forhold til at lægge 281 
billeder op, og det ene og det andet. Der er ikke noget der skal tjekkes, det skal bare køre. En del af charmen 282 
ved det, er netop at det er så real time, som det er, og hvordan fanden gør man det i forhold til før. Det var 283 
også en kamp for Coca-Cola, da der ofte er en masse legal de skal igennem før de laver ting, og her blev de 284 
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bare nødt til at stole på det og så sige, at vi håber ikke at der kommer noget, men det kan der. Så det er meget 285 
spændende, men jeg tror mange af vores andre kunder de vil det rigtig gerne, men de skal lige casen først. 286 
Og indtil videre er vores tilgang at vi gør gennem influenter. Fordi det er der hvor det virkelig rykker lige nu. 287 
Og det er dem der har en krog i brugerne, som vi gerne vil ride med på.  288 
 289 
Charlotte:  290 
Og der er stadig mange influenter, der heller ikke har knækket koden til hvordan man laver en fed Snapchat 291 
kanal. Det er så det næste. At selvom de måske arbejder med deres kanaler fuldtid, så har vi ikke mange, der 292 
– der er Rasmus – Lakserytteren – hans håndværk er at tegne og han kan en masse ting, der gør at det er 293 
meget naturligt for ham at agere på Snapchat.  294 
 295 
Han laver flot content. 296 
 297 
Charlotte:  298 
Det gør han nemlig. Men alle skal jo lidt finde deres stil og tone på Snapchat. Og den er ikke umiddelbar nem. 299 
Hvis man for eksempel er en blogger, og det man kan er at skrive lange fine velformulerede tekster, så er der 300 
også et stykke til at skulle over og kommunikere i maks 10 sekunders videoer. Når vi siger Youtubere for 301 
eksempel, så er der rigtig mange unge danske influenter, der har knækket koden på hvordan de laver en 302 
vanvittig fed Youtube kanal. Det har vi bare ikke det samme udvalg af på Snapchat.  303 
 304 
Nej, det er stadig lidt under afprøvelse. 305 
 306 
Charlotte: 307 
Ja, så det findes mere som et add-on til deres andre kanaler – og er ikke den bærende kanal.  308 
 309 
Så det er måske også med lidt afventen i forhold til hvad der dukker op og måske indenfor bestemte segmenter, 310 
der kunne være relevante for et brand. 311 
 312 
Charlotte:  313 
Ja. Og man kan sige, der er jo forskel på at dem. Jeg har i hvert fald haft kampagner, hvor vi så har haft en 314 
lille smule Snapchat på – men det har været et add-on. Det har ikke været det bærende på samme måde som 315 
Coca-Cola. Det er den eneste case, vi har kørt indtil videre, hvor Snapchat har været det bærende – og ikke 316 
kun bærende som den primære mediekanal, men faktisk også som primært content creator. Så på den måde 317 
har vi ikke brugt Snapchat i det omfang. Endnu.  318 
 319 
Nu talte jeg direktøren fra Snaplytics og han fortalte, at der var mange virksomheder, der overvejede at prøve 320 
Snapchat af i deres marketing, men nævnte også, at der var mange der netop var bange for det her med 321 
hvordan de skulle gribe det an og hvad den rigtige måde at gøre det på er. Ville I kunne komme med en form 322 
anbefaling – også gerne på baggrund af personlig vurdering af hvad en virksomhed eller et brand bør overveje 323 
eller hvordan de kan gå til det – hvis de påtænker at kaste sig i Snapchat? 324 
 325 
Charlotte:  326 
Det vigtigste er, at det er enormt ressourcekrævende at få sådan en kanal op at stå. Så det jeg i hvert fald vil 327 
anbefale vores kunder er at 1) Du skal være helt skarp på, hvad er det du gerne vil med kanalen og virkelig 328 
en meget skarp strategi for hvordan du har tænkt dig at komme derhen. Så du har en storytelling og så er der 329 
en del ”test and learn”, det bliver man nødt til når du skal lave en ny kanal på den måde. Men så også at skulle 330 
holde ved det, og det er både en ressourcetung men også en omkostningstung process, så det i hvert fald 331 
noget man skal virkelig overveje inden man kaster sig ud i det. Og der skal være en grund til at gøre det. Man 332 
skal ikke lave en Snapchat kanal bare for at lave en Snapchat kanal.  333 
 334 
Johhni:  335 
Jeg tror det vigtigste, det er også hvad er vores KPI for at bruge Snapchat. Hvad er det vi gerne vil opnå. Det 336 
koster ekstremt mange ressourcer, hvad tror vi at vi kan få. Og den man kan få på Snapchat der er en masse 337 
tid med brugeren, så du kan få noget brand-love og brand awareness, og få en forståelse for hvad der foregår. 338 
Jeg kan se, at der allerede er mange tøjmærker, hvor det kunne være fedt lige at få et lille sneak peak på den 339 
nye kollektion eller alle mulige ting, der kan give mig en følelse af brandet kommer til tættere på brugeren. 340 
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Man kan se rigtig mange celebs bruger også Snapchat, fordi det giver dem mulighed for deres fans at komme 341 
lidt tættere på og få lidt mere brand-love. Og jeg tror, at det sådan man skal bruge det. Man skal lade være 342 
med at tro, at man kan skabe salg gennem Snapchat. Man skal lade være med at tro, at man kan få dem ned 343 
i butikken med det samme. Man skal virkelig tænke på, det man virkelig gerne vil lige nu, det er at få dem (red. 344 
Fans/brugere) lidt tættere på. Og hvis det så kan give noget involvering eller et eller andet, så tror jeg man 345 
skal tænke det igennem en eller anden influent, der allerede har dem (red. brugerne) tæt på. Fordi du starter 346 
helt oppe i den brand-love hvor du skaber opmærksomhed, og for at komme herned, det tror jeg aldrig du vil 347 
gøre på Snapchat. Du skal hellere arbejde heroppe (ved brand-love) og så er du måske heldig at der sker en 348 
involvering hernede. Det er nok sådan man skal tænke det. Men for at være ærlig, så tror jeg at der går 349 
minimum 1 år før brands begynder at kaste sig ud i det her. Fordi især i Danmark er vi lidt mere tilbageholdende 350 
med at hoppe ud i noget helt nyt, for vi har set de første fire-fem cases på det.  351 
 352 
Charlotte:  353 
Og det skyldes nok også de danske medie-budgetter generelt. Det skal man bare huske på. Vi er et lille land, 354 
og vi har ikke nødvendigvis de samme budgetter at lave sjov og ballade med.  355 
 356 
Der skal være valuta for pengene. 357 
 358 
Johhni:  359 
Det skal der. Og vi kigger rigtig meget på ROI’en (return on investment), og jeg vil vove og påstå, at Danmark 360 
er et af de markeder i Norden, der er mest personfokuserede i forhold til hvis vi putter penge i en kanal får vi 361 
så det ud af det igen. Det er selvfølgelig også enormt godt, for det går meget kvalitetsmæssigt til værks, men 362 
det gør også at vi måske satser lidt sikkert.  363 
 364 
Charlotte:  365 
Igen, det koster det samme at producere content til to mennesker, som det koster at producere content til 2 366 
millioner mennesker. Det er klart, jo færre mennesker vi er, jo mere kosteffektive skal vi også være.   367 
 368 
Tak. 369 
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Appendix D 1 
 2 
Transskription of Interview with Thomas Cilius, CEO and Founder, Snaplytics (in English) 3 
Interviewer: Nanna Kirketerp-Møller 4 
Date: April 28th, 2017 5 
 6 
Would you mind explaining to me what is it that makes Snapchat marketing so unique in comparison 7 
to other channels? 8 
 9 
It is the first time you, well, keep it simple. Old, traditional social media platforms are pretty good at 10 
driving traffic to your website. Everybody’s happy. Show your daily deal. Do some click-baiting. As 11 
you have seen in the news over the last year and a half. Basically, what Snapchat was the first one 12 
to do, was to do something much more around branding and actual storytelling. This is the first time 13 
you’re able to give your brand or persona an actual story - and not just something you need to read 14 
or something you need to click on. But an actual story with a coherent meaning to it. So, it is pretty 15 
standard for doing more branding and less sales. And that’s is basically what we’re moving towards. 16 
Snapchat is the first one to do it. Instagram Stories is doing it pretty well. Facebook Stories may be 17 
doing it well sometime in the future - right now they suck at it, because nobody uses it. My guess is, 18 
that we’re going to see a zillion new platforms pop up, that does more or less the same. It may not 19 
be ephemeral in terms of disappearing. But you have apps like Musically, Periscope doing some 20 
kind of “near-life” storytelling as well. Basically, there has been this movement for the last two to two 21 
and a half years of things going from traditional to live-ish kind of content. Snapchat classifies as a 22 
“near life” to stick to that terminology. I guess that’s what it does so good. 23 
 24 
Have you been on Periscope? 25 
 26 
I have and it’s been a while and only briefly, but.. 27 
 28 
Did you broadcast yourself on Periscope? 29 
 30 
No. 31 
 32 
It’s - I’m not interesting enough to do half an hour of Q&A with me. I’m not interesting enough. I can 33 
do ten, perhaps a hundred, seconds of content for Snapchat and still be somewhat amusing. So that 34 
is probably why Snapchat is working so well. So that is probably why the content is being cloned.  35 
 36 
It sounds like a good deal and almost too good to be true. Are there any downsides to Snapchat 37 
marketing, any significant challenges? 38 
 39 
Nobody knows how to do it. That would be challenge number one. There is a difference between 40 
you being a person on Snapchat versus you being an influencer on Snapchat versus you being a 41 
brand on Snapchat. Three completely different cases. And quite often, people don’t get that. So they 42 
post on Snapchat as if they were an influencer. Because they have viewed influencers for so long 43 
and copy how they do it. If they’re a brand, that is definitely not the approach to take. Low density, 44 
high quality. That seems to be more the way to go. And not necessarily to be heard all the time 45 
throughout the day. Low density, high quality, because it is basically more video production, you’re 46 
doing. So, that’s probably coming down to what is difficult. With the good narrative week after week 47 
after week. Few can figure out how to do it next year. Being interesting on that front. There is a few 48 
brand excelling pretty well at that part. Basically, normally you have to come up with some shit to 49 
sell them on whatever platform you’re on. Or create content et cetera. What you do on Snapchat is 50 
that you sort of tap into your corporate branding and try to transfer that to your Snapchat account. 51 
That is the kind of content you should be putting on. Just your corporate branding and act that out 52 
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into real story. And then you have your content. Do that on a continuous basis and you have a 53 
channel. It seems to be hard for quite a few of them to just wrap their head around.  54 
 55 
And that is one of the greatest challenges of companies and brands on Snapchat? 56 
 57 
To do content. Imagine, today when you have a social media department, there’s some people pretty 58 
good at writing headlines and doing e-mails and working with the click-though ratios and engaging 59 
with the community in terms of how does Facebook work and we need to beat the algoritm et cetera. 60 
But what you need of capabilities in terms of being on Snapchat is quite different. You need, at best, 61 
a host. Someone to be in front of the camera. It might not be anyone you have in the department 62 
right now. It is probably an old Youtube host or someone that kind of loves the camera. You need to 63 
have that relationship with the camera and the person in front of the camera. And then you need a 64 
director or someone behind the camera to, sort of, be in line with the narrative you want to play out. 65 
Let the camera man help the person in front of the camera. This person you probably already have. 66 
Social media wizard to spread on other social platforms. Because you don’t have any (..not clear..) 67 
on Snapchat. You need to find the people somewhere and that is why you need to spread the 68 
content. And there is good and bad ways to do that.  69 
 70 
So, who are the companies, the brands, on Snapchat in Denmark? 71 
 72 
In Denmark? None. It is the least developed country in this part of Europe.  73 
 74 
So it is not that common yet, it is not mainstream at all? 75 
 76 
Not at all. And it is kind of interesting, because it turns out, actually, that when you look towards men: 77 
More men use Snapchat on a weekly, or more often, basis than they use Instagram. They watch 78 
more content on the platform. And then they post on the platform. So, if I was a brand in Denmark, 79 
say, Silvan or Bauhaus or wtf. If I had a male audience or a male clothing brand, I wouldn’t 80 
necessarily focus heavily and exclusively on Instagram. Because the audience I have would spend 81 
more time on Snapchat. Even though, none of them tend to be extremely active in the platform, it is 82 
kind of interesting, because if look at someone that resembles us quite a lot. The Netherlands, for 83 
example. In Amsterdam the police force is on Snapchat. If you look towards Sweden, Sweden moves 84 
a lot faster than we do in pretty much everything marketing-related. They have something similar to 85 
Mashable over there. They have been doing conferences around Snapchat every quarter for quite 86 
some time. And there is a lot of agencies specializing specifically in Snapchat. And Norway as well, 87 
they do quite a lot of interesting stuff around the area as well. They have some of their big 88 
newspapers, big TV stations on. Here we’re still struggling, trying to figure out, it is all very 89 
conservative here.  90 
 91 
So a bit behind compared to our peers? 92 
 93 
I wouldn’t say behind, but it is still like in Denmark: The media landscape or the marketing managers 94 
are very conservative and they don’t see the potential upside in terms of how trying on any kind of 95 
new channel. They are definitely not gonna do it. And that means they are gonna miss out on quite 96 
big opportunities on the firstmover part. I mean, you can follow a certain amount of brands on 97 
Snapchat and then you’re not gonna follow any more until you unfollow some of them at least. And 98 
you need to learn at some point, because this is apparently the way of storytelling that is here to 99 
stay. Maybe not in Snapchat, you’re gonna do it, but you can do it in Instagram Stories. You can do 100 
it on other platforms like Stories. It is probably a skillset you need to grow up at some point – and 101 
develop. And then we can see in the US, where we have our main market, that every single person 102 
and every single brand in the US, they are on Snapchat. In Denmark, we’re having the same 103 
discussion as we did in, what, 2006 - 2007? Do we have a Facebook strategy? That was a big thing. 104 
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Should we be on Facebook? What kind of activities should we have on Facebook? Right now, we 105 
don’t really have that discussion anymore. Yes, you are on Facebook. You have claimed that part. 106 
And yes, you also have your Instagram page, because it kind of makes sense. To claim that part 107 
and be somewhat present on that. Right now in Denmark, we have the discussion: Should we be on 108 
Snapchat, Instagram Stories? US moved beyond that point. So, right now we’re having a 2006 - 109 
2007 discussion around story-based platforms. And maybe we should accelerate that somewhat 110 
and get going. Most of them seem to be going.  111 
 112 
So that means that the practice in Denmark is not that strategically founded for the brands on 113 
Snapchat, it is more ad hoc? 114 
 115 
You do it for small campaigns. I mean, it is fun for campaigns. It is really interesting when you 116 
perceive it as a short-form Youtube channel, instead. Then it becomes interesting. This is very 117 
informal video channel. You need to do it every now and then and say some shit that’s going to 118 
disappear. And you can say some other shit the day after, and it may not be totally aligned, but 119 
nobody’s gonna hear and nag about it, right? So, it just opens up for a lot more candid content on 120 
the platform. And it’s in your pocket. Imagine, in the summer: I wouldn’t sit inside and watch Youtube. 121 
I would, however, don’t mind to watch some sort of Snapchat while being outside or whatsoever.  122 
 123 
So an ever present channel? 124 
 125 
Yeah. It’s funny, it’s short, it fits pretty well to the attention span of most of the youthful audience 126 
today.  127 
 128 
So what is the successful campaign? What is it Danish brands need to do better? 129 
 130 
Well, the thing is: They don’t need to do campaigns. They need to do actual channels. Staff up and 131 
have the people around. I mean, you can do it one person, if you really wanna do it, you probably 132 
need like three persons to operate a really successful Snapchat channel. But then you can do some 133 
really, really good shit. You need someone in front of the camera. You need someone to just help 134 
and make sure everything is being recorded. I mean, just be the director of whatever you’re 135 
recording. You need someone to do some of the copywriting. Because coming up with content on a 136 
continuous basis is difficult. So you need someone to be in tune with that storyline, the overarching 137 
storyline, you’re always gonna have, and then the actual episodes you’re gonna do week by week 138 
by week. Then the social media wizards, you probably already have them on the team. But you need 139 
to staff around it, cause it’s different, but once you do staff around it the benefit of being on the 140 
platform is just insane. Because competition is less. Right now, we have quite a few brands on 141 
Instagram Stories and they are really active. Out of 6,000 brands, we just check if they do a story 142 
over a two-week period. 4,000 posted a story over a two-week period. That’s a lot. The similar 143 
amount of that on Snapchat would probably be around 400 (red. posts). So it also means that the 144 
amount of brands you follow on Instagram is insane compared to brands you follow on Snapchat - if 145 
any. So whether you’re gonna see the story of any particular brand on Instagram is gonna be more 146 
remote than you watching a story from someone you actually chose to follow for the stories part on 147 
Snapchat. So the open rate on Snapchat is just insanely high. Up towards 50%. Which is insane. I 148 
mean, if you have a Facebook page with, say, a 100,000 people, you have a rate around 1% who’s 149 
gonna see your updates. Then you hit a 1,000 people. And 1% or 10% if you are really good and 150 
you interact with your content of some sort. So basically, you can hit 1,000 people and if you’re really 151 
good then they’re gonna make a comment on it or a like or something like that. To get the same 152 
number on Snapchat, you need 2,000 people to follow you, because 50% gonna open your stories. 153 
Just by opening your story, they need to tap you - tap on your name, right? That’s the first part of 154 
engagement. That just blew the mind of your Facebook, right? So yeah, the comparison’s a bit off.  155 
 156 
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You provide some of the Danish brands with the metrics to indicate -- 157 
 158 
Yeah, we have some few Danish brands as clients. Something really interesting is DSB. They have 159 
been starting out on Snapchat and they’re good. I mean, Snapchat is a good channel for this. Cause, 160 
you can’t comment. I mean, basically everyone loves to hate DSB, but you still wanna see what 161 
content they have. You have some brands where you -- I mean, this is a video production, right? We 162 
can go back and forth and talk, but there are always going to be haters, but this particular one has 163 
some great content. And then you have brands like Lunarway who’s doing the app for the banking 164 
for the youth. I mean, that fits very nicely into the target audience. Tattodle doing great things and 165 
fits nicely as well. I mean, you don’t mind doing some snapchatting on that one, but you don’t want 166 
your bond tattoo on the internet forever.  167 
 168 
Some brands like those are interesting, but we still miss out on some of the big ones as well. That’s 169 
TV2 doing something, something, but not much. It is kind of funny, because broadcasters have a 170 
tremendous opportunity to, in terms of, doing anything on Snapchat. We have quite a few 171 
broadcasters from abroad on the platform. And they come from a story-based platform. Now they 172 
just need it to do TV really short. That’s it. I mean, they already have the mindset for succeeding on 173 
the platform. I mean, they’re pretty used to this. So they should really embrace it and get platform 174 
the sooner, the better. BBC did it for the show Eastenders, and they’re running a channel now - they 175 
got Sherlock Holmes on it, and after that something else, I think it’s Dr. Who. But they have an insane 176 
amount of followers on the platform, an insane amount of engagement. And they’re really doing it 177 
well. And how are you going to convince people to come back to your show next week? Or when 178 
you’re doing the second episode? Now, you can start the week before, just warming up. All the loyal 179 
viewers you have at the end of last season, just warming them up for the first two weeks. Give them 180 
a bit behind-the-scenes et cetera - a bit they’re gonna see on premiere night. So it’s just thinking out 181 
of the box.  182 
 183 
And for some brands it is like a match made in heaven to be on Snapchat? 184 
 185 
Yeah - for most it should be a no-brainer.  186 
 187 
Are there some industries where it wouldn’t make sense at all? 188 
 189 
No. See it as a way, for you to easily do videos. It is a video platform. Just like Youtube. Youtube 190 
just takes a lot longer to produce, but it is 10 seconds each time, right? You may wanna do a few of 191 
them, may wanna retake them, then it’s going to take you half an hour. Then you’re good, right?  192 
 193 
So we have huge car manufacturers on the platform. Which use it for HR purposes. So basically, 194 
they’re gonna use a shitload of engineers in the next two years fresh out of universities, those who 195 
have a thing for the internet of things, and connected devices and cars. Finding a few thousand 196 
university students even for those factories it can be difficult. So they do a “this is how it is to work 197 
in our factory” for the whole university team. Period. I mean, “this is how it is - come join us next 198 
week for an experience for yourself - and we have demo-day the week after and then you can come 199 
and have an interview with the CEO” et cetera. Just to stay attractive towards that sort of skilled 200 
developers and students. Basically, they treated it as a video platform. Not something with emoticons 201 
and funny faces. I mean, don’t do emoticons, don’t do funny faces, don’t do filters. It is fun when you 202 
do it with your friends, but it is really not what you expect from a brand.  203 
 204 
So it is not all about humor, behind-the-scenes -- 205 
 206 
No, no, no.  207 
 208 
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-- but serious content? 209 
 210 
This is back to..  as I started by mentioning, this is your brand enacted on a video platform. So unless 211 
your brand is about humor and funny faces - no. There will be no humor, no funny faces.  212 
 213 
We’re on Snapchat as well and we do analytics. So we push analytics numbers. And make it kind of 214 
simple. We do small interviews with different people. Just do really short interviews. “What do you 215 
think should be -- on Snapchat?” etc. and then they are going to talk about that. It can be an interview 216 
platform. Because it is a video platform.  217 
 218 
So there is a lot of options? 219 
 220 
Yeah. This is conceptualized - a short-form video. It is not for smileys and emoticons. 221 
 222 
.. Jokes or memes? 223 
 224 
You can do all that. But you’re gonna go it with your friends or you’re gonna do it as an influencer, 225 
because it is a different connection you have with your audience.  226 
 227 
Concerning the metrics you provide for the brands you collaborate with: Which ones do you consider 228 
to be the most significant ones, when working with the indication of what is a successful campaign? 229 
Is there any general answer to that question? 230 
 231 
[Shakes head] It depends on, what you’re looking for. I mean, you want to grow your account on a 232 
continuous basis, so you want your number of new followers to grow continuously. Because people 233 
will stop following you at some point. And unlike other platforms, if you don’t actively recruit followers, 234 
your follower count is going to fall. It doesn’t happen naturally because you create good content. You 235 
just spread that content to other social platforms. So new followers is a really good metric. “First 236 
opens” is probably the second one, I’ll be looking at. If that one is not going up, at least at the same 237 
pace as your new followers. If you get 200 new followers, I would expect your first opens to go up 238 
with almost 200 as well. Basically coming back to third metric being open rate, how many followers 239 
actually see your content. It can be kind of hard to calculate. Especially, if you just do everything 240 
manually. It is going to be pretty impossible. In that case: Focus on the open rate and the new 241 
followers. But I would count the new followers still to be the most important one. You need to still 242 
have that fingerspitzgefühl about how many followers you get. Otherwise you’re going to die out. So 243 
if you have any sort of analytics to sort it out, look at the open rate and look at how those new 244 
followers actually found you. Basically, it enables you to do more of what seems to be working. And 245 
if you have channels you’re not even utilizing today, you should probably start utilizing them. Simple 246 
as that. That - and get away from the notion to do campaigns. Maybe more important: Don’t do 247 
campaigns. Do real, actual channels. That is how you going to.. I mean, this is your brand storytelling. 248 
You don’t do brand storytelling as a campaign. Hopefully not. Then you should seriously consider 249 
why you are in business and whether you should close down. You do brand storytelling because this 250 
is your DNA, your bread and butter, this is what makes people buy your product, and be top-of-mind 251 
whenever they want to buy products. So this is not click-bait, this is branding. So you don’t want to 252 
do campaigns, you want to do something on a continuous basis. Even Universal Music, I mean, they 253 
would at best do something, something around their own artists. Just really making them come alive 254 
on Instagram, Instagram Stories, Snapchat for those really dedicated to them. They can have much 255 
more filters, much more fun stuff on the platform, but they need to focus on the music part as well. 256 
Giving a bit behind-the-scenes, do some of “Hey we just sitting and jamming”. That sort of thing, just 257 
to give really something to the audience. But, I mean, it kind of plays itself, doesn’t it?  258 
 259 
So there should be like a strategic purpose that runs through all content?  260 
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 261 
The thing is that actually (..). The influencers we talked to around Snapchat, say that the call to action 262 
on Snapchat is so much stronger. If they ask people to do stuff, then they’re actually going to do it. 263 
Compared to do anything asked on Facebook, Instagram. When they ask the followers on Snapchat, 264 
they’re likely going to pull through. So if you build a loyal following on Snapchat as an artist - “Go 265 
listen to my album on Spotify”. Well fucking Hell, they’re likely going to do that. And now you can 266 
even do, I mean, if you have your own audience and know how to operate Snapchat, you can put in 267 
a QR code with the direct link to the Spotify playlist - and you just click it. Boom. There we go. 268 
 269 
It is more effect full than any of the other channels.  270 
 271 
It is definitely a way for you to propagate more people to listen to your music and just be exposed to 272 
whenever you have your release date. It would be a freaking no-brainer. I just don’t really see anyone 273 
doing it.  274 
 275 
With your experience and your brands considered: Do you have some general recommendations for 276 
how to produce content? 277 
 278 
Nah. Okay maybe. Well, we don’t do much content ourselves. We do analytics. But we have been 279 
looking at the industry for quite a while. Maybe, just like any other social platform, we do a content 280 
calendar.  And you do it 90 days ahead. As for the sharing, you just start writing out your content 281 
schedule for the next 30 days. All the way down to who’s going to say what at what time. If you’re 282 
going to do anything in front of the camera. “Who do we need in front of the camera? What kind of 283 
extra do we need to make this work?” And then write it and then on a weekly basis you just make 284 
sure you have everything aligned. Because once you actually do shoot that thing particular for your 285 
Snapchat account - you want to make sure it is a freaking, fucking good high quality. And you want 286 
to be able to hear the sound, see the video. Not have it murky, black of lights et cetera. Make sure 287 
it is an actual good production you make. You may be an influencer, but if you’re a brand, then you’re 288 
not an influencer, you are not a friend. So the tolerance towards crappy content is going to be less. 289 
“I will unfollow you if you do crappy content a few times in a row”. And you don’t want that as a brand. 290 
You want to ensure good content - and that requires planning. So plan, plan, plan. And make sure 291 
to get a fucking good host. I almost can’t empathize that point enough. If you have a really good 292 
host, you can get away with almost anything else.  293 
 294 
So it’s also a little bit about charisma? 295 
 296 
Charisma. At best, someone who’s also a bit of eye-candy for whichever segment you want to cater 297 
to. You’ll want someone to at least make love to that phone lens. I mean, why would I spend two 298 
minutes watching whatever the Hell you’re posting, right? Example: The LA based, actually a start-299 
up, Arsenic TV. I don’t know if you’ve seen their Snapchat content? 300 
 301 
No, I don’t think so. 302 
 303 
It’s freaking huge. They are in Instagram as well. Pretty huge in the US among teens there - and 304 
slightly older. Basically, if you ask teens in the US: “What would you rather: feature on MTV/VH1/.. 305 
versus be featured on the Arsenic TV Snapchat channel?” They would rather be on the Arsenic TV 306 
Snapchat channel. It is a channel like yours. Because then they know they are going to be 307 
“instafamous”. They can make a living afterwards, just being an influencer. And it’s mainly women 308 
on the platform, on the channel. They don’t necessarily wear too much clothes. They’re not nude, 309 
but they don’t wear too much clothes. It’s like a youthful version of the Playboy Magazine, but still 310 
run by women and by young people. And they’re just having a blast. They do behind-the-scenes, 311 
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they do all kind of shit. But it’s really, really working for them. They have millions of followers on the 312 
platform, it’s just how to make the money.  313 
 314 
This is a collaboration that almost benefits the influencers more than the brand?  315 
 316 
Yeah. They do around 4-5 minutes of content almost every day on Snapchat. It is a video platform. 317 
They don’t necessarily use that many filters et cetera, they do actual content.  318 
 319 
Specifically for the platform? 320 
 321 
It is recorded in the app, posted to the app. Only for the app. 322 
 323 
So in regard to how many brands use Snapchat in Denmark and how they use it: What does the 324 
future hold, do you think? Is this discussion about whether we should be on Snapchat going to be 325 
dragged on? Or is something going to spark a mass movement to Snapchat? 326 
 327 
No, I don’t think so. Snapchat is just one of the platforms for story-based medium. It is just a platform 328 
where you have the kind of storytelling. The kind of storytelling is going to live on. It is going to be 329 
perhaps on Snapchat, Instagram Stories, perhaps some third platform. Whatever it may be. I do 330 
foresee that going forward there’s going to be less and less Facebooking. When did you post last 331 
time? 332 
 333 
That’s been quite a while – a few months.  334 
 335 
When was the last time you did commenting on people’s post on Facebook? 336 
 337 
That’s very rare - in general. 338 
 339 
But that’s what you’re supposed to do. That has become a social media backbone. Now you use it 340 
to indicate going to events, and you use Messenger (red. Facebook chat app) to stay in touch with 341 
whomever’s closest to you. Then you use Instagram for something else. Mainly you’re going to follow 342 
your friends, you’re going to post occasionally, but not too often, but who’s going to post on 343 
Instagram? So far it’s definitely influencers and different brands. Beautifully created content. Now 344 
they’ve started doing the albums of different pictures, which makes good sense, because likely 345 
they’re moving towards becoming a new Facebook. Because that is what people are moving 346 
towards. Because a lot of people are not on Facebook anymore, and they have their story-based 347 
thing. So how do you stand apart from the masses on Instagram? Likely to do something, something 348 
around story-based - so you can do it on Instagram, on Snapchat, on whatever else that may pop 349 
up in the future. But you’re definitely going to do something story-based. So you might as well just 350 
learn the skillset, and you want to get hold of some old Youtuber, because they are pretty used to 351 
being in front of the camera and do videos. And then you’re probably good.  352 
 353 
Laura, who’s in New York, tells me that you can do paid advertisements and filters on Snapchat in 354 
the US: What do you think the potential is of that?  355 
 356 
Insane. I mean, it’s insane. I mean, the amount of gorilla marketing you can do with filters, the amount 357 
of private people, private persons, that would benefit hugely from filters. Imagine your upcoming 358 
graduation - if you could do a filter for your graduation ceremony with your picture and your name 359 
saying “Hey - what’s up?” And you may pay around 10$ to do it. That would be worth every single 360 
penny of it. So you would probably do it. And that’s what happened in the US. People buy filters for 361 
different venues - often there’s only a certain amount of filters for each venue. So you often see 362 
people walking around with their laptop trying to find a spot where it’s possible to buy a filter. You 363 
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have a combination of private and sponsored filters. But the whole augmented reality part of 364 
Snapchat, it is moving towards, in terms of the filters, the advertisements et cetera. They’re really 365 
interesting. A view of a Facebook ad is when you happen to have it on your screen for more than 366 
three seconds. I think quite a few advertisers would pay quite an amount of money for me viewing 367 
the content, but still Facebook says I viewed it. Playing with content on some of the filters part from 368 
a brand/end-user perspective means actually co-creating something with the brand. Sponsored stuff 369 
they put on the platform. It is a totally different experience. This is branding. There is no click-through, 370 
it is pure branding. “This is our name, this is us, remember us (..unclear..)”. They are running some 371 
tests now on ad downloads, which is working really, really well. They can place things in the ad, 372 
right. So many of the ads running are really efficient. And they have pretty good audience, especially 373 
in the US.  374 
 375 
So paid advertisements on Snapchat is the way forward? It doesn’t forfeit some of the qualities of 376 
the more organic interaction at this point?  377 
 378 
I can’t see how. I mean, well you can pay for it if you want. But you’re not likely to pay for the access 379 
to your social media channel so. I mean, everybody was complaining when Snapchat started to 380 
advertise. Even more started complaining when Instagram started doing it, but nobody’s been 381 
complaining for a while. 382 
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Appendix E  1 
 2 
Interview med Christian W. Larsen, editor in Chief, Dansk Markedsføring (in Danish) 3 
Conducted by e-mail 4 
Date: June 6th, 2017 5 
 6 
Snapchat 7 
 8 
∙ Hvad er det Snapchat kan som marketing platform? Hvad er det, det kan sammenlignet med 9 
andre sociale platforme? 10 
– Snapchat er et yderst specialiseret socialt medie, mest brugt til at udveksle billeder og tegninger, 11 
men tekst kan også sendes. Fordi beskederne kun en synlige i ganske kort tid er mediet kun for de 12 
hurtige. Det er med andre enkelt at afgrænse målgruppen. 13 
Mange forbinder Snapchat med hurtig kommunikation, ofte af vovet karakter, men det er jo ikke et 14 
krav. 15 
Som markedsføringskanal er det af tvivlsom værdi, med mindre hastigheden i sig selv er en 16 
parameter. Har man budskaber, der kan accelereres, vil de blive accelereret, hvis budskaberne 17 
sidder lige i skabet. 18 
Tænker man sig, at et brand har budskaber, der netop har hastighed som en del af dna’en, kan 19 
platformen formentlig anvendes. Måske endda som en test for at se, om fx et design fænger. Det 20 
vil jo blive aflivet med det samme, hvis det ikke deles. 21 
Snapchat er et af den slags medier, der sandsynliggør, at det modsatte af kærlighed ikke er vrede. 22 
Det modsatte af kærlighed er ligegyldighed. Ignoreres en post er den død. 23 
 24 
∙ Hvor udbredt oplever du/I, at brugen af Snapchat-marketing er?  25 
– Det er endnu ikke ret udbredt, dvs. at Snapchat bruges eksperimenterende. Men der er jo 26 
stensikkert, at brugerne er Generation Z. 27 
http://markedsforing.dk/artikler/kampagner/fremtidens-forbrugere-er-kr-sne 28 
 29 
https://www.quora.com/Why-do-people-use-Snapchat 30 
 31 
Jeg er ikke bekendt med brands, der bruger Snapchat som en del af en større strategi. Derfor er 32 
det stadig et taktisk medie, der kan ”friste”, snarere end være en del af forretningen.  33 
 34 
Hvis jeg var jer, ville jeg trevle YouTube igennem for at se, hvad nogle af de mest kendte danske 35 
danske youtubere bruger Snapchat. 36 
Prøv fx via GuldTuben, der er en konkurrence for de bedste youtubere, sponseret af Splay.  37 
 38 
∙ Hvilke udfordringer ville du vurdere, at danske brands har med Snapchat-marketing? 39 
– Det fremgår vist meget godt at det, jeg allerede har svaret. 40 
 41 
Jeg ville aldrig turde anbefale brands at bruge Snapchat i markedsføringen. Simpelthen fordi jeg 42 
ikke anbefaler værktøjer, der ikke er testede. 43 
Old school? Javist, men et flygtigt medie uden evidens for noget som helst, der kan knyttes til ens 44 
forretning, kan man risikofrit lade andre brands teste. 45 
 46 

Markedsføringstrends 47 
 48 
∙ Hvilke tendenser ser du/I som værende de mest dominerende indenfor markedsføring anno 49 
2017? 50 
Er der nogle specifikke tendenser som er særligt dominerende på de sociale medier? 51 
 52 

http://markedsforing.dk/artikler/kampagner/fremtidens-forbrugere-er-kr-sne
https://www.quora.com/Why-do-people-use-Snapchat
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Læs dette indlæg: 53 
 54 
http://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2017/05/17/the-biggest-lies-digital-marketers-tell-themselves 55 
 56 
Heraf kan I se, at markedsføring ikke har ændret sig radikalt, det er kun mængden af kanaler og 57 
platforme, der er blevet større. 58 
Hvis man overhovedet kan forestille sig en tendens, så er det den ultimative konsekvens af Lester 59 
Wundermans tanker fra 50’erne, nemlig at nu kan brands ramme specifikke målgrupper helt ned til 60 
1:1 på det rigtige tidspunkt. 61 
Det er en teknologisk landvinding, javist, men ændrer ikke på marketing som strategisk og taktisk 62 
disciplin. 63 
 64 
∙ Særligt video (både korte såsom Snapchat og længere såsom YouTube, samt live-streaming) er 65 
blevet populært som kommunikationsmiddel de seneste år. 66 
Har du et bud på hvorfor netop denne form for kommunikationsmiddel er blevet populær? 67 
 68 
”Fordi man kan” er det rigtige svar. Brands med store budgetter eksperimenterer, fordi de har råd 69 
til teknologien. 70 
Nogle, der har mindre budgetter, gør det, fordi de kan koble deres målgrupper til de flygtige medier 71 
i håbet om at levere relevant kommunikation, der ville være for dyre at levere via andre kanaler.  72 
Husk dog på, at uanset kanal, så er al kommerciel kommunikation i sidste instans reklame. Bare i 73 
ny indpakning. 74 
 75 

∙ "Content is king" er kendt udtryk indenfor marketing anno 2017, hvor ser du/I udviklingen af 76 
content bevæge sig hen af?  77 
 78 
Content er kommet for at blive – og blive endnu mere udbredt. Ikke mindst fordi dygtige bureauer 79 
er lykkes med at sælge budskabet om, at jo bedre (mere relevant) content er, desto større effekt. 80 
Tjek den australske professor Mark Ritson ud. Han er særdeles kritisk over for brugen af 81 
nyemedier. 82 
 83 
Likes, reach og followers er varm luft i forhold til konkrete KPI’er. Til syvende og sidst skal der 84 
være salg i kommerciel kommunikation. Går man omveje, fx via omdømme målinger og den slags, 85 
skyldes det, at man ikke kan mål rigtig effekt (altså salg) af de luftige medier. 86 
 87 
∙ Betegnelser såsom "Buzz-marketing" og "community-marketing" dukker op flere steder, kan du 88 
kort beskrive hvad disse går ud på og hvilke betydning de har for traditionel marketing?  89 
Stadig varm luft. Word of Mouth har eksisteret altid. Det har partnerskaber også. Nye ord ændrer 90 
ikke på det. 91 
 92 
∙ Muligheden for at holde "digitalt fri" eller tage en "digital detox" er en tendens, som flere benytter 93 
sig af i dag - Vil denne tendens præge den digitale markedsføring i de kommende år? 94 
Der er ingen tvivl om, at marketing lige som alt andet udvikler sig cyklisk. Men en ren 95 
tilbagevenden til analoge medier vil aldrig ske. 96 
For første gang i år vil digital være større end tv-budskaberne globalt. DK har det længe været en 97 
kendsgerning. Marketing mikset vil fortsætte med at blive kompliceret, men dygtige bureauer og 98 
marketingchefer vil bruge præcis de kanaler, der giver ”Bang for the Buck”. 99 
Snapchat, podcast osv. osv. vil udfylde en marginal rolle i mange, mange endnu. 100 
 101 
∙ Ser du/I nogle problematikker i udviklingen indenfor Markedsføring? 102 
Som en generel tendens tror jeg, at PR-bureauer (og event bureauerne) vil vinde frem på 103 
bekostning af reklamebureauerne. Men også det vilændre sig, når kravene til kreativitet igen 104 

http://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2017/05/17/the-biggest-lies-digital-marketers-tell-themselves
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kommer i højsædet. Det er trods alt reklamebureauernes varemærke, og så længe de holder fast i 105 
det værktøj, vil de fortsat have en eksistensberettigelse. 106 
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Appendix F 1 
 2 
Interview med Mette Bierbum Bacher, Head of Social, Mindshare (In Danish) 3 
Interviewer: Laura C. Stanek-Bossen 4 
Date: August 22nd, 2017 5 
 6 
Kort præsentation 7 
 8 
Hvad er det Snapchat kan som marketingplatform? 9 
 10 
Mette: 11 
For det første kan vi se, at det er en platform, der bare er vokset helt vildt hurtigt på meget meget 12 
kort tid. Jeg har lige hevet de nyeste tal ud til jer, hvis I nu ikke havde noget statistik på det. Den 13 
analyse vi har nu, som hedder Mindshare Reklameanalysen og som vi laver hvert år, og her for 14 
2017, viser den at der på Snapchat er 1,2 aktive brugere om måneden. Det er altså er et super-15 
stort medie, det kommer jo lige efter Facebook, og ja det er faktisk det andet største sociale medie 16 
i Danmark, hvor Instagram faktisk kommer efter Snapchat, så det er virkelig sådan vokset rigtig 17 
hurtigt og meget eksplosivt, og nok også det som virksomhederne virkelig kan se - at der bare sker 18 
noget der. Hvor at de i starten måske var sådan lidt, at de ikke vidste hvad de skulle gøre med det 19 
her medie, men de kan bare se, at især den meget unge målgruppe er jo super meget på 20 
Snapchat. Og der er jo mange virksomheder, som gerne vil have fat i de yngre målgrupper - det er 21 
især de 16-24 årige, der er faktisk 55% af dem, der er på Snapchat. Og af de 25-34 årige er 35%, 22 
der er på Snapchat. Og det er jo nogle forbrugere, som man altid gerne vil have fat i, næsten 23 
uanset hvilken virksomhed du er, det er nogle du du gerne sørge for at de kender dit brand og 24 
kender dig til dig osv., derfor er relevant for disse virksomheder at vide hvordan de skal agere på 25 
Snapchat.   26 
 27 
Hvad er det Snapchat kan sammenlignet med de andre sociale medie platforme? 28 
 29 
Mette: 30 
Det der er med Snapchat, det er, at de siger faktisk talt, at de ikke er et socialt medie, men at de er 31 
en kamera virksomhed. Og det betyder egentlig bare, at det de gerne vil have, det er at folk 32 
begynder, og det faktisk lykkes med, at kommunikere med billeder i stedet for at man skriver en 33 
sms eller skriver en update et sted. Og det er også derfor, at når du åbner Snapchat i dag, så går 34 
den direkte ind på kameraet, det er det der “camera first” som de gerne vil kunne gøre og også 35 
fortælle folk om. Og det er også det som folk har taget til sig - det med at kommunikere via billeder. 36 
For på Snapchat behøver det ikke være særlig flot eller perfekt i og med billederne ikke bliver 37 
liggende særlig lang tid, medmindre du selvfølgelig lægger den op til din story (red. MyStory). Så 38 
gør det også bare, at du har mulighed for at tage et billede og sende det afsted til nogle venner, og 39 
så forsvinder det faktisk forholdsvist hurtigt igen. Og det gør jo at i dag, der er vi jo en i en tid, hvor 40 
vi er ekstremt opmærksomme på den selviscenesættelse af dig selv, så hvis du skulle lægge et 41 
billede op, ligesom du gør på Facebook eller Instagram, der ligger i lang tid, så er du ekstremt 42 
bevidst om hvad det siger om dig selv og hvilken opfattelse, du gerne vil have at folk har af dig. 43 
Med Snapchat, der har du mulighed for at sende ting til dine venner, sige at det her er rigtig sjovt, 44 
og det selvfølgelig også stadig noget om personen, men der er bare mulighed for at kommunikere 45 
på en helt anden måde, som er mindre poleret end nogle af de andre medier er. Og så har 46 
Snapchat også være gode til at komme alle mulige nye ting hele tiden, de kommer med deres filtre 47 
og lenses, og alle mulige mimiker, der gør at Snapchat bliver ret sjovt for folk at bruge. For du kan 48 
få en masse ting til at se anderledes ud, og du kan lægge emojis henover osv.  49 
 50 
Du nævnte tidligere den her unge målgruppe - er der andre end dem på Snapchat? 51 
 52 
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Mette: 53 
Der er også en lidt ældre målgruppe. Vi har nogle tal, der viser, at der er 6% af folk på Snapchat, 54 
der er mellem 35 og 44. Og det er så i Danmark alle de tal jeg nævner her. Og så er der også en 55 
lille smule, som er der fra 45 til 54 år. Men det er helt tydeligt, at hvis du gerne vil have målgruppen 56 
- op til 34 år - så er det klart Snapchat, som du skal på - og også gerne op til 25 år - altså under 25. 57 
Der er nok også nogen, der kender til det med at deres mødre eller en ældre kollega er kommet 58 
ind på Snapchat, men det er klart den unge målgruppe, der bruger den super-meget og som 59 
sender Snaps hele tiden.   60 
 61 
Hvorfor tror du, at Snapchat er blevet så populær lige blandt den her målgruppe (red. den yngre)?  62 
 63 
Mette: 64 
Som sagt, så tror jeg, at det handler om at du kan kommunikere meget let via Snapchat, og det er 65 
jo noget, som de unge, der er vokset op i dag - de har altid levet med internettet og sociale medier, 66 
og de er jo derfor bare vant til at bruge det. Det er den ene ting. Noget andet er, at når man sådan 67 
ser på sociale medier sådan helt generelt, så går folk mere og mere ind i lukkede grupper og 68 
lukkede fora. Og det kan man så sige at Snapchat, hvor du selvfølgelig skal godkende de folk, som 69 
du har derinde. Men i forhold til Facebook, hvor du måske minimum har 200 venner, og mange har 70 
også flere tusinde, så har man på Snapchat i gennemsnit 28 Snapchat-kontakter, og det bliver 71 
bare sådan et meget mere lukket fora. Og det kan folk godt lide - at det ikke bliver ligesom på 72 
Facebook, hvor alle kan se det, også deres forældre for eksempel. Så det er klart også det her 73 
med at det langt mere privat, som også en stor trend helt generelt, der har gjort at Snapchat er 74 
blevet så stort.  75 
 76 
Hvor udbredt oplever du/I inde hos jer, at brugen af Snapchat marketing er blandt danske brands? 77 
 78 
Mette: 79 
Den er ikke super stor. Det er jo netop det som vi kan se er udfordringen ved at bruge Snapchat, 80 
det er at det kræver rigtig mange ressourcer. Mange brands i dag har jo en Facebook, og så har 81 
mange af dem også en Instagram, så hvis man skal have en helt ny platform op og køre, så 82 
kræver det helt vildt mange ressourcer - hvordan kommunikere vi på Snapchat, hvem skal stå for 83 
det, hvem skal stå for at svare osv. Det er i hvert fald en af grundene til at det kræver mange 84 
ressourcer, og hele det her med at få platformen op og køre. Derudover kan vi så se, at der en del 85 
nyhedsmedier på Snapchat - Metro Expres har brugt det en del, hvor de lavede nogle meget fine 86 
ting. Så kan man se, at der er mange politiske organisationer, der bruger Snapchat rigtig meget. 87 
Og det jo selvfølgelig fordi, at de har mulighed for at finde den her lidt yngre målgruppe derinde. 88 
Blandt andet Liberal Alliance bruger det rigtig meget og Radikal Ungdom og de Radikale og 89 
Enhedslisten, og det giver jo også rigtig god mening i forhold til deres målgruppe. Så hvis du har 90 
en målgruppe, hvor det er virkelig relevant, så giver det god mening. Men der er bare rigtig mange 91 
brands, der har svært ved at knække koden til hvordan gør vi det her, for det bare en anden 92 
platform end at køre Facebook eller Instagram. Du skal arbejde med nogle andre ting, du skal 93 
tænke over dine brugere, du skal tænke over hvilke billeder, hvordan svarer du dem igen, og hele 94 
den vej rundt omkring. Så der er er selvfølgelig nogle brands, der bruger det. Men der er klart flest, 95 
der bruger de mere almindelige medier som Facebook og Instagram.  96 
 97 
Er der nogle særlige overvejelser, som danske brands bør gøre sig, inden at de kaster sig ud i at 98 
bruge Snapchat? 99 
 100 
Mette: 101 
Præcis det med at sige er min målgruppe overhovedet på Snapchat. Og har jeg egentlig noget 102 
relevant som brand at sige. Det er vi selvfølgelig også kan se, det er helt generelt, at den 103 
reklameanalyse, som jeg talte om tidligere, den viser, at folk bliver mere og mere trætte af 104 
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reklamer, samtidig med at de egentlig lægger mindre mærke til dem. Så de er både trætte af dem, 105 
og de få reklamer de rent faktisk ser, bliver de mere og mere trætte af. Og det gør selvfølgelig 106 
også, at man som brand bliver nødt til at se på, om man har noget relevant at sige inde på 107 
Snapchat. Og især hvis man begynder at lave en form for kommercielle samarbejder eller i hvert 108 
fald sige, normalt er man jo vant til på Snapchat at det kun er sjove snaps man får fra sine venner, 109 
og lige pludselig så skal et brand ind i den sammenhæng og sige “vi er for fede og køb et eller 110 
andet”, der er man bare nødt til at se på hvilken kontekst, som det er at man kommer ind i. Så først 111 
fremmest det med målgruppen, og så om du har noget interessant at sige til målgruppen, og så se 112 
på ressourcerne. Man er nødt til at lægge en strategi for det, man er nødt at se - har jeg noget at 113 
sige derinde og hvilke emner, vi jeg gerne tale om, og hvad giver mening i forhold til de 114 
mennesker, der også er derinde.  115 
 116 
Er der en særlig type indhold, som brands skal fokusere på på Snapchat - altså skal det være 117 
mere a la previews og behind the scenes eller skal det være mere gennemarbejdet content? 118 
 119 
Mette: 120 
Altså helt generelt, så synes jeg, at selvom om det måske ikke ligner gennemarbejdet content, så 121 
langt de fleste gange skal der være en content-strategi bagved indholdet. Men jeg synes, at man 122 
skal prøve at se på hvilket brand man er. For hvis du taler om noget, som ikke giver mening for 123 
dig, så vil det jo aldrig fungere særlig godt. Men der er jo nogle - for eksempel influencers - der 124 
tager meget folk med “behind the scenes”, og det er jo rigtig fint at få mulighed for at komme ind og 125 
se, hvad de laver i løbet af en dag for eksempel. Generelt kan man sige, at for både så noget som 126 
Snapchat og Instagram, at der er det tit så noget som mad, travel og entertainment, som fungerer 127 
ret godt på sådan nogle platforme. Så det er det her med, at man gerne vil se nogle sjove og 128 
spændende ting. Og det er jo nok aldrig fungere, at kommunikere de meget svære emner, hvor det 129 
kræver meget at læse - det er Snapchat ikke lige mediet til. Her er det mere at sige, der sker nogle 130 
ting her, tag og følg med her. Dit brand skal passe ind og dine kommunikationsbudskaber skal ikke 131 
være alt for svære at forstå, for de har meget kort tid derinde, og du har en målgruppe, der kører 132 
deres venners stories igennem.  133 
 134 
Vi kan ikke komme udenom, at både Instagram og Facebook har implementeret lignende 135 
funktioner i deres platforme - vil du anbefale danske brands at kaste sig ud i Snapchat eller vil du 136 
foreslå dem, at være lidt mere afventende og se hvordan udviklingen kommer til at gå de næste 137 
par måneder eller kommende år? 138 
 139 
Mette: 140 
Altså man kan i hvert fald sige, at man af de brands, som jeg sidder med i dag, og også bare 141 
brands generelt i Danmark, som har en Instagram profil, der kan man jo godt forstå, at de vælger 142 
at koncentrere deres ressourcer på Facebook og Instagram. For som du siger, så har Instagram 143 
virkelig taget Snapchat-gimmicks til sig i forhold til at have filtre, emojis indover og alle de her ting, 144 
som du kan lave. Så hvis man allerede har en god fanbase på Instagram, så vil man oftest tilråde, 145 
at man bliver der. For igen, det her med at starte en helt ny platform op, det kan bare være rigtig 146 
svært. Og der sker bare nogle ting i forhold til Snapchat - hvor er de på vej hen og de tjener ikke så 147 
mange penge i øjeblikket - så derfor vil det nok være en god ide, hvis du allerede har en god 148 
Instagram profil og så bare fortsætte med at arbejde der i stedet for.  149 
 150 
Hvilke muligheder ser du i fremtiden for Snapchat marketing?  151 
 152 
Mette: 153 
Der er selvfølgelig kommet nogle flere annonceringsmuligheder i år, oprindeligt var det ret dyrt at 154 
købe sig ind i Snapchat. Nu er der kommet flere selvbetjenings services, som gør det lidt nemmere 155 
for almindelige brands, der heller har så vildt mange penge, at købe sig ind i det. Det der 156 
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selvfølgelig er vigtigt, det er at Snapchat bliver ved med at udbyde nogle ting, som gør det sjovt for 157 
brugerne at være der. Hvis man kigger på dengang Snapchat kom frem og så i dag, så har de 158 
udviklet sindssygt mange ting hele tiden. Men på samme tid er deres konkurrenter jo også blevet 159 
bedre og bedre til at bruge de samme mekanikker - såsom Facebook og Instagram. Jeg ved ikke 160 
hvad der er på vej næste gang, men de skal virkelig sørge for at lave noget hvor det stadig giver 161 
mening at være på Snapchat i stedet for at brugerne siger “okay nu kører jeg bare på Instagram i 162 
stedet for”. Så de har helt sikker nogle udfordringer, det er jeg slet ikke i tvivl om.  163 
 164 
I marts annoncerede Snapchat, at man nu kunne købe filtre og annoncering/reklamer på 165 
Snapchat, synes du, at det godt kan betale sig for et dansk brand at give op til 150.000 for et filter? 166 
 167 
Mette: 168 
Altså jeg synes også, at det var rigtig dyrt dengang det kom frem. Og jeg tror virkelig at langt de 169 
fleste tilfælde vil det nok være begrænset hvor meget værdi, der kommer igen - det kommer 170 
selvfølgelig an på - hvad er du for et brand, hvor meget får du ud af det. Men det der er en 171 
udfordring ved det, det er at bruge 150.000 på et filter en dag på Snapchat, det vil ret sjældent 172 
kunne give den effekt man gerne vil have ud af det i forhold til ellers at kigge på hvad man kunne 173 
for ud af det ved at køre for eksempel Instagram- eller Facebook-annoncer, digitale bannere eller 174 
hvad det nu end kan være. Så det er nok også det, der har været problemet i Danmark, det har 175 
været alt for dyrt og brand har ikke købt ordentligt ind i Snapchats filtre og derfor er det selvfølgelig 176 
også at foretrække de her selfservice, hvor man kan købe sig ind på en anden måde og som ikke 177 
er så dyrt. Jeg synes også, at det er meget dyrt i forhold til hvad du får ud af det.  178 
 179 
Har du et bud på hvad Snapchat kan gøre for at styrke deres position på markedet de næste par 180 
måneder - hvilken opdatering de skulle komme med?  181 
 182 
Mette: 183 
Nu skal jeg lige tænke mig om. Man kan sige, at generelt så arbejder man jo meget med - det som 184 
Snapchat gør med at de lægger sådan en form for filtre, geofiltre, lenses som jo egentlig er en 185 
form for augmented reality. Når man sidder der og tager et billede, så kan der komme et ekstra lag 186 
på mig. Og hvis de kunne arbejde endnu mere med at lave nogle fede filtre i forhold til augmented 187 
reality, så kunne det jo være fedt at få nogle muligheder der. Jeg ved ikke helt hvad det skulle 188 
være, må jeg indrømme. For deres filtre fungere jo også ret godt med at måle, for de kan jo se at 189 
“nu sidder Mette der i 10 sekunder og kigger på hvordan hun ser ud med katte-ører eller 190 
whatever”. Og det er jo noget som folk synes, der er sjovt at lave, men de (red. Snapchat) skal jo 191 
finde ud af hvordan de kan gøre noget, der er endnu mere banebrydende. Og der ved jeg, at der 192 
er masser af virksomheder derude, der arbejder på at tilbyde forskellige løsninger til Snapchat. 193 
Men jeg må indrømme, at jeg ikke lige kan se hvad der skulle komme lige om lidt - andet end at de 194 
skal arbejde mere med deres augmented reality muligheder.  195 
 196 
Er der nogle primære udfordringer, som social media marketing medarbejdere står overfor i 197 
øjeblikket? 198 
 199 
Mette: 200 
Ja, en af de store udfordringer det er jo at vi kan se, at flere og flere brugere begynder at bevæge 201 
sig ind i private lukkede fora. Det kan både være Facebook-grupper, og det kan være det med i 202 
stedet for at skrive på på Instagram update, så sender man en direkte besked til sine venner i 203 
stedet for. Så alle de her ting, som vi ikke kan se direkte, som brands og virksomheder, men hvor 204 
vi kan se at der er noget, der har gjort noget, men at vi ikke kan se præcist hvad det er, det er 205 
selvfølgelig en udfordring, når folk bevæger sig mere ind i det private. Så kan vi ikke ramme dem 206 
på samme måde, og vi kan ikke få dem til at engage mere sig på samme måde med vores brand. 207 
Det er blandt andet derfor at Facebook har udarbejdet så mange forskellige chat-bots, fordi de 208 
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vidste at folk var ekstremt meget på messenger og nogle af de tal vi har, viser også, at 92% af alle 209 
danskere er inde i Facebook messenger. Det er jo vildt mange, og der er klart at Facebook så går 210 
ind og laver en chat-bot, så vi kan få folk til at snakke med forskellige brands chat-bots derinde, 211 
som også bliver en form for privat fora. Som kan bruges af virksomhederne til samle data osv. Det 212 
er i hvert fald en super stor trend. Både en trend og en udfordring selvfølgelig. Derudover kan vi 213 
se, som vi snakkede om tidligere, at folk bliver mere og mere trætte af reklamer. Det kender i nok 214 
også godt selv, at man på vej til arbejde ser vildt mange reklamer, og mange af dem lægger man 215 
ikke rigtig mærke til længere, og du kan ikke huske reklamer så godt længere. Det er sjældent at 216 
man virkelig tænker, den reklame gør at nu går jeg ned og køber noget eller køber noget online. 217 
Det er en kæmpe udfordring selvfølgelig. For hvis det er vi begynder at lave dårlige reklamer, som 218 
virksomheder og brands, så ender vi med at forbrugerne slet ikke vil se reklamerne og vi ikke kan 219 
få dem til at købe produkterne. Så det handler virkelig meget om, at placere det man laver 220 
reklamemæssigt og kommercielt, på basis af indsigter. Så man for eksempel siger, “jeg ved at den 221 
her målgruppe, de er kvinder med børn or whatever, de tænker sådan her, og deres største 222 
problemer i livet lige nu, det er sådan og sådan”. Så prøver man at italesætte nogle af disse 223 
problemer og prøver at skabe løsninger og dermed reklamer, der kan løse nogle af deres 224 
problemer. Det er i hvert fald nogle af de ting, som jeg arbejder helt vildt meget med - at sørge for 225 
at skabe noget der er relevant for folk, og som prøver at engagere folk. For man har jo som brand 226 
en masse ting man gerne vil sige, det kan bare nogle gange ende med ikke at stemme overens 227 
med det som brugerne gerne vil have at vide.  228 
 229 
Er der nogle specifikke tendenser, du mener er særligt dominerende på de sociale medier i 230 
øjeblikket? 231 
 232 
Mette: 233 
Der er helt “fake news” delen. Der er jo en mass ting der, som gør at Facebook er blevet nødt til at 234 
implementere det her “verified pages”, så man kan se, at det rent faktisk er en rigtig nyhedskanal. 235 
Der kommer også til at være - det ikke rullet ud i Danmark endnu - men det kommer til at være 236 
sådan at når du søger på en hjemmeside som CNN, som kommer der et logo oppe i toppen af 237 
søgebaren. Så de laver en masse ting, som sikrer, at de ting du ser på de sociale medier kommer 238 
fra pålidelige kilder. Vi ved, at rigtig mange mennesker - også i Danmark - får deres nyheder og 239 
informationer generelt fra Facebook. Så hvis det er forkerte kilde eller folk, der har skrevet nogle 240 
ting som ikke er 100% korrekte, så er det selvfølgelig et problem. Derudover taler de også meget 241 
om det de kalder “ekko-kamre”, at man netop på Facebook ofte er venner med folk, som man tit 242 
har de nogenlunde samme holdninger som. Så derfor ender det tit med, at man bare bliver 243 
bekræftet i de samme holdninger og i de samme ting. Det skal man selvfølgelig også arbejde med 244 
hvis man gerne vil udvide sin horisont (...uklart….). Det er også en trends, som vi snakker meget 245 
med vores kunder og brands om - om deres forbrugere lever meget i de her ekko-kamre, og de så 246 
ikke kommer ud og oplever så mange andre ting. Derudover kan man sige, at helt generelt så 247 
bruger folk de sociale medier på mange forskellige måder. Der er nogle, der bruger det til det med 248 
at få nyheder, så er der mange, der bruger det til at holde kontakten med deres venner og familie. 249 
Vi ved også, at folk føler, at de har mindre og mindre tid til sig selv og også mindre tid til at se 250 
deres venner og familie, derfor er sociale medier på den måde stadig vigtig. Derfor skal man også 251 
tænke over som brand om man kan hjælpe folk med at holde en bedre kontakt online på en eller 252 
anden måde. Det er jo også derfor sociale medier stadig er så vigtige - netop til at holde kontakten 253 
mellem folk. Og hjælpe folk med at gøre det.  254 
 255 
Både korte videoklip, som Snapchat har, og de lange, som YouTube har, samt live-streaming er 256 
blevet populært indenfor de seneste par år - har du et bud på hvorfor netop den form for 257 
kommunikation er blevet så populær? 258 
 259 
Mette: 260 
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Det med at se video, det er endnu en fed måde at formidle ting på. Hvor man siger “et billede er 261 
mere værd end tusinde ord”, så er video nærmest det dobbelte, skulle jeg til at sige. Man 262 
kommunikerer jo følelser, og man kommunikerer storytelling gennem video. Vi kan se på sociale 263 
medier, at video fungerer godt til at få kommunikeret nogle ting til folk, og får fortalt nogle ret svære 264 
budskaber nogle gange. Man har jo i lang tid sagt, at korte videoer egentlig var bedst, men vi kan 265 
også godt se, at der kommer flere af de lange formater, både i forhold til Youtubere - deres videoer 266 
varer altid 7-8-9-10 minutter, hvis ikke de er længere. Også mange formater på for eksempel 267 
Facebook, hvor folk fortæller en længere historie. Så jeg tror virkelig, at man skal begynde at 268 
tænke over at storytelling sagtens kan være de her længere videoer. Man skal selvfølgelig bare 269 
sørge for at være interessant nok, og at man lægger det ud til den rigtige målgruppe, således at du 270 
rammer dem, der rent faktisk er interesserede i dit budskab. Så jeg er helt enig i, at det er super 271 
interessant, at se på hvor meget video er vokset - det er jo helt vildt hvor meget folk ser videoer 272 
forskellige steder. Facebook har faktisk også lige lanceret en platform, der hedder “Watch”, som 273 
kommer til ligge sammen med videoer på Facebook, og som er et sted, hvor de gerne vil have at 274 
folk går ind og ser TV serier. Det bliver nogle shows - det er ikke rullet ud i Danmark endnu, og 275 
bliver testet af i USA lige nu. Det er jo selvfølgelig også fordi, at de gerne vil tage kampen op mod 276 
Youtube. Normalt går man jo på Facebook for at se hvad der er sket siden sidst. Hvis du så kan få 277 
folk til at gå på Facebook for også at se TV-serier og shows, så kan man også få en masse ud af 278 
det. Facebook ved godt, at videoformatet fungerer ret godt. Det har de jo også sagt til alle os, der 279 
arbejder med marketing og kommunikation de sidste mange år - at prøv at bruge video-budskaber 280 
også på Facebook, det fungerer ret godt.  281 
 282 
“Content is king” er kendt udtryk indenfor marketing, hvor ser du udviklingen af content bevæge sig 283 
hen af? 284 
 285 
Mette: 286 
Jeg er selvfølgelig helt enig i at content er vigtigt. For hvis du ikke har noget ordentligt, som du vil 287 
formidle, så er der ikke nogen, der gider engagere sig i det. Derudover vil så sige, at det med at 288 
målrette mod de rette mennesker, det er jo lige så vigtigt som selve indholdet er. Hvis du sender 289 
noget indhold ud til folk, som ikke er interesserede i det overhovedet, eller hvis man bare sender 290 
indhold ud om unge mennesker til ældre mennesker for eksempel, det giver jo ikke så meget 291 
mening. Det er selvfølgelig vigtigt at sikrer at du har noget godt indhold, men du er også nødt til at 292 
kigge hele vejen rundt omkring processen og sige “okay, er det her noget indhold, der er lavet til 293 
sociale medier”, jeg taler rigtig meget om noget der hedder “social by design”, som egentlig er 294 
noget vi har fundet på selv - som handler om at det man laver af indhold til sociale medier, eller 295 
bare indhold generelt, skal man tænke rigtig meget over hvordan folk reagerer på det stykke 296 
indhold. For eksempel så har man det med, at man deler et bestemt stykke indhold, kommer det 297 
så til at sige noget om, at jeg er en super cool person eller kommer det til at gøre min connection til 298 
den person er vigtigere for os begge to. Så prøv at tage de her ting med, når man skal lave en 299 
kampagne- eller reklamefilm for eksempel, så skal vi have de her elementer, som gør at folk vil 300 
dele det. Og der er stadig mange som glemmer at tænke der her med, at folk er enormt sociale og 301 
gerne vil have, at det de deler, det er noget, der gør noget for dem selv. De vil gerne have 302 
reaktioner fra folk - enten at de trækker på smilebåndet eller at de får kuldegysninger eller noget 303 
helt andet. Så man er nødt til at tænke de her elementer med ind, når producerer indhold. Og 304 
indhold i dag kan være rigtig mange forskellige ting, også i forhold til udformning, som vi også 305 
snakkede om før med hensyn til Snapchat og Instagram osv. Men indholdet er stadig sindssygt 306 
vigtigt, det vil det blive ved med at være for evigt, tror jeg. Du er bare nødt til at tænke over 307 
hvordan du udformer indholdet og hvem du rent faktisk sender det ud til.   308 
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Appendix	I	

SWOT	analysis	
Snapchat’s	position	on	the	Danish	market	for	marketers	and	advertisers

Strengths Weaknesses

Direct communication

High opening rate 

Demands full attention

A lot of “time spent” with users.

Creates a unique insight into the lives, values and habits of the consumers 

Useful for: Competitions, previews, behind the scenes, news, event promotion,

Possible to spend a lot of time with target group

Unique approach to mobile messaging/communication

Advanced campaigns and extensive communication is possible. 

Similar to face-to-face communication

One-on-one communication and one-to-many communication

Works well with storytelling 
Works well with influencer marketing
Works well with content marketing
Works well with ephemeral marketing
Works well with native advertising

Campaigns can be innovative and original.

The user base is the segment of digital natives also known as young adults and Generation Z

Bigger chance of users seeing brand content and opening it compared to other platforms.

More real-time and live than other platforms. 

Promotes urgency in campaigns. 

Non-commercial and ad-free.

It is a brand equity platform: awareness, image, associations, brand love

High involvement and engagement if campaigns is good.

Followers co-create the brand by sending snap replies and creating their own brand-related 
content + provides insight into consumer culture and brand community. 

More control over content and co-creation than on other platforms.

Easy to use - user friendly interface

Acceleration of messages.

Entertainment platform.

Users can play and interact with content. 

Good for giving brands a coherent story.

Associations: fun entertainment platform for social interaction providing unrefined, playful and 
authentic content through real-time, direct and honest communication.

In relational branding, brands can be a humanized, interactive and authentic relationship partner 
providing relevant content.

If campaigns are managed well, enables brands on the platform as “friends” and relationship 
partners.

Calls to action are more urgent and effective because of the ephemeral marketing.

Self-selected follower-base

Customized lenses for brands (and private persons)

Feedback content from users cannot be shared collectively

Content can not be shared outside Snapchat

Content can not be liked

Disloyal user segments - changes to new media and platforms fast

Not possible to track and analyse data - measure ROI

No evidence of impact or effect.

Time and resource demanding

Not a reach media yet

Requires a lot of resources to establish and manage continuously: Time, funds, good storyteller, 
skilled and specialized management, well-produced content.

Requires continuous activities on the channel.

Requires “personal” approach, tone, style.

Requires clear strategy and objectives.

Generic content and overly branded messages does not appeal.

Content can not be saved - only exist temporarily

Brands need to build their follower base from scratch + difficult to build follower base.

Few brand managers and influencers understand how to use it. 

Non-commercial and ad-free.

Users are mostly negative towards brand presence and advertising.

“Small/limited” user base.

No company accounts.

The lack of communication from Snapchat and its updates.

Only works in interplay with other platforms - not alone. 

Not a sales platform. 

Often an add-on in campaigns and not main platform.

Limited revenue

Lack of diverse/multiple features (in comparison to other platforms)

Empowerment of users.

Loss of historic data.

Followers might not see all content, because of time limit. 

Not for all brands. 

Self-selected follower-base



Opportunities Threats

Possibility of demanding full attention

Development and incorporating analysis features and metrics

Relevant in order to reach the specific target group in the age of 16-29

Paid advertising.

Monetization of the app - selling products

Expansion in user segments

Growing user base

Differentiation and positioning of the platform.

Desire for higher security among users

Increasing interaction with audience

Keep signature feature

Development and implementation of augmented reality features 

Lack of competition

Imitators and competition - Other social media platforms adapting similar functions

Users preferring other social media platforms

Only used by few Danish brands and brands are slow to adopt.

Danish brands are sceptical: wants to see cases and tests, have limited marketing 
budgets, conservative approach, 

Paid advertising. 

Fast digital development and innovation

The lack of communication from Snapchat and its updates

Negative PR
Too slow at implementing new features

Legal issues - increased legislature to protect user privacy

Political issues regarding companies and social media’s responsibilities

Security breaches

Users might become bored with Snapchat

Aging user base

Fleeting nature of social media popularity


